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The arduous task of finding a solution to the enduring salmon crisis calls for

a non-trivial, comprehensive approach. Such a solution is likely to affect virtually

everyone in the Pacific Northwest. Ensuring public understanding of and support

for species restoration policies is especially important, because many of such

policies involve making difficult trade-offs. This issue is especially relevant to the

situation in Oregon where citizens are directly involved in environmental policy-

making, thus, public support for salmon restoration options is a vital component of

the policy process.

This study was designed to identify the major factors influencing public

support for salmon restoration policies, including policy-relevant knowledge, risk

perception, ideological and attitudinal factors, as well as a sense of political

efficacy and social trust.



Key findings indicate that ideological and attitudinal factors are the most

important predictors of public support for salmon restoration alternatives, such as

removal of hydroelectric dams, limiting certain agricultural and forestry practices,

elimination of hatcheries, and urban stream protection measures. Ideological and

attitudinal variables have both direct and indirect impacts on policy support. In

addition, higher levels of social trust and a sense of political efficacy also led to

stronger support for salmon restoration policies.

The results presented in this study suggest the need for a more holistic

approach to understanding the sources and assessing the limits of public support for

salmon restoration options. In general, both outreach and research activities should

concentrate on overcoming the negative impacts of ideological and attitudinal

cleavages and reconciling seemingly insurmountable differences in opinions on

salmon policy. Providing additional knowledge should be tailored to the needs of

the various constituencies and should be sensitive to a wide range of ideological

stances and attitudinal positions.
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PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR SPECIES CONSERVATION POLICIES: MAJOR
DETERMINANTS IN THE CASE OF THE PACIFIC SALMON
CONTROVERSY

INTRODUCTION

Historian Joseph Taylor (1999) calls it a "durable crisis," as depletion of

salmon stocks due to fishing pressure and habitat loss has been a central concern of

fisheries scientists and practitioners in the Pacific Northwest for decades. Salmon

issues are particularly important to citizens in Oregon, where salmon have been

long recognized as an integrating part of the state's image of nature's bounty and

somewhat an ecotopia. With Chinook salmon being an official Oregon state fish,

loosing one wild salmon run after another and watching return numbers going

down has been a distressful and frustrating business for generations of Oregonians.

Because of their tremendous importance to both the state and the region,

salmon restoration is likely to require pervasive policy changes that could directly

affect virtually all residents of the state. Interest in public responses to specific

salmon restoration policies is due to the development of greater sensitivity of

policy-makers toward their constituents. There is also a distinct concern among

researchers and politicians alike "that the vast reservoir of public support and

enthusiasm for salmon recovery could be squandered in uncoordinated action,

expensive false-starts, and legal entanglements at every step" (Huppert 2000: 4).

But how wideand deepreally, is this "vast reservoir" of public support? How

long-standing are the intentions? How far would members of the public be willing
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to go in harming their own economic interests and the interests of others in

pursuing the noble goal of salmon restoration? What are the bases of public opinion

on salmon restoration policies? Answers to these questions are difficult, but worth

investigating, given the tremendous investment required to achieve salmon

restoration goals.

The salmon controversy is extremely complex. Over the decades, it has

been developing at a variety of policy levels, and in different academic disciplines

and professional communities. It has been one of the most popular issues among

armies of scientists, lawyers, policy-makers, journalists, and stakeholders, and

environmental activists. Social scientists joined the circle of those writing about

salmon relatively late in the process, only to find a wealth of opinions,

presuppositions, and speculations, but limited understanding of the social forces

underlying the controversy. As understanding of those forces grew, more elaborate

research on the interlacement of social and natural processes, and scientific,

political, and economic considerations was carried out.

A large part of current social scientific research on salmon issues is

concentrated on economic and social factors, as well as dominant values and

attitudes held by members of the public. Despite rapidly expanding spheres of

interest and degree of elaboration in research methodologies, most research efforts

are still revolving around relatively general issues of public attitudes toward salmon

and salmon policies, without linking such attitudes to more tangible salmon policy

options. Yet understanding the public's reactions to the policy alternatives currently
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on the decision-making table is extremely important. From the public policy

perspective, it helps predict public behaviors, such as voting, ballot measure

campaigns, or any other form of public participation.

Although it is obvious that pro-environmental attitudes are not

automatically translated into pro-environmental behaviors (Diekmann and

Preisendorfer 1998, Dalton 2000), Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) offered substantial

theoretical and empirical evidence that behavioral intentions and actual behaviors

are highly correlated, and, generally, there is a consensus among behavioral

scientists that the influence of interfering contextual factorssuch as specific

characteristics of the issues or behaviorsis not strong enough to nullify this

attitudebehavior link (Hines et al. 1986/87; Steel 1996). Burstein also noted that

"the impact of public opinion [on public policy V.F.] is substantial; the impact of

opinion remains strong even when the activities of political organizations and elites

are taken into account" (2003: 29).

Knowledge about public support for specific policy options helps

understand the gaps between attitudes and behaviors by introducing contextual

factors that might be extremely significant in some cases. In a way, such research

can provide a litmus test for general pro-environmental attitudes and their

predictability. Existing avenues for public input in salmon-related policy-making

require a significant degree of understanding and support for the current policies,

and thus are directly dependent on public's ability and willingness to endorse

collective efforts in this area.
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The existing literature on public perceptions of environmental policies

(Flynn et al. 1999, Flynn et al. 1992) suggests that various demographic,

geographic, ideological, and other factors can be instrumental in explaining varying

levels of public support for such activities, although specific combinations of such

factors usually vary and seem to be to a large extent issue/context-specific. Over

the decades of research, concerns over the role of various factors in facilitating

public support for environmental action have generated several areas of research in

different fields, primarily from political science, sociology, psychology, and

education. Because of theoretical and methodological specifics of each field,

research activities tend to concentrate on only selected sets of independent

variables that influence public attitudes towards and support for environmental

actions.

However, there have been very fewif anyattempts to bring all

theoretical and empirical evidence together and tying it to such specific indicators

of environmental attitudes as support for environmental policies. To fill in this gap,

this research project will seek to build a comprehensive model of public support for

salmon restoration policies by emphasizing the interactions underlying the key

factors affecting policy support.

Because the risks faced by salmon populations are ecosystem risks, the

analysis of public responses to such risks presents additional theoretical and

methodological challenges, including a sharper sensitivity to the ecocentric-

anthropocentric value divide leading to the increased influence of ideological and
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attitudinal factors on a variety of other factors including social trust, perceived risk,

or knowledge, as well as on policy support itself. In this respect, this research will

put existing theoretical and empirical evidencedeveloped primarily for cases

involving real or potential damage to humansto the test under a totally new set of

conditions of a more ecocentric controversy. It also will be useful in

conceptualizing the phenomenon and determinants of public perception of risks to

ecosystems in general and endangered species in particular, as well as in inspiring

new research in related areas.

This research project will have significant practical policy implications.

Through detailed analysis of the factors that influence public attitudes and

opinions, it will provide a valuable insight into the mechanisms of public support

for fisheries policies and salmon restoration. These results will be crucial for the

development and implementation of fisheries and salmon-related policies in

Oregon. They will also help target public outreach and education activities.

Issues pertaining to public support for endangered species conservation

transcend the specifics of salmon controversy. Although public concern about

salmon seems to be relatively more widespread than that about other endangered

species, there may be significant similarities in the dynamics and public responses

in most controversies involving endangered species. The salmon controversy

represents a combination of very characteristic circumstances, some of the most

telling imagery and rhetoric, and a quite exemplary ideological divide. Thus, the

project will be useful in conceptualizing the phenomenon and determinants of
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public support for endangered species restoration in general and inspiring new

research in related areas.

At the heart of this research is the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey

conducted in summer of 2002. For the purposes of this survey, public support for

salmon restoration was operationalized as a set of four variables indicating

respondents' support for selected salmon restoration options. These four items

included five-point Likert-type scales indicating answers (from "none to very low"

to "very high") to the following questions:

What is your level of support for the removal of dams in order to restore

wild salmon populations in Oregon?

What is your level of support for policies that would limit agricultural and

forestry practices?

What is your level of support for elimination of hatcheries?

What is your level of support for urban stream protection measures?

The survey data showed that levels of public support for four major salmon

restoration policies currently on the decision-making table (presented in Figure 1)

vary significantly, with relatively high support for limiting agriculture and forestry,

as well as for urban stream protection measures. Removal of hydroelectric dams

and elimination of hatcheries was not supported by the majority of respondents,

with 62.2 percent and 81.6 percent of respondents indicating none, very low, or low

support for these options, respectively. These findings are notat least on the face

of iteasy to explain.



Figure 1. Public support for salmon restoration options
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Table 1. Correlations between levels of public support for the four salmon
restoration options

** Correlations significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).

Based on this evidence suggesting somewhat uniform influence on the

levels of policy support by some unknown factors, the following research questions

can be formulated:

What are the major factors directly influencing public support for

salmon restoration policies?

Are there any interactions between these factors?

What is the role of demographics, socioeconomic, and contextual

factors in determining public support for salmon restoration

policies?

Are there any differences between the factors that influence public

support for salmon restoration evident across public responses to

the four restoration options?

Limiting
agricultural and
forestry practices

Elimination of
hatcheries

Urban stream
protection

Removal of dams .538** .435** .437**
Limiting agricultural and
forestry practices

.352** .516**

Elimination of hatcheries .268**
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What are the major factors affecting public policy support in the

case of salmon restoration (involving ecosystem risks) as opposed to

more traditional environmental policies, involving risks to humans?

These research questions will be in the core of this dissertation. In order to

answer them, I will conduct an in-depth analysis of the factors that can influence

public support for environmentalism in general, which is conceivably related to

support for salmon restoration policies.

Current theoretical and empirical research on public support for

environmentalism indicates several of such variables. First, public knowledge of

key scientific, social, and political facts relevant to environmental policy-making is

often found to be an important predictor of public support for environmentalism.

Second, perceived risks to humans or ecosystems are also related to support for

policies limiting or eliminating human activities posing such risks. Third, political

ideology is often linked to support for environmentalism; and general pro-

environment attitudes are also linked to more specific attitudes and public policy

preferences. Fourth, social capitalespecially in its part related to the sense of

political efficacyand social trust are in some cases related to environmental

policy support. Finally, a multitude of demographic, socioeconomic, and contextual

factors can potentially exert significant influence on public support for

environmentalism both directly and indirectlyby influencing the other four

clusters of variables: policy-relevant knowledge, risk perception, ideological and

attitudinal variables, as well as political efficacy and social trust. To make the
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picture even more complicated, there is overwhelming evidence of the links among

these four key factors.

Each of these four groups of factors will be a focus of the discussion in the

chapters to follow. Each one of them will be crucial for building the model of

public support of salmon restoration (presented in Figure 2). The dissertation

process will essentially consist of a deep, detailed analysis of each of the four major

pieces of the model and putting them all together at the end. Chapters 4-7 will

present in-depth analyses of these four factors, with special emphasis on: (1) the

direct links between the factor and levels of public support for the four salmon

restoration options; and (2) the effects of demographic, socioeconomic, contextual

factors, as well as the other key independent variables on the factor in question.

This two-fold emphasis will warrant a rather uniform structure of Chapters 4-7,

each of them consisting of a literature review on the determinants of such factors as

policy-relevant knowledge, risk perception, ideological and attitudinal factors,

political efficacy and social trust. Each of the chapters will also address the direct

impacts of such variables on public policy support. Similarly, the empirical part of

each chapter will present the evidence of the determinants and impacts of the key

variables on public support for salmon restoration policies.

After establishing the relevance of the specific key variables and other

demographic, socioeconomic, and contextual factors for explaining public support

for salmon restoration policies, all relevant variables will be used in a PATH model

presented in Chapter 8. In a way, this model will put together the pieces of puzzle
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and present a big picture of the sources of public support for salmon restoration

policies.



Figure 2. Conceptual model of public policy support
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Chapter 1 will present an overview of the current research on public opinion

regarding salmon issues. Based on the existing theoretical literature and empirical

data it will identify the gaps in societal understanding of the sources of public

support for specific salmon restoration policies and will present the major research

questions that will be addressed in the rest of the dissertation. In addition, a

simplified conceptual model of public policy support will be introduced.

Chapter 2 will describe the major dilemmas inherent in current salmon

management that reflect conflicting evidence, ideas, and values regarding salmon

and underlie public deliberations on salmon-related issues and policies. The chapter

will also contain a brief outline of the four major proposed options for salmon

restorationdam breaching, limiting habitat-damaging agriculture and forestry

practices, eliminating hatcheries, and urban stream protection measuresalong

with the surrounding social and political controversies. These four policies will be

at the basis of the analysis in the rest of the dissertation.

In Chapter 3, I will describe the major research methodologies used for

quantitative and qualitative analyses in the dissertation. Information will be

provided on the procedures used for collection and analysis of mail survey data,

methods of correlation analysis, OLS estimations and structural modeling (PATH

analysis). Procedures for collecting and analyzing qualitative information from

expert interviews and respondents' comments to the mail survey will also be

described.
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Determinants and impacts of policy-relevant knowledge will be addressed

in Chapter 4. A part of the chapter will provide a review of existing literature on

sources and impacts of policy-relevant knowledge, the concept of "policy-relevant

knowledge" itself, as well as independent variables associated with policy-relevant

knowledge. Experts' views on public knowledge about salmon will be presented

and discussed. Finally, the chapter will discuss the levels, correlates, and impacts of

levels of policy-relevant knowledge about salmon among Oregonians.

Chapter 5 will take a similar approach to assessing determinants and

impacts of risk perceptions on salmon policy support. After a review of

methodological approaches to ecosystem risks and their major characteristics, the

chapter will address current levels and major determinants of public perceptions of

the risks to salmon posed by the four types of human activities addressed by the

four abovementioned restoration options.

Current ideological and attitudinal divides among Oregonians and their

impact on public opinion on salmon policies will be addressed in Chapter 6. This

analysis will follow a literature review on the existing approaches to understanding

the links between political ideology, general environmental attitudes, and more

specific manifestations of environmental concern, including support for

environmental policies.

Chapter 7 will assess existing theoretical and empirical evidence of the role

of trust and the sense of political efficacy in determining support for public
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policies. An exploratory analysis of the relationships among political efficacy,

social trust and salmon policy support will conclude this chapter.

Chapter 8 will provide a concise summary of the expected relationships

within the forthcoming model based on the literature review sections and results of

bivariate correlation analyses presented in previous chapters, identify variables in

the model, and present the model itself, along with a discussion of the most

important findings. Finally, all the findings discussed in the dissertation will be

synthesized in order to provide general conclusions and a discussion of public

policy implications.
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CHAPTER 1. SALMON ISSUES IN THE PUBLIC ARENA

Vanishing salmon populations have long been a salient issue in the public

arena and thus turned into an important element of public opinion in the Northwest.

Throughout the decades of the unfolding salmon crisis, politicians, scientists, and

members of the public employed different modes of explanation of their extinction:

from elaborate socioeconomic concepts to simplified forms of classic myths

involving "hostile plotters and benevolent leaders" (Edelman 1971: 77). Although

definitely shared by nearly everyone in the Northwest, concern for salmon comes in

a variety of shades and hues, tied to different ideological stands and implicative of

different causes and solutions to salmon crisis. The sections to follow in the

chapter will present an overview of the current research on public attitudes to

salmon issues and restoration options and will discuss the various aspects of public

perceptions of salmon in Oregon, including symbolic meanings of salmon, relative

saliency of salmon issues, level of public concern about the condition of salmon

stocks, and distribution of blame for declining salmon populations. Finally, the

chapter will introduce a conceptual model of public support for salmon restoration.

Purely hypothetical at this stage, the model will lay out the ideas that will be

developed in the rest of the dissertation.

1.1 Symbolic meanings of salmon

Native American imagery imagery creates a deep and elaborate symbolism

directly linking salmon lives to those of people. Salmon has long been in the core

of tribal traditions, tribal economies, as well as a primary food source (Fallows
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2000). According to Gunther, "salmon are believed to lead a life very similar to

those who catch him A chief leads salmon upstream" (1928: 150). A similar notion

was expressed by Angus Duncan, Oregon Representative to Northwest Power

Planning Council: "salmon are part of the way we define ourselves in the

Northwest" (The Oregonian, 6/3/91: A10) and extended by Member of Congress

Ron Wyden, who declared: "our love of fish is almost in our chromosomes"

(Northwest Energy News Sept/Oct 1991: 10).

Salmon are also seen as a personification of endurance and fortitudethe

qualities still in high esteem among descendants of the first settlers in the

Northwest. As put by Joan Laatz, "salmon, bright and sleek, were once the most

potent symbols of the region's endurance and vigor" (The Oregonian 4/10/94:

A18). In this sense, salmon are often seen as a remnant of the honorable past of the

region, and, according to Bill Bakke, Conservation Director of Oregon Trout, "part

of our heritage and part of our cultural fabric" (Northwest, 2/24/1991: 10). Salmon

are especially esteemed for their uneasy life journey, which some compare to

hardships of the pioneers' life. For example, Cecil D. Andrus, Governor of Idaho

called salmon "stalwarts" that "have fought all the obstacles we've put before them

in order to return to the spawning grounds of their birth. We ought to be ashamed

of ourselves if we can't save them" (New York Times, 1/1/91: A9).

Salmon imagery is also a powerful regional unifier. According to Ed

Chaney, fishery consultant, "fish are to the Northwest what wheat is to Kansas.

Fish are this great integrator. They spawn 900 miles inland and they travel to the
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ocean all along the coast. They bind this region together" (High Country News,

4/22/91: 13). Crucial to the self-perception of Northwesterners, salmon symbolism

is in fact a part of the imagery in the core of their group identity. Wide geographic

representation of salmon species and their dependence on a variety of different

spatially determined factors, when recognized, leads to a greater appreciation of the

ultimate interconnectedness of inhabitants in all corners of the region.

Once abundant salmon stocks appear in the most basic narratives about

salmon, both in forms of recollection of the "golden age" and as a promise for the

future: "There is an almost mythic connection with salmon among the people who

live in the Northwest. It is a powerful connection that cannot be overestimated--the

power of history, the power of identity, the power of the past's promise to the

future" (Governor John Kitzhaber 2000).

At the same time, some raise doubts about such universal perceptions of

salmon symbolism. For example, there is a disagreement over how long the salmon

has been a symbol of the Northwest: "Northwesterners today claim that salmon

have always been the essence of the region. But sixty years ago, the non-Indian

population was more persuaded that a combination of dams, irrigation canals, and

hydroelectric power was the regional signature" (Findlay 1997: 41-42). Although

salmon have been important for Native American tribes for a long time before

European settlement, the very concept of the Northwest as a region started taking

shape after the Europeans arrived in the area, overcoming settlers' and

government's initial indifference to salmon as a resource. For Findley, salmon are
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one of the more recent symbols professed by the non-Indian populations, developed

soon after they discovered the profits of calming.

But these disagreements aside, salmon currently act as a symbol of both

Northwestern historical and cultural identity, and thus threats to salmon are often

perceived as threat to the singularity of the whole region. Findlay concludes: "As

species of salmon become endangered, it seems that the region to which

Northwesterners have been attachedor rather that region's chance to remain

exceptionalalso becomes endangered" (1997: 60). In this context, ESA listings of

salmon can be viewed as a symbolic act of preserving a regional way of life and

cultural identity.

1.2 Distribution of blame for threats to salmon populations

With salmon stocks declining over the past 150 years, societal disagreement

as to whatand especiallywho is to blame has been rising. Initially, salmon

decline was due to extensive harvesting. The problem became evident as early as in

1880s, and in 1894, for example, Hollister McGuire, Oregon's Fish and Game

Protector, wrote:

...salmon industry has suffered a great decline during the past
decade...For a third of a century, Oregon has drawn wealth from her
streams, but now, by reason of her wastefulness and a lack of
intelligent provision for the future, the source of that wealth is
disappearing and is threatened with annihilation (McGuire 1894,
reprinted in Cone and Ridlington 1996: 75).
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Further down the road, various stakeholder groups exercised a common

tactic of searching for enemies of the salmon among other groups competing for

this rapidly diminishing resource base.

Ascription of blame has traditionally had an explicit spatial component.

Because access to rivers and, thus, to salmon, is based on sharing space along the

streams and ascribing rights to useand protectthe fish, the history of the issue

contains a number of spatial rearrangements linked to redistribution of political

power among involved stakeholder groups and necessary rebalancing of this

delicate system. Each case of such redistribution of natural and social spaceand

corresponding rights to salmon

...turned on the political game of assigning blame to other, more
marginal groups... Rival economic interests tried to compensate to
save salmon, but their responses reveal the limits of their concern.
Oregonians embraced the chimera of artificial propagation as a
political panacea, but when hatcheries failed to stem the decline, the
solution was to claim and regulate the spaces of rival interests
(Taylor 1999: 235).

Robbins' discussion of the depletion of the wild salmon fisheries also

revolves around the effects of hatcheries, long seen as an ultimate solution to

salmon issues, as most of the competing stakeholders assumed that, eventually,

"scientific and technological applications could resolve problems associated with

human disruptions to the natural world" (Robbins 1997: 136).

An important shift in the distribution of blame for salmon decline took

place around 1910, when industrial fishermen lost much of their political power in

the salmon issues and were substituted by sports fishermen claiming more and
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more fishing space. The raising influence of urban voterswith a growing army of

sports fishermen being a real power among themeventually rebalanced the spatial

organization of access to salmon (Goble 1999). The result of these perturbations

was a dramatic redistribution of fishing spaces in Oregon, with anglers eventually

gaining almost exclusive access to salmon. It was not surprising that the rhetoric of

conservation used by anglers to justify this shift was highly successful: by

displacing netters from Oregon streams, anglers seemed to eliminate the most

obvious threat to salmon. However, the more important anthropogenic factors of

salmon decline, such as logging, grazing, and dam building did not receive much

attention until recently, as they "were largely conducted to satisfy the consumption

demands of the growing urban centers that were the political base of anglers"

(Taylor 1999: 253).

The aggregate amount of blame ascribed by the players of the Blame Game

to each other is enormous, as "blame is being liberally directed at virtually every

constituency in the region" (Robbins 2001: 171). By ascribing blame to other

groups, sport and industrial fishermen, Native Americans, dam operators, irrigators,

aluminum smelters, barge owners, farmers, miners, and loggers reserve the noble

role of salmon protectors to themselves, thus redressing the controversy as a fight

over "the title of the most worthy protector" (Taylor 1999: 254). Pralle and

McCann also pointed out that in most of such battles, "conservation" was only a

trope, used in "naming, blaming, and claiming contests," producing disturbing

images of opponentsfrom "the gun-toting property tights fanatic" to "elite, out-
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of-touch urban environmentalist" (Pralle and McCann 2000: 69)serving as

"symbolic resources" in the ultimate fight over property tights and access to the

resource. While the essence of the conflictclaiming access to and control over

salmon consumptionstays intact, it seems to fade in the conservationist rhetoric

applied indiscriminately to all kinds of situations.

A somewhat opposite trend is emergence of the relatively new force among

Oregonians: a multitude of environmental and conservation groups concerned with

the fate of salmon populations in general, with no obvious preference for any of the

consumptive uses of salmon. However, while not involved in salmon fishing

themselves, such groups have urban roots and thus ultimately tend to support

anglers and emphasize the threats to salmon posed by logging, agriculture and

dams (Rahr 2003). Due to the weakened reliance of urban centers on these

activities in surrounding rural areas, they are often being placed in the spotlight as

major contributors to salmon decline. They too often get involved in the Blame

Game, gaining "a psychological reward from being in the battle, the good guys

against the bad guys, that they lose sight of what they are trying to do" (Jan Beya of

the National Audobon Society, cited in Rozak 1992), and thus jeopardize the bases

of their support by many members of the public.

1.3 Salmon concerns in the "environet" of public agenda in Oregon

Traditionally, Oregonians have been extremely sensitive to the ideas of

environmental stewardship. While taking different forms and having different

ideological ties, concern about ecosystem risks, including risks to salmon
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populations, have taken a very important place within the "environet" (Myerson

and Rydin 1996) of environmental issues, problems, and ideas currently on

Oregon's public agenda.

There appears to be a widely shared concern among members of the public

regarding the declining numbers and deteriorating condition of salmon stocks, and

"restoring salmon to the Pacific Northwest might seem to be an indisputable public

policy objective" (Lackey 2002: 224). A number of relevant general public surveys

(Smith et al. 1998; Smith et al. 1995; Smith et al. 1997; Steel et al. 1999) indicated

that salmon restoration activities enjoy wide public support throughout the

Northwest, as well as nationwide. In addition, according to the results of contingent

valuation studies, people seem to be willing to pay for salmon recovery or agree to

economic losses as a result of recovery activities (Nugent et al. 1997). Smith et al.

(1995) reported that 43 percent of the public in Pacific Northwest gave a high

priority to salmon restoration over related socioeconomic consequences, about the

same number of people placed equal values on salmon as they did economics, and

only about 20 percent favored socioeconomic development (Smith et al. 1995: 6).

At the same time, such support is limited in scope as it is based on the

predominant view that salmon decline is a production problem (Smith et al. 1997).

Public views on the primary causes of salmon decline are also hardly adequate; in

the same survey water pollution and ocean drift nets were erroneously ranked as the

biggest threat to salmon (Smith et al. 1995). In general, according to Lackey, "no
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societal consensus exists on what the restoration objective should be, exclusive of

sweeping generalities" (Lackey 2002: 224).

Smith and Steel also report that the public "is cynical about the ability of

scientific and technological experts to solve natural resource... problems" (Smith

and Steel 1997: 611). Thus, it is not clear that public support for salmon restoration

in general will translate into support for government-led restoration actions.

Further, as Huppert (2000) pointed out, "the strong support currently enjoyed by

salmon recovery may be blunted as people experience real economic costs of

salmon recovery within urban areas" (Huppert 2000: 2). Up to now, it was

primarily landowners in rural areas on the Northwest who experienced the most

direct economic consequences of salmon restoration activities, such as riparian

buffers, water and building permit restrictions, and requirements for surface water

run-off management (Huppert 2000). However, if restoration is to continue,

redistribution of economic sacrifices among various social groups in both rural and

urban areas is bound to follow.

This is especially true if any of the existing dams are to be breached: the

energy shortages of 2000-2001 drew attention to the power generating value of

dams in the Northwest, including the lower Snake River dams and thus triggered a

growing public realization of the probable costs and losses associated with dam

breaching. General public concern has recently shifted to more immediate issues,

especially in economically depressed Oregon, thus pushing salmon to the periphery

of public attention. This trend was reinforced by remarkable salmon returns in the
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Columbia River Basin in the last couple of years. According to Jewell (2000), the

return rate for salmon runs in the Columbia River Basin went up to numbers not

seen since the early 1970s. Attributed primarily to extremely favorable ocean

conditions and plentiful rainfall (Jewell 2000), this seeming abundance of salmon

made many people believe that there was no salmon crisis after all.

Finally, while most people, undoubtedly, are sympathetic toward salmon

restoration in general, they "view restoration options through the prism of beliefs,

as well as personal preferences and perceived economic and other costs" (Lackey

2002: 225). The results of some surveys indicated that members of the public are

cynical about the ability of scientific experts to solve natural resource problems,

and demand wider public participation in salmon-related decision-making

processes (Smith and Steel 1997). Thus, salmon issues are embedded in universal

and sharp cleavages in public opinion, such as the role of technology in solving

salmon issues; rights of the public vs. those of individuals; conflicts between urban

dwellers and rural residents; the rights of the present generation vs. those of future

generations; as especially costs and benefits of various restoration options.



CHAPTER 2. CURRENT MANAGEMENT DILEMMAS AND MAJOR
SALMON RESTORATION OPTIONS

The issues surrounding Pacific salmon are intricate enough to warrant a

need for complex and non-trivial solutions. As Huppert puts it, "the decline in

Pacific salmon populations of the Columbia river basin has lead to twelve listings

under the Endangered Species Act. The remedy is likely to involve change in land

use, water use, hydroelectric power systems, and upland forest practices" (2000: 3).

Many analysts add reforming or eliminating hatcheries, urban stream protection

and other measures to this ever-growing list of actions to be taken.

A large part of this chapter will include an outline of the dilemmas inherent

to salmon-related policy-making, which reflect conflicting societal ideas and

preferences regarding salmon. The second part of this chapter will introduce the

four major options for restoring wild salmon currently debated throughout Oregon:

breaching hydroelectric dams, limiting agriculture and forestry practices, removal

of hatcheries, and urban stream protection measures. Analysis of opinions about

and support for salmon restoration actions presented in the rest of the dissertation

will revolve around these four options.

2.1 Management dilemmas

The current salmon crisis in the Northwest has been unfolding over a long

period of time, dating probably as far back as the salmon fisheries itself. As

Lichatowich puts it, "the salmon crisis did not come across because we wanted it

to... Government passed all kinds of statutes...to prevent what occurred. It didn't

26
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work" (Lichatowich 1999, personal communication, cited in Chasan 2000: 3). An

elaborate system of laws and regulations developed to protect salmon populations

was not suitable for achieving its goals due to a number of dilemmas inherent in

salmon management of the time, which not only clouded the public's and

managers' understanding of the issues at hand, but also created sets of discordant

opinions regarding the tools to be used and the restoration policy goals to be

pursued. Ultimately, these dilemmas are the joints of tensions underlying public

attitudes to salmon-related policy-making in Oregon, and evaluating public support

for restoration policies would not be possible without understanding them. In the

sections to follow, I will describe policy-making dilemmas in more detail.

2.1.1 Constituency dilemma

There is a large number of agencies that are somehowdirectly or

indirectlyinvolved in managing salmon-related issues in Oregon. Who are the

agencies' constituents? Daniel Chasan (2000) has an unequivocal answer to this

question. In his view, one of the main reasons for the government's failure to

protect wild salmon is the fact that "we have permitted government agencies to see

their constituents as the fishers and developers, rather than the fish" (Chasan 2000:

2). At the same time, such a claim would not seem plausible to most members of

the general public who see themselves as the constituents of any organ within the

government. This position has its grounding in the fact that mostif not all

public policies involve some kind of redistribution of economic and/or political
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resources, and thus, need additional justification for the public. Justifying policies

based on ecocentric values is a challenge, as

...such justification cannot simply be assumed a priori by invoking
some higher-order moral principle.., the policymakers' duty to the
public interest requires them to demonstrate that the redistributive
effects and value trade-offs implied by their policies are somehow to
the overall advantage of society (Woller 1997: 11).

In general, the situation calls for a shift towards considering both ecological

and human constituents.

2.1.2 Framing the policy objective

Directly related to the constituency dilemma is the current uncertainty over

what the objective of salmon restoration should be. Rarely verbalized, the societal

disagreement about what condition of salmon populations is biologically feasible

and socially desirable is implicit in salmon-related policy-making and very

important in our understanding of the resulting policies. In the face of uncertainty

about the ultimate goals of salmon restoration, involved governmental agencies end

up setting conflicting objectives and following contradictory paths. Various interest

groups also have different visions of salmon's future and exert their lobbying

powers in order to realize those incompatible visions.

Lackey (2002) specified two major aspects to formulating a salmon policy

objective: establishing what recovery options and target levels are "biologically

feasible" and "socially preferable" at the same time. Complexity of the surrounding

issues and competing societal priorities creates a situation in which "framing the

policy objective for salmon restoration is not a purely biological issue, nor even a
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purely "salmon" issue, but rather one concern in a large universe of competing

societal priorities intertwined with real and apparent realities" (Menzie 1995).

Adding to the complexity is the fact that many potential restoration

objectives do not seem to be ecologically plausible within the foreseeable future

(Lichatowich 1999; Michael 1999). Some raise significant doubts about how

realistic the goals of salmon restoration are in general, arguing that attempts to

restore wild salmon in many watersheds will not be successful because it is

impossible to restore salmon habitat capable of supporting viable runs of wild

salmon at the current rate of economic activity in the region (Michael 1999).

There appears to be a wide variety of objectives for salmon restoration, with

no societal consensus about the most biologically sound, realistic and socially

acceptable option. Commercial fishermen, obviously, advocate restoring fishable

wild salmon runs (PCFFA 2003). Some environmentalists refer to the Snake River

dams as "the main obstacle to salmon recovery" (Van Putten 2003) while talking

about their vision of fully restoring wild salmon runs throughout the Pacific

Northwest. On the far less optimistic side of the equation, Michael (1999) points

out that "society has already decided that anadromous salmonids in the Pacific

Northwest will exist in low numbers and less diversity than historically" (Michael

1999: 235). In general, according to Lackey, "the usually unstated, but de facto

societal policy objective appears to be one that attempts to slow the rate of decline

such that there remain residual runs of wild salmon" (2002: 230-231). This means

a win-lose situation for many people whoin the lack of any societal deliberations
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on setting salmon restoration goalsassume other goals to be important. Thus,

current lack of consensus about tangible policy objectives for salmon restoration

results in the lack of criteria for selecting elements of the recovery efforts and

limited support from the public.

2.1.3 Mitigation versus prevention

Mitigation and restoration activities are usually aimed at restoring salmon

populations, which are extinct or are on the verge of extinction. Such activities are

being implemented as, "virtually all land-use and water-use practices have some

effect on aquatic ecosystems... However, there are numerous opportunities,

through planning and specific practices, for minimizing these effects or mitigating

for past damage" (Spence et al. 1996: 9).

At the same time, there is a shared recognition that, "regardless of the

activity, emphasis should be placed on preventing (rather than mitigating) damage,

particularly in those areas where high-quality habitats and stable salmonid

populations remain" (Spence et al. 1996: 9). Along these lines, special attention is

paid to restoring the vital functions of riparian zones, including their geomorphic

and hydraulic features, shading, litter inputs, and regulation of nutrient flows

(Botkin et al. 1994: 66). Although there is still insufficient understanding of the

exact links between riparian conditions and salmon habitat, there are pilot studies

measuring numerical changes in fish abundance due to the effects of habitat

alteration, and especially restoration activities (Solazzi et al. 2000). Many authors

propose a more integrated, landscape-based approach to managing habitats, with
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special emphasis on the specific biological contexts of watersheds (Roni et al.

2002). In this approach, the emphasis is shifted from restoring habitats per se to

"restoring processes that form, connect, and sustain habitats" (Roni et al. 2002: 3).

One of the major complicating factors in developing and implementing

restoration projects is the highly synergistic nature of the various factors that

influence salmon survival. According to Botkin et al., "... we cannot separate the

effect of habitat changes from ocean conditions, fish harvest, streamflow variations,

and other influences" (1994: 64). Although some attempts have been made to

model such effects and account for them separately (for example, in Spence et al.

1996), there is still significant uncertainty involved. There is a difficulty in

establishing cause-and-effect relationships in salmon-related issues due to the lack

of data on individual responses. Thus, specific projects are difficult to target, and

their effectiveness is usually hard to define and assess. According to Botkin et al.

(1994), a reformulation of existing regulations and approaches to restoration is

necessary in order to take this intrinsic uncertainty into account. This uncertainty

was also addressed by other researchers, including those reporting positive

outcomes of restoration activities (Gray et al. 2002).

Although a prevention-oriented ecosystem approach to salmon conservation

is gaining wide support as an alternative to less systematic mitigation-based

activities, there are significant limitations to its application. According to Spence et

al., "as a society, our thinking about applied ecosystem management is in the early

stages. Not only is our scientific understanding of ecosystem processes incomplete,
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but our current institutional structure... can make regional ecosystem planning

difficult" (1996: 204). These limitations often lead to less than comforting results:

according to Chasan, "virtually all mitigation attempts may be futile" (2000: 20-

21).

2.1.4 Integration dilemma

The lack of intra- and intergovernmental integration creates another major

dilemma in salmon management. Pieces of the Oregon shoreline and watersheds

are managed by a variety of local, state, and federal jurisdictions, with each

jurisdiction regulating its piece differently. Implementation of complex measures

necessary for solving salmon issues thus becomes highly problematic, as such

measures almost always require a significant degree of cooperation between the

parties involved, in addition to spatial integration.

As shown by Lynn (1998), governmental agencies have difficulties

considering cumulative impacts of their actions on salmon. Being limited by the

scope of their competence and decision-making power, they can only consider what

is within their reach. For example, to ensure consistent salmon restoration efforts in

the urban Johnson Creek watershed in the Multnomah County of Oregon,

coordination of at least five state departments, two federal agencies, and eighteen

local government departments is necessary (Meross 2003). In addition, impacts of

each development or mitigation project are often viewed in isolation from other

measures, again, as a result of specific agency decision-making and reporting

procedures.
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Relevant legislation has also been developed in order to regulate specific

sources of threatoften only indirectly related to salmon. For example, the Clean

Water Act was designed primarily to deal with point sources of pollution. While

being successful in mitigating this threat to salmon populations, it was not designed

to address non-point pollution, and thus does not help mitigate the impacts of this

enormous source of water pollution on salmon habitat. Although "most laws

require regulators to consider cumulative impacts in permitting decisions," as

observed by the Washington Nearshore Habitat Loss Work Group, "in actual

practice, these programs usually continue to review only the immediate and direct

impacts of a narrow range of activities" (Lynn 1998). A situation in April of 2000

was one of the most revealing examples of the lack of inter-agency integration: the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency informed the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers that removing Snake River dams was the only option for protecting clean

water only 24 hours after the National Marine Fisheries Service delayed a decision

on these dams for 5-10 years (Save Our Wild Salmon Coalition 2000).

The lack of intergovernmental integration is further exacerbated by

inadequate powers of coordinating organs, or even by the lack of powers. As

observed by Chasan, "no level of government coordinates management of the many

jurisdictions and agencies responsible for protecting salmon at different stages of

the fishes' life cycles" (2000: 24). A single stock of salmon may be harvested in

many different fisheries belonging to different political jurisdictions with often

differentand sometimes even incompatiblegoals and policies (Salmon and
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Steelhead Advisory Commission 1984). Defining and reconciling such policies in

many cases becomes a sort of the Sisyphean labor due to the "uncertainty

concerning how each program should mesh with the others and about who is

responsible for what" (Huppert 2000: 3).

2.1.5 Are the fish fungible?

Underlying the issue of selecting a socially desirable objective for salmon

restoration measures is the opposition of "production" versus "population" types of

thinking about salmon issues. The goal of the "production" mode of thinking is

ensuring production of fish at a maximum sustainable yield level and control over

abundance of salmon stocks. On the other hand, the goal of the "population"

approach is conservation of local salmon populations, with special emphasis on

ensuring natural reproduction of stocks. Time frame in "production"-oriented

management is short, while with "population" mode it is a long-term, evolutionary

one. Finally, populations are defined arbitrarily with the "production" thinking,

while in the "population" mode they are defined as biological units (Bottom 2001).

Those embracing the traditional, "production" mode of thinking about

salmon emphasize the fact that from the standpoint of preserving genetic diversity,

there is hardly any salmon crisis at all: none of salmon species appears to be

endangered or threatened. Supplementation by hatchery fish is considered to be a

good enough measure for keeping salmon from extinction, because in this view, all

fish are essentially the same. However, from the "population" point of view, local,

geographically distinct salmon populations, or stocks, should be preserved, as well
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as species. Biological diversity of salmonids is often defined not only in terms of

genetic diversity, but also life history diversity, meaning both diversity among and

within species is taken into account. Diversity within species can also be defined

differently: a different run time of different stocks, or differing amounts of time

spent in estuaries, etc. For example, chinook have fourteen different patterns, coho

twelve, and chum six (Pearcy 1992). Salmon management thus should be carried

out at the level of stocks. This approach has been employed by the involved

agencies and used in the ESA listing of salmon. Here, the threat is obvious and

immediate, with 214 native naturally-spawning Pacific salmon and steelhead stocks

in California, Oregon, Washington, and Idaho having been identified as facing a

high or moderate risk of extinction, or to be of special concern (Nehlsen et al.

1991).

Resilience of salmon, and ultimately, survival of salmon as a species

depends on life history variability. This fact was a reason for stock-based salmon

listings under ESA: with each stock bearing a unique set of traits and life histories,

preserving stocks helps ensure a wide variety of scenarios for salmon survival in all

corners of the region. The current regulations (such as ESA) assert the stock-based

approach to salmon management (Blumm 2002), which comes to a conflict with

the existing missions and ways of framing problems: for example, the practice of

including both wild and hatchery fish in "evolutionary significant units" protected

under ESA, led to de-listing of some stocks, as they appeared no longer threatened
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(see Alsea Valley Alliance v. Evans, 2001 WL 11005100 (D. Or. Sept. 10, 2001);

Blumm 2002).

2.2 Major proposed actions and surrounding controversies

In this research project, I will consider public responses to four major

salmon restoration actions currently on the table. Some of them are clear-cut, such

as the case of dam removal, where public's experience of economic and social

consequences would be obvious and immediate. Others are not so clear with regard

to their rationale, such as elimination of hatcheries; or with practical consequences

blurred in the public view, such as urban stream protection. Having all these

different variables in the equation will allow us to observe the major determinants

of public support in these varying contexts.

2.2.1 Breaching hydroelectric dams

In face of the rapid decline in populations of Pacific salmon, breaching

several of the least efficient hydroelectric dams in the Columbia River system has

been proposed by some as a part of the solution. Backed by most prominent fish

biologistswith over 200 scientists signing the famous letter to President Clinton

in December 2000 in support of dam breachingand opposed by influential

interest groups in Oregon and nationwidewith 107 House members signing a

letter to President Clinton opposing breaching in 1999, this measure remains one of

the most controversial ones on public agenda. After only a couple years of relative

lull from 2000-2002, the dam breaching option seems to be back on the decision-
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making table, infuriating its opponents and raising hopes of darn removal

advocates.

The dam system is enormous: between 1931 and 1984, a total of 61 major

power-generating and irrigation dams were built in the Columbia basin (Huppert

2000). As Lichatowich has argued:

even before the 1930s, hundreds of smaller dams were built for
municipal water supplies, stock watering, irrigation, placer mining
and power generation. Like their large counterparts, these small
dams also prevented salmon from reaching spawning areas,
flooded upstream habitat and degraded salmon habitat downstream
by altering flow patterns" (personal communication, cited in
Chasan 2000: 9-10).

At the scale comparable to the famous projects in California's Central

Valley (supplying the City of Los Angeles) built during "the go-go years" of the

1930s (Reisner 1993: 153), dams in the Columbia River System were no less

important for the region's economy. Many of these dams have dilapidated over the

years and are currently deteriorating in numerous streams throughout the system,

incapable of providing the benefits they were built for and posing immense threats

not only to endangered salmon, but also to human safety. In addition, most of these

earlier dams were built without fish passage facilities, despite even the sparse laws

against blocking fish passage in effect in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Dams affect not the only quantity of fish surviving, but also the timing of

migration. They can remove significant portions of habitat from access by salmon,

and it is questionable as to how effective fish passage facilities are for all species.

Dams, irrigation diversions, and road crossings can alter the physical and chemical
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character of streams, and change the composition of stream biota (Spence et al.

1996). There is still significant uncertainty about the exact percentage of potential

fish habitat currently blocked by dams, the percentage of dams that have effective

fish passage facilities, and the specific locations in which the installation of fish

passage facilities could most benefit salmon (Spence et al. 1996).

The four federal dams usually considered for removal are located on the

lower Snake River and include Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental, Little Goose, and

Lower Granite dams. They were constructed between 1961 and 1975 primarily to

lengthen the inland shipping channel by 140 additional miles to Lewiston, Idaho.

The U.S. Corps of Engineers operates the dams, which have minimal hydroelectric

production capacityaccounting for only 3.5 percent of the regions hydroelectric

power productionand have no flood control capacity (Snake River Salmon 2002).

Snake river salmon and steelhead populations have been in decline during

the last decade. In 1994, U.S. District Court Judge Malcolm Marsh criticized the

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for its Biological Opinion stating that

dams did not pose a significant threat to salmon, saying it was "too heavily geared

towards a status quo... when the situation literally cries our for a major overhaul"

(IDFG v. NMFS 1994: 49). In part in response to this growing concern Governor

Kitzhaber of Oregon endorsed the dam breaching idea, while acknowledging that

salmon restoration can still be achieved by other methods (The Oregonian, p. Al,

2/19/2000). In May of 2000, White House officials released a plan for the

preservation of Columbia River basin and Snake River salmon species, which did
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not call for dam breaching. However, this measure is still a subject of heated

discussions, as the dam removal option might be back on the table in the future, if

other measures prove inadequate or if it is "shown to be necessary by new scientific

information about the Snake River stocks" (Federal Caucus 2000: 25).

Although the dam removal option is supported by the majority of salmon

biologists, there is still disagreement among fisheries scientists over whether

increased water flows would produce exactly the benefits claimed. Models provide

somewhat conflicting evidence: depending on the level of significance ascribed in

different salmon lifecycle models to water flows as a determinant of juvenile

mortality, benefits from dam removal are projected to be either very large, or more

limited (Mann and Plummer 2000). The level of scientific uncertainty in these

studies is high, which provides for conflicting data and conclusions. There is

significant evidence in support of the more general flow/survival hypothesis

(Raymond 1979; Sims and Ossiander 1981), further illustrated by studies indicating

rising numbers of juvenile salmonids detected downstream immediately following

periods of high river flow (Petrosky 1992; Cada et al. 1994). At the same time, the

flow/survival hypothesis has been questioned in numerous studies indicating the

lack of significant links between flow, travel time and salmon survival (Williams

and Mathews 1995; Anderson et al. 2000).

The cost-benefit ratio of dam removal is also contested. Proponents of dam

removal projected the costs of removing the earthen portion of the dams and

hydropower and transportation facilities at between $170 to $245 million (Davila
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1999; Grunwald 2000). On the other hand, opponents of removal emphasize the

necessity to redesign transportation infrastructure and include the costs of

mitigating the effects on cultural resources. In their calculations, the total cost of

dam removal mount to approximately $900 million (Wells 2000). Adding to the

controversy, some organizations estimated the cost of not breaching the dams to

exceed $400 million per year (Hansen 1999). Potential job losses and economic

dislocation was initially viewed to be roughly equal to the recreational and other

related benefits of dam removal (USACE 1999a), but these findings were contested

by powerful interest groupsnoting the unequal distribution of costs and benefits

within the region and across economic sectors (USACE 1999b)as well as by

conservation organizationsemphasizing the potential recreational benefits and

increased access to sports fishing (Grunwald 2000).

2.2.2 Limiting agriculture and forestry activities

It is only relatively recently that agricultural and forest activities have

drawn attention as factors contributing to destruction of salmon habitat. The

Independent Multidisciplinary Science Team (IMST) conveyed this point of view

in their report: "Salmonids and their habitat comprise a single coevolved unit that

cam-iot be separated for management purposes" (IMST 1999: 12). This new

emphasis on habitat protection has put forest and agricultural practices in the

spotlight of salmon restoration.

The goal of salmon restoration actions in forest watersheds is "to emulate

(not duplicate) natural processes within their historic range" (IMST 1999: v), with
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recovery of wild salmon ultimately dependent on the return of forest landscape

closer to historic conditions (Willer 2002). Historical analyses of forest salmon

habitat indicate that before European settlement, Oregon's forests used to be much

older and contained larger trees than today's forests. Many of those trees were more

than 200 years old. A recent study showed that old growth covered an average of

48 percent of the Coast Range over the past 3,000 years, and that those forests

containing trees greater than 80 years old covered an average of 71 percent of the

land (Wimberly et al. 2000, cited in Willer 2002). Large trees in the forest are

crucial for salmon, as the complex stream habitat created by the interactions of

large wood, debris, and sediment is necessary for rearing and survival, especially

during winter.

Currently, the percentage of old growth forest is significantly lower than the

historic level. For example, federal lands in the Coast Range in Oregon contain an

estimated 11 percent old growth and 26 percent late successional forest (Wimberly

et al. 2000). Both public and private forest lands concluded a transition from having

large treesand long periods of forest rotationto forests relatively poor in

woodand shorter periods of rotation. The problem is especially marked on

private lands, where industrial owners currently cut their forest on very short

rotations of 30 to 60 years (Willer 2002). According to the report by the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), coastal streams were also deficient in

five other important habitat elementspool depth, pool ratio, stream bottom, width

to depth ratio, and percent gravel (Willer 2002).
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The current political process for salmon-sensitive forestry is being

developed along the lines of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team

(FEMAT) initiated by President Clinton's Forest Conference in 1993 and charged

with producing a plan to yield a sustainable timber supply while protecting the

habitat of salmon and other wildlife (Sedell et al. 1997). The Team produced the

National Forest Plan, which established contiguous fish-bearing zones through

creation of buffer zones with prohibited logging along the streams. In some

watersheds, such buffer zones are particularly important and make up a significant

part of forest area (Huppert 2000). On the Eastern side of the Cascades, a plan

called PACFISH is in the process of development as a part of the Interior Columbia

Basin Ecosystem Management Plan (ICBEMP)a broad inter-agency restoration

effort of ecosystem-based management. This plan is still provisional, but when

completed, it is supposed to set up a comprehensive framework for managing US

Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management lands east of the Cascades,

including special provisions for protecting salmon habitats. All these plans directly

affect zoning decisions, as they "call for watershed analyses which result in a

variety of aquatic habitat conservation zones whose width varies by stream type

and presence of fish. In addition, ICBEMP is developing contiguous aquatic

conservation areas similar to those developed for spotted owl habitat" (Huppert

2000: 8-9).

Agriculture is another important contributor to degradation of salmon

habitat. A major non-point source of water pollution, agricultural runoff is
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currently one of the most substantial sources of pollution of Oregon's rivers, lakes,

and estuaries. According to the findings by Oregon Department of Environmental

Quality (DEQ), grazing was a primary cause of stream degradation in over 9,300

river miles and the most significant single source of "non-industrial" pollution

(ONDA 2003). Other impacts of agriculture include destruction of riparian

vegatation and functions, increased pesticide exposure, increased sedimentation,

stream channelization, filling of side channels, reduced freshwater flow, creating

barriers to fish passagesuch as irrigation damsand estuary degradation (Spence

et al. 1996).

Attempts to limit destructive agricultural activities have been undertaken

through a variety of different venuesfrom ballot measure politics to federal and

state efforts setting buffer zones along the streams (OCSRI 1997). The Measure 38

in 1996 attempted to declare protecting salmon from non-point water pollution

caused by livestock a statewide priority, as well as to set up specific policies, such

as prohibiting livestock in the waters of the state and on designated riparian land.

Measure 38 also established a possibility of legal prosecution for non-compliance,

which could be initiated by any sitizen (ONDA 2003). The measure did not pass,

but similar measures are currently on the decision-making table.

2.2.3 Eliminating hatcheries

The history of salmon hatcheries is about as long as the history of the

salmon crisis itself: the first salmon hatchery in the Columbia River basin was

established on the Clackamas River in 1877, with assistance of the U.S. Fisheries
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Commission (Huppert 2000). The idea of artificial propagation was met with

enthusiasm, and by 1989, private and public dam operators financed a total of 93

salmon culture facilities, not including tribal and other hatcheries; and Oregon's

hatchery program annually releases 74 million salmonids: 60.4 million salmon, 6.4

million steelhead, and 7.6 million trout (ODFW 1998, cited in Lichatowich 2003).

Seen as a substitute for complex and socially undesirable habitat protection and

harvest regulation measures, hatcheries have been for a long time regarded as a

successful tool of salmon restoration. Although the economic benefits from

hatchery production have been significant, it was not able to fully offset the effects

of habitat degradation. Now, it is generally recognized that "accepting hatcheries in

lieu of habitat and rational harvest was not an effective tradeoff' (Lichatowich,

2003: 3).

Currently, large numbers of hatchery fish are the reality decision-makers

have to deal with: in the Columbia River basin hatchery salmon make up 95

percent of the coho, 70 to 80 percent of the spring and summer chinook, 50 percent

of the fall Chinook, and 70 percent of the steelhead (NMFS 2000). In the coastal

basins of Oregon, the percentage of hatchery coho salmon in the natural spawning

areas ranges from none (Miami River) to over 90 percent (Salmon River) (Jacobs et

al. 2000).

There is an on-going discussion about the effects of hatcheries on wild

salmon. Selection is conducted within hatcheries for the traits that are beneficial in

the hatchery environment. However, those traits often lead to decreased fitness in
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the natural environment (Campton 1995). Also, our knowledge of the attributes of

the natural habitat and traits of wild salmon is still incomplete, thus making it

impossible to use hatcheries mimicking salmon's natural environment in order to

restore wild stocks (Lichatowich 2003). Artificial propagation of salmon is often

cited as a cause of reduced genetic diversity in hatchery and supplemented stocks,

changes in fish behavior (especially mating), elimination of nutritive contributions

of carcasses of spawning salmon, reduction in marine survival and growth (Spence

et al. 1996), and increased probability of fish disease (Lichatowich 1999). Other

risks stemming from heavy reliance on hatchery production include the risk of

catastrophic loss, as fish in hatcheries are raised in large numbers at relatively small

places, which makes them prone to disease or mechanical damage. Propagation in

hatcheries can also lead to the loss of diversity, as hatcheries rely on a few large

stocks, rather than a number of smallerand thus more diversestocks, which

makes hatchery stocks vulnerable to the influence of adverse environmental

conditions and production disruptions. Finally, there is loss of genetic diversity

(Lichatowich 2003), as hatchery-related salmonids are believed to be capable of

"altering the genetic structure of populations through introgression" (Spence et al.

1996: 5).

Although supplementation of wild stocks with hatchery fish have resulted

in overall increases in fish runs, there is no evidence that these runs are sustainable,

thus making hatcheries' effectiveness highly questionable. Most hatcheries were

unable to support significant spawning run, some were an obvious failure.
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According to Lichatowich, "for ninety years, fish culturists and salmon managers

had looked for tangible evidence of hatchery success and found none" (1999: 212).

No clear explanations for such failures were found, however, dueat least in

partto the lack of monitoring and reporting of hatchery activities, as well as of

that of systematic research addressing success of failure of hatcheries.

Hatchery fish are domesticated, have lower survival rates in the ocean, and

are less able to mate, which leads to certain changes in behavior. Hatchery fish, for

example, are more dominant, they displace wild fish. In addition, hatchery fish tend

to return to streams earlier, and such improper timing decreases their survival rate,

due to the effects of storms (Pearcy, personal communication, May 2002). A

comprehensive review of about 950 scientific publications on the effects of stock

supplementation by a recreation fishery group (Oregon Trout 2003) revealed 30

common physical and behavioral problems with hatchery fish that impeded their

growth, survival, and reproduction in the wild. The report concluded that "the

behavioral problems may be the most important and most neglected," as hatchery

managers tend to concentrate on curing obvious physical problems only. Also,

there is a growing concern about the effect of the hatchery program on the health of

the ecosystem in general and diminished ocean productivity (Lichatowich 1999).

The concerns about societal effects of hatcheries are also important:

hatcheries are seen as an attempt by the agencies to avoid dealing directly with

habitat and harvest issues. According to Karr, "worst of all, hatcheries lull people

into thinking that the causes of fishery decline have been 'fixed' when, in fact, they
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have not. Yet the public pressure to maintain hatcheries persists" (Karr 1994, cited

in Chasan 2000: 8). In their attempts to keep the harvest practices in place and

escape or delay the necessity to change current agricultural, logging, mining, or

fishing practices, most powerful interest groups in Oregon embraced hatcheries,

which "offered a ready alternative to strict regulations and an easy way to avoid

confrontation with irrigators, timber companies and polluters... Hatcheries

supported the 19th century development ideology" (Lichatowich, personal

communication, cited in Chasan 2000: 8).

The current political processes involving hatcheries revolves around the

attempts by those concerned about their effects on wild fish to limit those effects by

either destroying hatchery fishlike a clumsy clubbing sanctioned by the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlifeor by eliminating some or, potentially, most of

the hatcheries. Oregon Chapter of the American Fisheries Society is a powerful

player, although it takes a somewhat ambivalent position on the issue, supporting

hatchery supplementation short term while advocating "a new role of hatcheries,

one where hatchery strategies emphasize conserving existing genetic and life-

history diversity in natural salmonid populations and

complement habitat protection and restoration" (O'Bryant 2001) and even

considering elimination of hatcheries if they persist in current destructive practices.

Currently, there is no specific legislation that would address hatchery practices in

Oregon, but experts expect it to be developed soon.
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2.2.4 Urban stream protection measures

Urbanization is now a serious trend of development for salmon throughout

Oregon, and especially in the Western part of the state, including Portland metro

area, Salem, Corvallis, and Eugene. Tributaries of the Willamette River in all these

cities have been greatly influenced by urban development.

The detrimental effects of urban development on salmon habitats, as

described by the City of Portland Endangered Species Program (City of Portland

2003) come from three major sources: erosioncaused by construction;

impervious surfaces in cities; and removal of riparian vegetation. Pollution

especially from non-point sources, such as vehicles or indoor swimming poolsis

also very important, especially in areas covered by hard surfaces, from where it is

washed directly into streams. Stream temperaturewhich is an extremely

important factor of salmon survivalusually gets higher in urban areas due to

removal of streamside vegetation, heated industrial discharges, or summer

stormwater run-off (Meross 2003).

Urbanization also results in significant modifications of stream and river

channels through filling of wetlands, various construction activities, relation of

channels, or encroachment on riparian zones and floodplains (Spence et al. 1996).

Constrained channels can impede fish migration. In many cases, channels are also

straightened, which results in uniform streambeds, with few pools of riffles and a

lack of large woody debris that are all essential parts of salmon habitat (Lucchetti

and Fuerstenb erg 1993).
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To curb the effects of urbanization, a system of measures in a variety of

different areas has been suggested, such as creating riparian buffer zones, reducing

impervious surfaces, avoiding further channelization of degraded streams,

maintaining and restoring wetlands, sediment control, and water quality control

often performed by re-routing urban stormwater through waste treatment facilities

and discouraging the use of chemical pesticides and fertilizers (Spence et al. 1996).

At the federal level, there is broad water quality legislation like the Clean

Water Act, as well as more specific regulations regarding agriculture, industry,

construction, wetlands, water diversions, and stormwater discharge. State agencies

are generally responsible for monitoring and enforcement efforts in these areas

(Meross 2003). At the local level, governments establish zoning and regulate land

use, as well as directly manage stormwater, sewage treatment plants, transportation

systems, and drinking water systems. Thus, inter- and intra-governmental

integration is crucial for success of salmon recovery efforts in urban watersheds.

2.3 Conclusion

The four salmon restoration options described in this chapter will be used in

all the analyses in the dissertation. They reflect a wide array of attitudes, ethical

considerations, economic and social trade-offs, as well as political and ideological

cleavages. Public support for these options is expected to vary to some extent

according to the different contextual variables involved in each case. The chapters

to follow will present an analysis of the major correlates of public support for the

four salmon restoration options described in this chapter.
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Although pro-environment values become more and more common,

invoking even more targeted concern about salmon, they do not seem to easily

translate into support for restoration policies. This lack of societal agreement on the

means of salmon restoration is due to a number of factors either directly or

indirectly related to the deeper ethical controversy underlying public policy

process,

The question remains open regarding who really are the agencies'

constituents in cases involving salmon: fish or humans (or at least some of them

who are likely to bear the economic and social costs of restoration actions). The

"production" type of thinking about salmon issues still dominates salmon-related

decision-making, where it comes in direct conflict with the "population," stock-

based way of managing salmon implemented in the Endangered Species Act. There

is still significant uncertainty over what the objective of salmon restoration should

be, as well as resulting lack of commonly shared societal preferences for specific

means of salmon restoration reflected in the often conflicting mandates of involved

agencies and general lack of policy integration.
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CHAPTER 3. APPROACH AND METHODS

The diverse nature of the data sources and the complexity of factors

influencing public perceptions of and support for salmon restoration policies

warrants a variety of analytic approaches and methods to be used in addressing the

research questions posed in Section 2.4. The issues pertaining to public responses

to salmon restoration have a high degree of uncertainty and complexity, thus, as

many facets of it should be researched as possible in the attempt to comprehend it.

Ultimately, triangulation is necessarydefined as "use of multiple methods,

procedures and/or theories to converge on what should or can be done for the

complex issue in question" (Roe 1998: 5)in order to approach the complex set of

issues pertaining to ecosystem risks in general and threats to salmon populations in

particular. This multi-method approach involved a mail survey (with subsequent

quantitative data analysis), expert interviews, and an extensive review of existing

research literature, along with a variety of quantitative and qualitative tools,

allowing for better utilization of the strengths of each method.

3.1 Mail survey

Data utilized in this research come from the Oregon Ocean and Coastal

Policy survey, which was completed between July and September of 2002. The

survey has been applied to two samples of randomly selected households among

the general public of the state of Oregon and included a statewide sample of 1,200

households and a sub-sample of 600 coastal households. The coastal sub-sample
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was used to insure adequate representation of coastal community residents within

the general population sample.

The mail survey was administered using Dillman's (1978) total design

method, which included three mail waves and a follow-up telephone reminder,

including an introductory postcard announcing the survey followed by two

subsequent waves of the survey with a cover letter, sent within two weeks of each

other. The overall response rate was 65.5 percent among coastal residents and 59.8

percent among non-coastal residents. This resulted in a margin of error of +1-4.2

percent for the coastal sample, and +/-2.9 percent for the non-coastal sample.

It is important to note that a static nature of the mail survey presents a

limitation to interpretation of the results of this study. Conducted in summer of

2002, after many years of low salmon returns, it reflects public opinion of the time.

In 2002-2003, however, salmon return numbers have been quite high, which could

have resulted in changes in public perceptions of salmon issues.

3.2 Characteristics of the respondents

In this section, I introduce the key characteristics of the respondents related

to their socioeconomic status, knowledge levels, ideological and attitudinal

orientations, trust in agencies, organizations, and reference groups, political

efficacy, as well as a number of contextual variables. All of them will be used

throughout the dissertation as control variables.

Table 2 presents demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of survey

respondents. When comparing survey participants to 2000 U.S. Census data for
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Oregon, respondents are fairly representative of Oregon's population in general

with respect to gender and level of education, although a slightly higher percent of

respondents reported to have college degrees than that of general population (see

U.S. Census Bureau 2003). The average age of respondents is also slightly higher

than the average age of Oregonians (only voting age respondents were included in

the survey).

Table 2. Demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the respondents

Only 194 (about 11.7 percent) of the respondents were directly employed

by, or had economic investment, in the Oregon coastal fishing, tourism, recreation,

or timber industry. This group also included those respondents who had any other

Variable name: Variable Description: Mean
(s.d.)

Age Respondent age in years. 52.42
[Range: 18 to 96 years] (15.303)

n= 1,665
Gender Dummy variable for respondent gender. 1.52

1 -- female (.500)
0 = male n = 1,676

Education Formal education attainment. 5.05
1 = grade school to 7 = graduate school (1.282)

n= 1,680
Coastal Dummy variable for employment or .12
employment economic investments in one or more (.321)

Oregon coastal industries
1 = yes
0 no
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member of the household employed or having had economic investments in one or

more Oregon coastal industries.

Table 3 presents contextual variables and knowledge indicators that will be

used in the forthcoming analyses. Self-reported frequency of talking about ocean

and coastal issues was assessed on a four-point scale, ranging from "never" to

"often." Level of education was defined as the highest level completed by the

respondent. Self-reported frequency of use of information sources was assessed

using a four-point Likert-type scale, with responses ranging from "never" to "very

frequently," including the following sources: commercial television news

programs, Oregon Public Broadcasting, commercial radio programs, The

Oregonian newspaper, other local newspapers, and the Internet. A separate set of

four-point Likert-type scales ranging from "no trust at all" to "great deal of trust"

was used to assess respondents' levels of trust in these information sources.

Table 3. Contextual characteristics of the respondents and knowledge indicators

Variable name: Variable Description: Mean
(s.d.)

Region Dummy variable for regional identity. .48
1 = PDX and the Willamette Valley (.500)
0 = else n = 1,708

Talk Self-reported frequency of talking about ocean 2.57
and coastal issues. (.844)
1 = never to 4 = often 1,663

Informed Self-assessed informedness about ocean and 1.99
coastal issues. (.712)
1 = not informed to 4 = very well informed n = 1,648
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Term An additive index of a series of twelve questions 5.64
measuring self-assessed familiarity with terms (2.729)
pertaining to ocean and coastal policy. 1,565
0 = have not heard of the terms at all/have heard
of the term but do not know its meaning
1 = know what the term means
[Index range: from 0 to 12]

Quiz An additive index of a series of five questions 2.36
measuring objective knowledge of facts (1.481)
pertaining to ocean and coastal policy. n = 1,708
0 = incorrect
1 = correct
[Index range: from 0 to 5]

Know NMFS Familiarity with National Marine Fisheries 1.82
Service. (.857)
1 = not familiar to 4 = very familiar n = 1,651

Know USFWS Familiarity with United States Fish and Wildlife 2.49
Service. (.882)
1 = not familiar to 4 = very familiar n = 1,656

Know EPA Familiarity with United States Environmental 2.49
Protection Agency. (.897)
1 = not familiar to 4 = very familiar n = 1,643

Know ODFW Familiarity with Oregon Department of Fish and 2.69
Wildlife (.918)
1 = not familiar to 4 = very familiar n = 1,659

TV Frequency of use of information from TV News 2.87
programs. (.902)
1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 1,668

OPB Frequency of use of information from Oregon 2.84
Public Broadcasting programs. (.937)
1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 1,665

Radio Frequency of use of information from 2.25
commercial radio programs. (.940)
1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 1,636

The Oregonian Frequency of use of information from The 2.42
Oregonian. (1.120)
1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 1,647

Newspaper Frequency of use of information from other local 2.74
newspapers. (1.037)
1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 1,647

Internet Frequency of use of information from the 1.92
Internet. (.990)
1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 1,639
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Self-reported knowledge about agencies and organizations (Table 3) was

also assessed using a series of Likert-type scales from "not familiar" to "very

familiar" for the following agencies and organizations directly or indirectly

involved in salmon-related policy-making in Oregon: National Marine Fisheries

Service, U.S. Fisheries and Wildlife Service, U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. Similarly, a set of four-point

Likert scales, from "no trust at all" to "great deal of trust," was used to assess

respondents' levels of trust in these agencies and organizations (presented in Table

4).

Use of information from reference groupssuch as watershed councils,

environmental groups, recreation groups, and fishing groupswere also assessed

using four-point Likert-type scales (see Table 3) identical to those used for

assessing use of other sources of information. Similarly, trust in information

Use Watershed Frequency of use of information from watershed 1.34
Council councils. (.683)

1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 1,635
Use Frequency of use of information from 1.93
Environmental environmental groups. (.872)
Groups 1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 1,645
Use Recreation Frequency of use of information from recreation 2.37
Groups groups. (.583)

1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 1,055
Use Fishing Frequency of use of information from fishing 2.48
Groups groups. (.669)

1 = never to 4 = very frequently n = 940
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provided by reference groups, as well as by salmon-related governmental agencies,

was measured using four-point Likert scales (presented in Table 4).

Table 4. Respondent trust in agencies, organizations, and reference groups

A cluster of ideological and attitudinal variables in the model (presented in

Table 5) included self-reported political ideologyself-reported using a five-point

scale from "very liberal" to "very conservative." Level of support for the New

Variable name: Variable Description: Mean
(s.d.)

Trust NMFS Trust in National Marine Fisheries Service. 2.48
1 = no trust at all to 4 = great deal of trust (.716)

n = 913
Trust USFWS Trust in United States Fish and Wildlife 2.63

Service. (.781)
1 = no trust at all to 4 = great deal of trust n = 1,378

Trust EPA Trust in United States Environmental 2.30
Protection Agency. (.850)
1 = no trust at all to 4 = great deal of trust n = 1,343

Trust ODWF Trust in Oregon Department of Fish and 2.66
Wildlife. (.798)
1 = no trust at all to 4 = great deal of trust n = 1,425

Trust Watershed Trust in information from watershed 2.39
Council councils. (.747)

1 = no trust at all to 4 = great deal of trust n = 394
Trust Environmental Trust in information from environmental 2.28
groups groups (.857)

1 = no trust at all to 4 = great deal of trust n = 1,027
Trust Recreation Trust in information from recreation groups 2.15
groups 1 = no trust at all to 4 = great deal of trust (.767)

n = 1,397
Trust Fishing groups Trust in information from fishing groups 2.23

1 = no trust at all to 4 = great deal of trust (.783)
n = 1,340
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Environmental Paradigm (NEP) was assessed using a set of six statements, with

three reflecting various aspects of NEP and the Dominant Social Paradigm (DSP)

each. Level of agreement with these statements was measured using five-point

Likert scales (from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree"). Responses were then

coded in ascending order for those questions reflecting elements of NEP, and in

descending order for the questions reflecting elements of DSP. These codes were

then summed up to create a single index variable. The political efficacy variable

was used as a proxy measure of social capital and measured perceived self-impact

that respondents have over ocean and coastal issues in Oregon was assessed using a

four-point scale from "no impact at all" to "a big impact."

Table 5. Ideological and attitudinal characteristics of the respondents

Levels of perceived risk to wild salmon posed by human activities (shown

in Table 6) were assessed on five-point scales from "none or very low" to "very

high". Separate models were run for four perceived risk variablescorresponding

Variable name: Variable Description: Mean
(s.d.)

Ideology Political ideology. 3.11
1 = very liberal to 5 = very conservative (.888)

1,634
NEP New Environmental Paradigm index. 16.63

0 = low support for environmental protection to (4.601)
24 = high support for environmental protection n = 1,603

Political efficacy A measure of perceived political efficacy/having an 2.58
impact on ocean and coastal issues. (.895)
1 = no impact at all to 4 = a big impact n = 1,655
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with the four economic activities targeted by the restoration options in the core of

our analysis.

Table 6. Levels of perceived risk to salmon

3.3 Correlation analysis

All data are analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS for Windows v. 10.1). Bivariate correlations (Kendall's tau-b procedure)

were used for the analysis presented in Chapters 4-7 in order to assess directions

and strength of relationships betweenand amongvariables that influence public

support for salmon restoration. Many correlations turned out to be statistically

significant at either 0.01 or 0.05 levels of significance, notwithstanding Kendall's

tau-b procedure being one of the most conservative methods of estimating

correlations. Some of these significant correlations may be attributed to sample size

Risk dams Perceived risk to salmon posed by hydroelectric 2.22
dams. (1.228)
1 = no/very low to 5 = high n = 1,554

Risk agriculture Perceived risk to salmon posed by agricultural and 158
forestry practices. (1.109)
1 = no/very low to 5 = high n = 1,574

Risk hatcheries Perceived risk to salmon posed by hatcheries. 2.40
1 = no/very low to 5 = high (1.032)

n= 1,482
Risk urban Perceived risk to salmon posed by urban 3.29

development. (1.027)
1 = no/very low to 5 = high n = 1,581
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effects, with large samples having a higher probability of producing statistically

significant correlations.

3.4 OLS estimations and structural modeling (PATH analysis)

Multiple linear regression was selected as the primary method of data

analysis (Wright 1995; Ramsey and Schafer 1997) in Chapter 8, where the goal

was not simply to reveal existing relationships between various factors, but also to

build comprehensive models accounting forand isolatingeffects of individual

factors. After establishing prima facie relevance of factors influencing salmon

policy support in Chapters 4-7, such factors are put into regression models, with the

ultimate goal of building a nomothetic model explaining public support for salmon

restoration policies.

In order to estimate path coefficients, a set of multiple regression models

was used, with one regression analysis for each antecedent exogenous or

endogenous variable, and thus testing a number of theories of causal order among a

set of variables (Klem 1995). Measures of support for each of the four salmon

restoration options presented in Chapter 1, along with corresponding risk

perception variables, yielded a separate pair of models as dependent variables, with

the rest of the variables and relationships among them staying intact. Theoretical

background and empirical evidence for inclusion of each of the model variables,

along with expected relationship among variables will be provided in Chapters 4-7

and summarized in Chapter 8.
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For all regression models, standardized coefficients were reported, rather

than unstandardized. A major reason for the use of standardized coefficients was

the possibility of direct comparisons of the effects of independent variables.

Although standardized coefficients cannot be easily interpreted in the original

measurement scale or provide information about particular predictive values, they

can be interpreted in a way similar to interpretation of correlation coefficients, with

individual values ranging from 1 to 1. Standardized coefficients, thus, are

particularly relevant for use in models including Likert-type variables, where

scaling is not very meaningful anyway (Long 1997). Thus, in order to simplify

comparisons between the effects of independent variables and to provide a better

methodological match for the host of Likert-type variables, I will build my further

discussion on standardized regression coefficients.

3.5 Collection and use of qualitative data

3.5.1 Interview data

A part of the dissertation is based on the data from a series of semi-

structured in-depth interviews with fisheries scientists, natural resource managers

and policy-makers, as well as the involved public (such as members of watershed

councils and various activist groups) in Oregon from FebruaryApril, 2003. The

primary goal of these interviews was to set a "normative" dimension of the issue,

i.e., what members of the public should know about salmon and what constitutes

environmentally responsible behavior towards salmon populations. In addition,

participants were provided a copy of the survey results followed with a brief
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description of the most important findings, and then volunteered their opinions on

this information and their answers to some of the questions raised by the survey

results. Interview participants were selected by strategic samplingincluding

people who are known to be active decision makers in the field of salmon politics

in Oregonwith a total of twelve individuals representing academe, relevant

NG0s, as well as state and federal agencies. Analysis of the interview data was

developed by extracting themes from interview conversations. Due to the small

number of participants and a highly diverse nature of their responses, no coding

procedures could be applied.

3.5.2 Respondents' comments to the survey

Respondents' comments to the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey

ranged from short notes to quite long and detailed commentary. The overall volume

of the comments was about 11,500 words. Although in no way systematic or

representative, this information can be instrumental in understanding some of the

results of the quantitative analysis and the background controversies relevant to

public perceptions of salmon issues and policies. Used sporadically throughout the

dissertation, this information will provide an additional personal touch to the

discussion.



CHAPTER 4. DETERMINANTS AND IMPACTS OF POLICY-RELEVANT
KNOWLEDGE ON PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR SALMON RESTORATION

Knowledge of basic scientific facts is often regarded as an important

prerequisite of public support for salmon restoration. Increasing complexity of

environmental policy issues is one of the major challenges to public participation in

environmental decision-making (Pierce et al. 1989). The issue is especially relevant to

the situation in Oregon, where non-expert citizens are directly involved in

environmental policy-making including salmon-related issues.

How much do Oregonians know about ocean and coastal issues in general and

those related to salmon in particular? What is the role of public knowledge in the

ongoing controversy? In this chapter, I will determine the level, depth, and correlates

of policy-relevant knowledge concerning salmon restoration among the citizens of

Oregon. I will also take a look at the relationship between policy-relevant knowledge

and attitudes supportive of public policies aimed at restoring wild salmon. This

relationship is the main focus of this research.

At the same time, policy-relevant knowledge itself is a complex phenomenon

influenced by a variety of factors, including demographics, socioeconomic variables,

contextual variables, political ideology, attitudes, and social capital (Delli Carpini and

Keeter 1996). Analysis of these effects on policy-relevant knowledge is crucial for our

understanding of the specifics of the interactions between knowledge and policy

support. Such an analysis is also important for outreach and educational programs

aiming at increasing public knowledge about salmon issues and policies. In order to be
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able to influence public opinion on salmon issues by providing additional knowledge,

determinants of such knowledge should be taken into consideration. Knowledge of the

factors underlying public knowledge can help target outreach efforts taking in account

specific needs of different groups of citizens. Ultimately, information about the

correlates of policy-relevant knowledge is important for a better understanding of the

effects such factors have on salmon policy support.

Shown in Figure 3 is the path of the analysis that will be presented in this

chapter. It will begin with the analysis of the determinants of policy-relevant

knowledge, such as demographics, socioeconomic, and contextual variables. It will

then proceed to the analysis of the interactions between policy-relevant knowledge and

support for salmon restoration policies.



was based on two epistemological assumptions. First, it was assumed that adequate

knowledge about the essence of environmental issues is necessary for members of the

public to be able to assess the scope of environmental problems and understand the

proposed tools for dealing with them. Second, it was assumed that scientific research

is a primarybut, of course, not the onlysource of such knowledge.

4.1.1 The concept of "policy-relevant knowledge"

According to Pierce et al., "policy-relevant knowledge" refers to the

information citizens possess that will help them understand policy disputes and their
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Figure 3. The path of analysis in Chapter 4.
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4.1 Understanding sources and knowledgeimpacts of policy-relevant

The use of the concept of policy-relevant knowledge in this research project
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implications for their own policy preferences and/or values. It also "concerns the

conditions that produce policy disputes, the rationales underlying policy alternatives,

and the principal technical elements involved in policy implementation" (Pierce et al.

1989: 1). With the increased demand for public participation in the policy process,

adequate knowledge becomes a crucial element of policy making, because it "provides

citizens with the means to identify their self-interest in the political environment" and

"assists the public in achieving that self-interest through effective action" (Pierce et al.

1989: 2). In more general terms, "without knowledge there is no (perceived) problem,

no public awareness, and consequently no policy process..." (Janicke 1997: 7). Not

only does sufficient policy-relevant knowledge about the environment provide

understanding, but it also fosters formulation of social agendas by initiating/supporting

social change, shaping new institutional environments, and thus promoting responsible

environmental behavior.

There is a contention that "public policy disputes in postindustrial democracies

increasingly turn on specific and technical issues, the presence of which challenges the

public's capacity for understanding and influencing the course of government action"

(Pierce et al. 1992: 95). Such an assessment fits well with the Weberian claim of

"intellectualized rationalization" as a principal means of "disenchantment" of the

world (Weber [1919] 1996). According to Weber, the value of science is often

questioned, because it, too, is no longer seen as the way to discover the true being or

true nature. To some extent, this assessment also fits with Freudenburg's idea of

recreancyincreasing interdependence and reliance on expert judgments resulting
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from division of labor. In this view, such an inevitable increase in interdependence and

perceived "riskiness" of the world leads to the public's devaluation of science because

it is unable to explain and handle the threats it creates (Freudenburg 1993).

Policy-relevant knowledge is unavoidably local and context-specific.

According to Delli Carpini and Keeter, a common criticism of attempts to gauge what

citizens know is that there is no particular set of facts that an appropriately informed

citizen need to know:

...knowledge is relative, and thus more knowledge of politics is better
than less, regardless of specific content. Knowledge is also situational,
meaning that the importance of any particular fact depends on the use
to which is it put...knowledge of the institutions and processes of
politics, of substantive issues, and of political leaders and parties is of
central import in acting as an effective citizen (Delli Carpini and
Keeter 1996: 136).

This is particularly important for environmental policy, where knowledge is

highly issue-specific. Although there is evidence of links between general political

knowledge and environmental knowledge, there are important interaction effects

between general political knowledge and environmental values concerning

environmental knowledge, which suggests that environmental knowledge is not only

thematically diverse, but also "specialized" according to the varying levels of

environmental concern expressed by individuals (Steel and Lovrich 2002).

4.1.2 Independent variables associated with policy-relevant knowledge

The importance of explanatory variables varies widely across different

knowledge domains (specific groups of topics, such as "rules of the game,"

"substance," "people and parties," etc.), as well as across national, state, and local
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scales. However, as shown by Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996), those individual

factors in multiple regression models were correlated with one another. This finding is

important, as it allows for cautious generalizations regarding the importance of

independent variables in explaining public political knowledge as well.

Demographic variables deserve special mention here since they are usually

most readily available and often focus the effects of some latent variables. Also, they

often help categorize the general populations by social group. Gender remains a very

important independent variable in explaining variations in level of political knowledge

among members of the general public; much of recent research dataincluding

findings by Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996)support the argument that women still

remain most closely interested in and related to the private and semi-private sphere,

while men retain their dominance in public and national spheres (Darcy et al. 1987;

Hayes 2001). As a result, men are usually more informed about most kinds of

scientific matters than women are due to their differing socializing experiences related

to different arenas (Davidson and Freudenburg 1996).

Age is also found to be strongly related to both environmental knowledge and

environmental concern and representing two different kinds of influence: one's

position in the life cyclereflecting the amount of time one has been exposed to

policy-relevant informationand cohort effectsrepresenting the differences

between generations due to the unique circumstances of socialization experiences.

These two types of effects tend to work against each other. Longer exposure to

political processes leads to greater levels of knowledge holding among older cohorts,
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while increased opportunities for formal education open to younger generations make

them more likely to possess higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge (Delli Carpini

and Keeter 1996). In general, Caprini and Keeter noted that age was positively

correlated with levels of policy-relevant knowledge, and although the direct

relationship was relatively weak, the actual impact of age on knowledge was

significant (1996). The positive relationship between age and political knowledge

supported existing empirical evidence of a "large and persistent disengagement from

politics" by representatives of younger cohorts (Delli Carpini 1986). These findings

supported existing research indicating significantly lower levels of knowledge

exhibited by younger people when compared to older cohorts (Delli Carpini and

Keeter 1996; Steel 2001; Steel et al. 1990).

Special attention is also paid to the issue of distribution of public knowledge

holding. A "knowledge gap" separating persons of higher and lower SES-

socioeconomic status is the most representative example of such a gap. Lower SES

(i.e., having lower level of education, income, less prestigious occupation and class

identification) is often correlated with lower levels of knowledge holding (Delli

Carpini and Keeter 1996; Pierce et al. 1992; Pierce et al. 1989; Steger and Steel 1996;

Steel et al. 1990). Lower SES persons tend to have difficulties in comprehending and

processing information, as well as to transform their knowledge into actions (Pierce et

al. 1989). They also tend to respond more slowly to mass-mediated attempts to

increase the public's knowledge (Donohue et al. 1975; Genova and Greenberg 1979).

Such elements of SES as education and income were found to be stronglyand
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positivelycorrelated with higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge (Delli Carpini

and Keeter 1996).

This argument has been extended to describe differences in environmental

knowledge-holding: many researchers theorize that environmental knowledge and

concern are positively related to education based on the extension of Maslow's (1970)

hierarchy of needs theory (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980). In this view, environmental

knowledge and concern for environmental quality are considered one of the higher

needs that come into play only after more basic material needs (education, economic

security, food, and shelter) are met (Dunlap 1975).

In the case of salmon restoration in Oregon, a knowledge gap is expected to be

found in situations when there are significant differences in SES. Therefore, it can be

hypothesized that less educated individuals will hold lower levels of policy-relevant

knowledge in general. At the same time, these people might hold higher levels of

knowledge about specific issues pertaining to fish biology and ecology, while lacking

knowledgeand motivation to acquire iton policy process and opportunities for

participation. This can be explained in terms of "situation-specific knowledge" that

can narrow the "knowledge gaps" when "motivation to acquire the information is

increased among the lower SES persons or when the information is functional to

them" (Ettema and Kline 1977: 188).

Discussing or following politics was also found to be positively correlated with

levels of policy-relevant knowledge, although the correlation is generally weak (Delli

Carpini and Keeter 1996). In the Oregon Coastal and Ocean Policy Survey, this
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dimension was measured by the "talk about politics" variable, which is expected to be

positively correlated with knowledge indicators.

Exposure to various media sources was also used by some researchers as a

predictor of knowledge holding. According to Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996), use of

newspapers and newsmagazines was an important factor, although correlations were

strong for some knowledge domains, but weak for others. Use of information provided

by commercial radio was also strongly correlated with levels of policy-relevant

knowledge, and, finally, watching television programs was to some extent related to

knowledge acquisition, although a number of researchers have found it to be

negativelyrather than positivelycorrelated with levels of policy-relevant

knowledge (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996). This negative relationship was most

obvious when scientific knowledge was tested (Miller et al. 1997; Miller and Kimmel

2001).

Poitical ideology (in a form of party identification) is often linked to

acquisition of policy-relevant knowledge (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996). There is a

general consensus among researchers regarding the exceptionally important role

attitudes play in people's evaluations of the reality and imposing consistency to the

world around them (Olson and Zanna 1993). Further, attitudes often affect knowledge

acquisition because of selective receptivity, interpretation, and memory of information

(Olson and Zanna 1993). This influence of attitudes on knowledge becomes especially

strong when information is insufficient, ambiguous, complex, or attitudinally extreme

(Chaiken and Stangor 1987). Thus, the impact of ideology is reflected in selective
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receptivity to different kindsand sourcesof information about environmental

issues and thus determines both the preferred sources of information, as well as the

levels of policy-relevant knowledge.

Finally, contextual variables can also be important in explaining levels of

policy-relevant knowledge. Dalton et al. (1999) compared cross-national patterns of

environmental knowledge in four Russian and four American cities and showed the

importance of the contextual variable referring to the specific location of a city relative

to the source of nuclear contamination. Living in the cities hosting nuclear facilities

was a primary predictor of term familiarity. It also had a significant effect on citizens'

opinions regarding the facilities, as well as on their judgments about government's

trustworthiness.

4.1.3 Hypotheses

Based on the review of existing theoretical and empirical research presented in

the previous sections, it was possible to formulate the following research hypotheses

regarding the sources and impacts of policy-relevant knowledge on public support for

salmon restoration:

Higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge of salmon issues will be

correlated with higher levels of support for salmon restoration policies.

Those respondents residing near Oregon's coast will be more likely to

have higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge.
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Those respondents who report talking more often about ocean and

coastal issues with family, friends, and acquaintances will be more

likely to demonstrate higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge.

Older respondents will be more likely to have higher levels of policy-

relevant knowledge.

Men will be more likely to have higher levels of policy-relevant

knowledge when compared to women.

Those respondents who achieved higher levels of formal education will

be more likely to have higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge.

More liberal respondents will be more likely to have higher levels of

policy-relevant knowledge than more conservative respondents.

Those respondents who support the NEP will be more likely to have

higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge.

Those respondents reporting more frequent exposure to TV news and

commercial radio programs will be more likely to have lower levels of

policy-relevant knowledge.

Those respondents reporting more frequent exposure to programs of the

Oregon Public Broadcasting, The Oregonian, other local newspapers,

and the Internet will be more likely to have higher levels of policy-

relevant knowledge.

These hypotheses will be tested in the forthcoming sections of this chapter.
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4.2 Experts' views on policy-relevant knowledge about salmon

Interviews with experts in the field of salmon restoration were conducted in

spring of 2003 in order to set up a "normative" dimension to the discussion on public

knowledge about salmon. The interviews yielded generally homogeneous sets of

responses regarding the current state of knowledge about salmon and the level of

policy-relevant knowledge necessary for the public to understand salmon policies and

participate in salmon-related decision-making

Current state of societal knowledge about salmon. All experts interviewed

agreed that the level of societal knowledge about salmonindicating the wealth of

knowledge available in the society as a wholeis quite high compared with that of

most common species. As one of the agency experts noted bluntly, "we know more

about salmon than any other species." At the same time, some areas of research need

development; for example, it is still not quite clear what biological or genetic signals

trigger different fish behaviors. There also is limited understanding of salmon

physiology and environmental influences from a physiological standpoint; for

example, the stress of going through hydroelectric dams. Although experts seem to be

in agreement regarding the high levels of societal knowledge about salmon, some

emphasized the uneasy relationship between such knowledge and the public: as one of

the NGO experts pointed out, "we know more about salmonids' needs than

acknowledged by the public."

Level of uncertainty in societal knowledge about salmon. Scientific uncertainty

in salmon-related issues appears to be "relatively high absolute, but lower than with
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other species, narrower." One of the agency experts estimated scientific uncertainty to

be prominent in 20-25 percent of the salmon-related policies implemented. At the

same time, NGO experts seemed to admit a lower level of uncertainty when it came to

information pertinent to restoration activities. For one of them, there is "certainty

about what fish need."

Basic facts about salmon that members of the public should know. Most

experts referred to some kind of biological information when referring to this topic.

Most experts agreed in general on the following set of facts and concepts:

Importance of life history diversity, along with the recognition that "no

species will go extinct, issue is not the species," but rather stocks-

subpopulations of wild salmon that indeed are at risk of extinction;

Multitude of factors influencing salmon survival, thus "no simple

answer" to salmon problems being available. For a fishery-oriented

NGO expert, for example, it was obvious that "dealing with salmonids,

[one-V.F.] can't restore unless have control over habitat."

Significant differences between hatchery fish and wild salmon, with

"almost all salmon" currently consisting of hatchery fish and policy

issue revolving exclusively around wild salmon;

Importance of long-term trends and, thus, need in a long-term view on

the issues.

Someprimarily agency expertsemphasized the importance of

communicating to the public about "how science works." They also tended to
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somewhat deemphasize the importance of purely scientific knowledge in favor of

knowledge about social, economic, and political processes related to salmon, while

NGO experts and scientists underscored the role of biological knowledge.

Some respondents have pushed for a change in the ethical grounds of dealing

with salmon by introducing "the 5th H" standing for "humility", and stated the "need

to take a humble approach toward ecosystems." This 5th H" would stand in addition

to the "4 H's" standing for the four major salmon-destroying human activities:

hydropower, hatchery production, habitat degradation, and harvest.

In general, most experts underscored the gap between societal knowledge

about salmon and the use of such knowledge in current salmon-related policy-making:

as an NGO expert put it, "sometimes [w V.F.] do not apply what we do know. Get

to the precautionary principle, apply, don't believe that you won't be surprised."

4.3 How much do people really know?

Three separate measures of general knowledge about ocean and coastal policy

were introduced in the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey: self-assessed

informedness (at a five-point scale), Ocean Quiz performance (number of correct

answers to the five general ocean-related knowledge questions), and the index of term

familiarity (constructed as a sum of respondents' assessment of their familiarity with

twelve terms in the field of ocean-related science and policy). The term familiarity

variable was constructed as a sum of dummy variables using three-point scales from

the questionnaire for each of the 12 terms represented, with "have heard of the term

but don't know its meaning" responses recoded together with the "have not heard of
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the term at all" ones. As indicated earlier, although none of these indicators were

salmon-specific, they address general biological information applicable to salmon

issues. In addition, term familiarity index includes several salmon-specific items.

Public knowledge of the terms relevant to ocean and coastal policyincluding

salmon policythat appeared among the twelve terms in the term familiarity index

presented in Table 7. Levels of familiarity with different terms varied significantly.

Over 30 percent of respondents were not sure about the meaning of some termssuch

as "exclusive economic zone," "Oregon Beach Bill," or "Coastal Zone Management

Act"although they are often used in the media, by scientists, or by government

officials. Of specific interest were possible effects of knowledge of such terms as

"ecosystem," "biodiversity," "non-point source pollution," "anadromous," and

"mixed-stock fisheries," as they most directly relate to the four salmon restoration

options in the focus of this study. Although respondents indicated knowledge of

relatively general terms such as "ecosystem" and "biodiversity," a large proportion

was not familiar with more specific terms, including "anadromous."

Table 7. Knowledge of ocean and coastal policy terms

Have not heard
of the term at
all

Have heard of the term
but don't know its
meaning

Know what
the term
means

Ecosystem 5.4% 7.4% 87.2%
Biodiversity 15.9% 21.5% 62.6%
Non-indigenous species 9.7% 16.0% 74.3%
Non-point source
pollution

45.3% 24.5% 30.2%

Anadromous 49.7% 23.8% 26.5%
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In general, according to the survey data (presented in Table 8), members of the

general public possess substantial policy-relevant knowledge about general concepts

and phenomena, as well as the specific terms used in ocean- and coastal policy-

making, including salmon issues. Furthermore, respondents' perceived

informedness-although surprisingly modest as compared to the actual levels of

knowledge-was also relatively high, with only about 23 percent admitting to be "not

informed" about Oregon ocean and coastal policy issues.

Table 8. Frequency distributions of the three knowledge indicators

Exclusive economic
zone

43.5% 32.0% 24.5%

Gill net 9.1% 12.3% 78.6%
Rockfish 5.0% 14.3% 80.7%
Mixed-stock fisheries 16.0% 27.7% 56.2%
Oregon Beach Bill 38.2% 36.9% 24.9%
Magnuson-Stevens Fish 68.8% 25.2% 6.0%
Conservation Act
Coastal Zone 51.2% 36.8% 12.1%
Management Act
(CZMA)

Self-assessed
informedness

Index
value

Term
familiarity
index

Number of
correct
answers to the
quiz

Ocean
Quiz

Not informed 23.3% 0-2 12.5% 0 12.9%
Somewhat
informed

56.9% 3-4 20.4% 1 18.1%

Informed 17.2% 5-6 29.1% 2 22.4%
7-8 22.9% 3 22.3%

Very well
informed

2.5% 9-10 11.1% 4 15.8%

11-12 4.0% 5 8.5%
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The three knowledge indicators were correlated with each other (Table 9). At

the same time, while being significant at the .01 level (2-tailed), these coefficients

suggest sizeable differences between actual and perceived levels of informedness

about ocean and coastal issues. Obviously, there are significant differences between

claimed and actual knowledge, with many respondents apparently understating their

level of knowledge.

Table 9. Pairwise correlations between knowledge variables

** Kendall's tau-b correlations, significant at the 0.01 significance level (2-tailed).

At the same time, some salmon-related concepts are still quite unclear to many

members of the general public. For example, the differences between hatchery and

wild salmon behind the stock-based ESA listings seem to not make sense to some of

the respondents. As one of them pointed out in their comments to the survey,

...other than the alternate clubbing and trucking of hatchery salmon,
no one is doing a very good job of explaining why wild ones are
preferable to hatchery ones, especially since they interbreed.

According to some respondents, this situation is due to the lack of proper

information about hatchery salmon, as well as the lack of proper distinction between

hatchery and wild salmon made by the mainstream media. According to one of the

respondents, "salmon are endangered and yet salmon are clubbed," [emphasis in the

Self-assessed informedness Ocean Quiz
Ocean Quiz 0.209**
Term familiarity index 0.327** 0.355**
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original V.F.] which makes it difficult to understand orfurther stillsupport

policies based on such distinction.

In general, there is a recognition that "public needs more information

regarding ocean, fishing, and environmental issues." As one of the respondents noted,

"I watch local and world news every night, and it seems to me the only info we get is

when something is wrong. Well it's too late then."

4.4 Where does public knowledge come from?

Table 10 presents correlations between the three indicators of policy-relevant

knowledge (self-assessed informedness, term familiarity index, and the Ocean Quiz)

and various factors that have been identified as potential sources of policy-relevant

knowledge.

As expected, demographic variables were generally important in explaining

levels of knowledge among respondents, with older respondents, males, and more

educated respondents demonstrating higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge. The

data confirmed previous research on gender differences in demonstrated levels of

policy-relevant knowledge and indicated a significant gender gap in the levels of

knowledge, with men being more knowledgeableas well as perceiving themselves

as being more knowledgeablethan women. There is also some indication that such

differences are indeed real, and are not just a result of men being prone to claim

knowledge they do not necessarily have. Quite to the opposite, gender differences

have the most predictive power when correlated with Ocean Quiza truly objective

measure of knowledge.



Table 10. Sources of policy-relevant knowledge
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Note: Kendall's tau-b coefficients; *correlations significant at the 0.05 level of
significance; **correlations significant at the 0.01 level of significance.

Frequency of discussing ocean and salmon politics was also strongly and

positively correlated with all three knowledge indicators. Although all three

correlation coefficients were quite high, correlation with the degree of self-assessed

informedness was exceptionally high, indicating that talking about salmon issues

influences primarily respondents' perception of "knowledgeability," rather than actual

knowledge.

Ideological and attitudinal variables were also important in understanding

public knowledge-holding, with liberals, as well as those respondents who indicated

higher levels of support for NEP generally demonstrating higher levels of knowledge.

However, both ideology and support for NEP were only important in the cases of term

familiarity and Ocean Quiz, and not self-assessed informedness. This suggests a

relatively strong influence of ideological and attitudinal variables in general on the

Independent variable Self-assessed
informedness

Term
Familiarity

Index

Ocean Quiz

Region -.098** -.043* -.048*
Talk about ocean issues .503** .160** .287**
Age .081** -.013 .048**
Gender .147** .175** .218**
Level of education .036 .204** .181**
Ideology -.022 -.058** -.067**
Support for NEP .014 .136** .133**
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levels of policy-relevant knowledge about ocean and coastal policy, with limited

significance of these variables for the respondents' sense of "knowledgeability."

Different levels of self-assessed informedness among members of the public

can in part be explained by variations in regional location, with residents of Portland

metro and the Valley considering themselves significantly more knowledgeable than

their counterparts in other parts of the state. These findings can also provide a hint

regarding the role of the so called "university towns" of Corvallis and Eugene, as well

as Portland metro that might have an impact on the general "environment of

knowledgeability" in this part of the state.

Introduction of a set of media use variables @resented in Table 11), did not

generate uniform results, with levels of exposure to some of the media sources not

being significantly correlated with the levels of policy-relevant knowledge. However,

in general, the data confirmed the crucial role of television and newspapers in raising

levels of public knowledge. There were significant differences in the effects of public

versus commercial television, with exposure to Oregon Public Broadcasting being

most strongly correlated with levels of knowledge. The data is also in accord with

current research on television viewers suggesting that heavy reliance on (commercial)

television as a source of information does not increaseand often decreases levels of

policy-relevant knowledge. Likewise, there was a difference in the effects of exposure

to The Oregonian versus exposure to other local newspapers: although significant in

both cases, the links between exposure to the media source and policy-relevant

knowledge were stronger in the latter case.



** Correlations significant at the .01 level (2-tailed); * correlations significant at the
.05 level (2-tailed).

4.5 Knowledge and support for salmon restoration

Data presented in Table 12 indicate that knowledge indicators are significantly

correlated with levels of public support for dam removal, limiting agriculture and

forestry, elimination of hatcheries, and urban stream protection, the magnitude of

these impacts is not very high, which suggests a rather limited significance of these

variables in explaining public support for salmon restoration actions. In general, levels

of actual knowledge were more important than the sense of "knowledgeability."

Table 12. Correlations between knowledge indicators and support for salmon
restoration options
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Table 11. Correlations between sources of salmon-related information and indicators
of policy-relevant knowledge

** Correlations significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).

Self-assessed
informedness

Term
familiarity

index

Ocean Quiz

Television news programs .048* .020 -.015
OPB .145** .189** .088**
Commercial Radio .064** .074** -.015
Oregonian .137** .163** .105**
Other local papers .138** .125** .028
Internet .099** .111** .084**

Dam
breaching

Limiting
agriculture and

forestry

Eliminating
hatcheries

Urban stream
protection

Self-assessed knowledge .070** .090** .006 .120**
Term familiarity index .099** .109** .031 .182**
Ocean Quiz .138** .120** .061** .123**
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Although the impacts of knowledge on public support for salmon restoration

policies were relatively uniform across the four options analyzed, there were some

important differences. First, two out of three knowledge indicators were not

significantly correlated with support for eliminating hatcheries. This indicates a strong

influence by other variables, such as risk perception, ideology, environmental

attitudes, etc. Knowledge of specific facts relevant to this issue may influence some of

these variables, and thus have a certain impact on salmon policy support, but its

impacts are very limited. Although the correlation between support for removal of

hatcheries and responses to the Ocean Quiz is significant, it is still almost twice as low

as other correlation coefficients in Table 12.

Second, all three knowledge indicators have the most impact on levels of

public support for urban stream protection measures. This can be explained by a

relative lack of publicity of the threats posed to salmon by urban development, as well

as by the lack of public deliberation about urban stream protection measures,

compared to those of other restoration options.

An important limitation to these results stems from the fact that knowledge

indicators did not contain much of salmon-specific information. The knowledge

questions used in the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey do not exclusively

assess how informed citizens are concerning salmon issues, due to the initial

framework of the study that addressed public attitudes towards ocean and coastal

issues in general. Having more salmon-specific knowledge indicators could possibly

provide better results. However, many of the items within individual knowledge
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indicators address general biological information applicable to salmon issues. In this

respect, term familiarity index, which included several items directly related to

salmon, it the most issue-specific.

4.6 Conclusion

Members of the public possess moderate levels of policy-relevant knowledge

about oceans in general and salmon issues in particular. In addition, the differences

between self-reported knowledge indicators and the levels of actual knowledge

suggest that some respondents might even understate the degree of their knowledge

about ocean and coastal issues. However, an important limitation of these knowledge

indicators is that they primarily include relatively general, not salmon-specific

information, with the exception of the term familiarity index.

There are significant correlations between policy-relevant knoweldge and a

variety of demographic, ideological, and contextual indicators. As expected, there is a

significant gender gap in the levels of knowledge, with men being more

knowledgeableas well as perceiving themselves as being more knowledgeable

than women. Frequency of discussing ocean and salmon politics was also strongly and

positively correlated with all three knowledge indicators. Ideological and attitudinal

variables were also important in understanding public knowledge-holding, with

liberals, as well as those respondents who indicated higher levels of support for NEP

generally demonstrating higher levels of knowledge. Finally, among the media

exposure variables, only exposure to OPB, The Oregonian and use of information
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from the Internet were significantly and positively correlated with levels of policy-

relevant knowledge.

General knowledge indicators were not uniformly significant in explaining

public support for various salmon restoration options, which suggests that other

variables, besides knowledge might be instrumental in understanding support for

salmon policies. For example, the links between policy-relevant knoweldge and

support for elimination of hatcheries were expecially insignificant, suggesting a

potential influence of other factors on support for this policy. The data also indicate

that the strongest links exist between support for salmon restoration policies and

objective knowledge indicators, rather than self-reported knowledge.
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CHAPTER 5. DETERMINANTS AND IMPACTS OF RISK PERCEPTIONS
ON PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR SALMON RESTORATION POLICIES

The advances in risk perception and risk management studies over the last

two decades have made it possible to characterize the perception of specific risks

and find the most effective ways to communicate them. Traditionally,

environmental risk management focusedand continues to focuson risks to

human health and the immediate environment. With dissemination of the New

Environmental Paradigm and raising societal interest in biodiversity and ecological

integrity, the demand increased for a broader view of the environment and concern

about nonhuman species and ecosystems. But do existing models of perceived

riskbehavior relationships perform equally well when used for explaining

people's attitudes and behavior toward health-related environmental risks and

ecosystem risks? How can we influence people's decisions and behavior regarding

ecosystem risks? The Pacific salmon controversy is one of the most indicative

examples involving ecosystem risks. There are significant similarities in the

dynamics and public response to most controversies involving endangered species.

The salmon controversy represents a combination of very characteristic

circumstances, telling imagery and rhetoric, and most exemplary ideological

divides.

The focus of analysis in this chapter will be placed on the influence of

levels of perceived risks to salmon posed by dams, agriculture and forestry

practices, hatcheries, and urban development on public support for corresponding
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salmon restoration options, i.e. removal of dams, limiting agricultural and forestry

practices, eliminating hatcheries, and urban stream protection measures. The

chapter will concentrate on the existing theoretical approaches to describing and

understanding the mechanisms of the influence of perceived risks on political

actions, such as support for specific salmon restoration options. Establishing the

link between risk perception and policy support is an essential part of this

dissertation, because existing research suggests numerous indications of the

importance of such links in a variety of environmental policy contexts. However,

while the relationship between risk perception and support for policies addressing

the risks is almost always assumed to be significant, there is still very little

empirical evidence of such links in specific policy contexts. Thus, establishing such

empirical evidence is going to be crucial for our understanding of the sources of

public support for salmon restoration options.

Risk perception is a very complex concept influenced by a wide variety of

other factors. There is a clear understanding among researchers in the field of risk

perception of the very eclectic nature of this variable, as it can be to a great extent

influenced by certain key variables, including, among others, socioeconomic status,

knowledge, ideological variables, and social trust. Because of the enormous

influence of risk perception on policy support, it is important to address these

factors. Changing public perceptions of risks to salmon is only possible by targeted

outreach activities addressing the key determinants of risk perception. Thus, a part

of this chapter will examine how various factors are linked to public perceptions
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about risks to the salmon posed by human activities. It focuses on (a) similarities

between public perception of the four different risks (posed by hydroelectric dams,

agriculture and forestry, hatcheries, and urbanization), and (b) associations between

levels of perceived risks and such factors as demographics, policy-relevant

knowledge, ideological factors, and social trust. Thus, the analysis in this chapter

will shed light on the determinants of public perception of risks to ecosystems in

general and endangered species in particular, as opposed to such determinants in

cases involving risks to humans.

Shown in Figure 4 is the path of the analysis that will be presented in this

chapter. It will begin with the analysis of the determinants of public perception of

risks to salmon, such as demographics, socioeconomic, and contextual variables, as

well as policy-relevant knowledge, ideology, and trust. It will then analyze the

influence of risk perception on public support for salmon restoration policies.



Figure 4. The path of analysis in Chapter 5.
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5.1 Ecological risk perceptions: methodological approaches and major
characteristics

5.1.1 Major characteristics of ecological risk perceptions

Most current research in risk perception and communication is focused on

issues related to health-related environmental risks, natural hazards or catastrophic

events. In all cases, humans supposedly wereor could potentially beunder

direct threat, either immediate or delayed. At the same time, risks to ecosystems

present relatively more remote, indirect, and not readily observable threats to

humans, and thus are often perceived by members of the public as not related to

humans at all.

Ecological risks are defined as "threats to the health and productivity of

species and ecosystems" (McDaniels, Axelrod, and Slovic 1995: 575), and are

sometimes referred to as ecosystem risks (Lazo, Kinnell, and Fisher 2000), or risks
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to the environment. Studies of ecosystem risk perception originated in the early

1990s, with rising interest to long-term environmental risks (Viscusi 1990, Fishhoff

1990). Although those studies concentrated on risks to human health, and only in

part included risks to ecosystems, they emphasized the long-term effects of

ecological threats and resulting insufficiency of feedback and proposed perfecting

calibration skills and more robust risk communication as a means of dealing with

this kind of risk (Fishhoff 1990).

Major distinctive characteristics of context in judgments about ecological

risks include delayed and/or insufficient feedback (Fishhoff 1990), greater

complexity of ecological risk judgments (McDaniels et al. 1997), and higher

scientific uncertainty (Lackey 1993). The fate of the cost-benefit ratiowhich is

one of the basic elements of public perception of risks (Frewer et al. 1998; Siegrist

et al. 2000)is also problematic in cases involving ecosystem risks, as they do not

usually pose any readily observable threats to humans. Characteristics of

perceivers in judgments about ecological risks also differ from those in cases

involving health-related risks. In general, it would be reasonable to suppose that

lay-expert differences (Siegrist 1999) are higher in cases involving ecological risks,

due to the insufficiency of feedback and reduced opportunities for direct public

learning. Dominant worldviews held by members of the public are also expected to

play a crucial role in explaining public perception of ecosystem risks (Marris,

Langford, and O'Riordan 1998). Thus, our knowledge about the level of policy-

relevant knowledge held by members of the public and elements of their
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worldviews might be crucial in understanding public perception of ecosystem risks,

and thus, public support for policies addressing such risks, including salmon

restoration policies.

5.1.2 Major determinants of ecological risk perception

Previous research has identified a large number of possible determinants of

ecological risk perceptions. As established by researchers, perceptions of

environmental risk are socially constructed phenomena (Robertson 1994) and are

based on the interactions between environmental conditions, perceivers, and their

prior experiences that create cognitive schemes for defining and assessing various

risks (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982; Vaughan and Nordenstam 1991; Weber et al.

2000). As noted earlier, most existing research on risk perception has been done

on risks involving humans, thus the relevance of the links described in this part of

the chapter to public perceptions of the salmon-related risks may vary and will

ultimately be tested in the analyses to follow.

Demographic variables, such as age, gender, or occupation, have been

identified as important factors in determining environmental risk perceptions

(Milbrath 1984; Pilisuk et al. 1987; Steel et al. 1990; Flynn et al. 1994; Greenberg

and Schneider 1995). In general, women are found to be more concerned about the

environment and perceived higher levels of risk than males (Slovic 2001; Brody

1984, Davidson and Freudenburg 1996). However, there is some evidence that the

gender gap in risk perception only holds true when risks are directly related to

human health. A common explanation of this discrepancy is the "hypothesized
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nurturing role to which women are socialized" (Steel et al. 1990: 335) that often

leads to "desires for strong regulation against polluters, and... vigorous actions to

protect people against the danger of toxic wastes" (Milbrath 1984: 75). Thus, in

cases involving ecosystem riskswith no obvious connection to protecting human

healthwomen were found to exhibit lower levels of perceived risks than men. For

example, Lazo et al. found men perceived significantly higher levels of ecosystem

risks posed by global climate change (2000).

Research on the role of age in determining public risk perception also

yielded somewhat inconclusive results. Numerous case studies involving such

health-related environmental issues as pollution have found that younger cohorts

are most likely to perceive risk to the environment from the industrial process

(Douglas and Wildavsky 1982; Pilisuk et al. 1987; Sims and Bauman 1983). At the

same time, in the case of ecosystem risks posed by global climate change, age was

significantlybut positivelycorrelated with perceived overall riskiness of the

global climate change (Lazo et al. 2000).

Respondents' employmentinside or outside the industrial processwas

also used by some researchers in order to explain variations in environmental risk

perceptions (Steel et al. 1990). In this regard, Douglas and Wildavsky argued that

"people who take part in production feel more kindly about its processes" (1982:

161). Although there is no comparable research on cases involving ecosystem risks,

the relationship between economic interests/employment with Oregon's fishery
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industry and the level of perceived risks to salmon posed by hatcheries (which

many commercial fishermen benefit from) will be tested in this chapter.

Higher levels of education were also found to be stronglyand

negativelyassociated with levels of perceived environmental risk (Jenkins-Smith

and Smith 1994). However, there are two different lines of research attempting to

provide explanations of these links. Some researchers focused on the level of

education and related level of public policy-relevant knowledge as predictors of

environmental risk perceptions (Kuklinski et al. 1982; Steel et al. 1990). Empirical

results produced by this group of researchers was largely inconclusive: while some

documented the existence of knowledge/educationrisk perception links, others

argued that level of education and possession of specific knowledge concerning the

environment are unrelated to risk perceptions (Burton et al.1978; Pilisuk et al.

1987; Saarinen 1982). Others, however, refer to education as primarily SES

variable, cardinally different from knowledge variables. Slovic documented that

educationand SESin general interacts with gender and race variables

producing the famous "white male" phenomenon of comparatively low levels of

perceived risk by this particular group of individuals (2001). However, level of

knowledge about the risk, uncertainty, and newness of such information was also

found to be somewhat important (Slovic 1987). In the analysis to follow, level of

education and knowledge indicators will be used separately, in order to account for

the obviously different mechanisms of their influence on risk perception. In

general, there seems to be a consensus in the field that although a certain level of
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awareness about the source of risk may be important, public attitudes, beliefs, and

social ideologies tend to exert a much stronger influence on public perception of

environmental risks.

The role of value-based risk perception issues is well-researched (The Royal

Society 1992; Adams 1995). Ideological and attitudinal variables, as well as

cultural values and other worldview differences, were found to be important

sources of environmental risk perception (Brenot et al. 1998; Buss and Craik 1983;

Buss et al. 1986; Dake 1991; Douglas and Wildavsky 1982; Earle and Cvetkovich

1997; Marris et al. 1998; Peters and Slovic 1996), with more egalitarian positions

being associated with higher levels of perceived risks (Jenkins-Smith and Smith

1994). Rothman and Lichter (1987) have argued that environmental issues are

predominantly symbolic in nature and serve as a surrogate for radical criticism of

the existing economic and political system, and thus, those individuals on the left

side of the political spectrum are more likely to perceive higher levels of

environmental risk and endorse social change. This idea has found significant

empirical support (Steel et al. 1990).

Social trust is another important factor determining perception of

environmental risks. Current research on trust emphasizes the importance of the

sense of risk controllability among the public (Slovic 1987)extending this idea to

the institutions and individuals charged with controlling and managing risks.

Empirically, higher trust in institutions and authorities was also found to be

associated with lower levels of perceived risk (Slovic 2001; Cvetkovich and
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Loefstedt 1999; Renn and Levine 1991; Slovic 1993), including ecosystem risks

(McDaniels et al. 1997). In some caseslike those involving introduction of

genetically modified organismslevel of trust placed in science and the regulatory

system constitute a crucial dimension of risk perception (Lambraki et al. 2001).

Jenkins-Smith and Smith even noted that in their research on nuclear facilities

citing, "the direct impacts of trust in environmental groups appear to be greater than

those of political ideology" (1994: 29).

Lambraki et al. (2001) also emphasized relevance of the "control issues" for

understanding environmental risk perceptions, implying that the sense of personal

control (or political efficacy) is anotherno less important dimension of social

capital and trust. The degree of risk controllability (McDaniels et al. 1997) was also

an important factor underlying public judgments about ecosystem risks. In my

analysis, the political efficacy variable will be introduced separately from the

varibles indicating trust in reference groups and involved agencies, in order to

capture these different aspects of the concept.

5.1.3 Risk perceptions and public support for environmental policies

It would be most reasonable to assumeand many researchers actually

didthat risk perception is one of the most important factors determining public

support for environmental policies and behavioral intentions. This is obvious: the

higher the perceived threat, the more people are willing to do to eliminate it.

However, this link is rarely tested empirically, as many studies report that general

environmental beliefs predict behavioral intentions, but few include specific risk
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perceptions as independent variables (O'Connor et al. 1999). There is some

evidence of such a linlc for example, Abdalla et al. (1992) found a significant

correlation between decisions to avoid using contaminated drinking water supply

and perceptions of cancer risk from the water. Furthermore, in their study involving

ecosystem risks, McDaniels et at. (1997), documented a significant correlation

between perceived threats to watersheds and the perceived need to regulate them.

Finally, O'Connor et al. (1999) demonstrated that perceptions of risks from global

climate change were linked with support for policies addressing this issue.

Although the strength of correlations between general environmental beliefs

and behavioral intentions (or environmental policy support) varies with particular

intended actions and measures of general environmental beliefs, correlations are

consistently positive (Gigliotti 1992; Scott and Willets 1994; Stern et al. 1995;

Grob 1995; Steel 1996; Tarrant and Cordell 1997). Thus, perceived risk to wild

salmon populations posed by various human activities is expected to be one of the

most important predictors of support for salmon restoration policies.

5.1.4 Hypotheses

Based on the review of existing theoretical and empirical research presented

in the previous sections, it was possible to formulate the following research

hypotheses regarding the sources and impacts of ecological risk perception on

public support for salmon restoration:

Higher levels of perceived risks to salmon posed by dams,

hatcheries, agricultural and forestry activities, and urban
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development will be correlated with higher levels of support for

corresponding salmon restoration policies.

Older respondents will be more likely to perceive lower levels of

risk to salmon when compared to younger respondents.

Men will be more likely to perceive lower levels of risk to salmon

when compared to women.

Those respondents who achieved higher levels of formal education

will be more likely to perceive higher levels of risk to salmon.

Those respondents who are employed with the timber industry will

be more likely to perceive lower level of risk to salmon posed by

agricultural and forestry activities.

Those respondents demonstrating higher levels of policy-relevant

knowledge will be more likely to perceive higher levels of risk to

salmon.

Liberal respondents will more likely to perceive higher levels of risk

to salmon when compared to conservatives.

Those respondents who support the NEP will be more likely to

perceive higher levels of risk to salmon.

Those respondents reporting higher levels of trust in salmon-related

governmental agencies will be more likely to perceive higher levels

of risk to salmon.
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Those respondents with higher levels of trust in salmon-related

reference groups will be more likely to perceive higher levels of risk

to salmon.

Those respondents perceiving a higher level of political efficacy will

be likely to perceive lower levels of risk to salmon.

These hypotheses will be tested in the forthcoming sections of this chapter.

5.2. Levels of perceived risks to salmon among Oregonians

Levels of perceived risk from the four economic activities corresponding

with the four salmon restoration options include risks posed to the abundance and

distribution of salmon populations by hydroelectric dams, agricultural and forestry

practices, hatcheries, and urban development. Levels of perceived risks are quite

different. However, they are still highly correlated with one another (correlation

coefficients shown in Table 13). This suggests that perceptions of these risks are

not independent, and that there is a complex of perceptions, as well as some kind of

ideological divide explaining the similaritiesas well as the differencesin levels

of perceived risk.
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Table 13. Correlations between levels of perceived risk from different human

activities

** Correlations significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)

5.3 Sources of salmon-related risk perceptions

Demographic factors were important in explaining salmon-related risk

perceptions among Oregonians (correlation coefficients represented in Table 14).

Although existing literature appears to be somewhat inconclusive on the

directionif not the significanceof many demographic variables, the data

indicates a number of quite clear trends that hold true across the four activities that

pose risks to salmon populations.

Age was significantly correlated with levels of perceived risks. Negative

direction of this correlation provides support for the mainstream empirical research

indicating that younger cohorts are more likely to exhibit higher levels of

environmental concernand thus higher levels of perceived risks. This is an

important finding, because it contradicts the findings by McDaniels et al. (1997)

and the idea of the possible reversed relationship between age and perception of

Hydroelectric
dams

Agricultural and
forest practices

Hatcheries

Agricultural and forest
practices

.544**

Hatcheries .354** .326**
Urban development .407** 479** .298**
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ecosystem risks. Obviously, at least in this case, the link tested in situations

involving health-related risks can be found in relation to ecosystem risks as well.

Gender was also an important factor in understanding salmon-related risk

perception, with females being significantly more likely to perceive higher levels of

risks from human activities than males. This finding is consistent with a large part

of existing literature on health-related risk perception, albeit inconsistent with

recent theorizing regarding risk perception by women stating that women are less

likely to be concerned about environmental issues not directly related to human

health.

The role of occupational factors in public perceptions of risks to salmon

could not be effectively determined using data from the Oregon Ocean and Coastal

Policy Survey, due to a small number of cases available for analysis. For example,

only five respondents indicated being employed with commercial fisheries. In

general, about twelve percent of respondents had any kind of economic interest in

coastal industries.

However, in case of timber industries (n = 49), some comparisons were

possible, but, given the low response rate, we should be cautious interpreting these

results. The fact of employment with or investment in timber industry was strongly

and negatively correlated with levels of perceived risk posed by three out of four

salmon-damaging human activities (shown Table 14). However, the correlation

between employment in the timber industry and levels of perceived risk to salmon

posed by current agricultural and forestry practices was the highest. This result
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provides importantalthough limited support for the idea that those individuals

who are involvedand directly benefitfrom an activity posing risk to the

environment are likely to perceive lower levels of risk than those who are not

involved in such activity.

Presented in Table 14, respondents' levels of formal education were

significantly correlated with perceived risks from all four activities, with more

educated respondents being more likely to perceive higher levels of risk. This

might suggest that level of education is a strong predictor of knowledge about risks,

rather than simply a SES indicator. At the same time, it is possible to speculate

about the possible reverse relationship between SES and perception of ecosystem

risks. While higher SES often leads to lower levels of perceived risks in health-

related cases, it might actually lead to a higher level of concern in cases involving

ecosystem risks. This would comply with the current theorizing in the basis of the

NEP scale, although more empirical testingespecially involving such variables as

income and race (Not used in the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey)

would be needed to support these findings.

At least two of the three indicators of policy-relevant knowledge were

strongly correlated with levels of perceived risk to salmon (shown in Table 14). It

is important to note that term familiarity index, while being a subjective indicator

of knowledge, was recoded in order to achieve a more realistic picture of the actual

knowledge of terms: responses in the middle category ("heard the term, but don't

know what it means") were combined with "don't know" responses. This recorded
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term familiarity indicator will further be referred to as "subjective knowledge."

Interestingly, the two indicators that turned out to be significant in explaining levels

of perceived risks to salmon posed by the four human activities were measures of

objective or subjective knowledge. This suggests that the observed relationship

between policy-relevant knowledge and risk perception relates to the actual levels

of knowledge-holding, rather than the perception of "knowledgeability." In general,

greater levels of policy-relevant knowledge among members of the public

correlated with higher levels of perceived risk to salmon in all four cases.

Political ideology and general environmental attitudes, such as support for

NEP (shown in Table 14) were all strongly correlated with levels of perceived risks

to salmon. A more liberal ideology and greater support for NEP were good

predictors of higher levels of perceived risk. These findings are in accord with

existing theoretical and empirical evidence of the significance of ideology and

environmental attitudes for understanding ecological risk perceptions. The study

also confirmed that while coping with the uncertainty inherent in issues that



** Correlations significant at the 0.01 level; * correlations significant at the 0.05 level

Table 14. Correlations between levels of perceived risk to salmon and various explanatory factors
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Level of risk
from
hydroelectric
dams

Level of risk from
agriculture and
forestry

Level of
risk from
hatcheries

Level or risk
from urban
development

Demographic factors:
Age -.082** -.117** -.078** -.087**
Gender -.053* -.165** -.081** -.117**
Education .143** .142** .121** .109**

Employment with timber industry -.063** -.084** -.036 -.050**
Knowledge indicators:

Self-assessed informedness .077** .018 .034 .132**
Term familiarity .220** .127** .068* .170**
Ocean Quiz .226** .171** .086** .125**

Ideological and attitudinal variables:
Political ideology -.273** -.262** -.208** -.202**
Support for NEP 377** .373** .427** .234**
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involve ecosystem risks, people employ general approaches to structuring the

otherwise extremely complex world, and that specific environmental issues usually

fit into already set paradigms of social problematiquesuch as political ideology

or New Ecological Paradigm. These findings support the theoretical argument of

the importance of worldviews in risk peception (Slovic and Peters 1998).

Finally, social trust and a sense of political efficacy (presented in Table 14)

were also important in explaining varying levels of perceived risks from the four

salmon restoration activities, although these results did not conform with the

literature. It is important to note that there were two types of trust factors used in

the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey, with one of them assessing trust in

salmon-related agencies, such as NMFS or USEPA. The other variable assessed

levels of trust in information provided by the so called "reference groups", i.e.

interest groups that provides substantial information about the issues for the general

public. In this case, the emphasis in the survey was placed on the levels of trust in

information provided by such groups, and not in the group itself. In the remainder

of this chapter and in the chapters to follow, I will use both types of trust variables,

referring to them as to "trust in agencies" and "trust in reference groups."

Respondents' sense of political efficacy was stronglyand positively

correlated with the levels of perceived risk, which is quite surprising given

previous empirical evidence suggesting a negative correlationwith weaker

sense of political efficacy leading to higher perceptions of risk. This discrepancy

can be attributed to the differences between health-related and ecosystem risks: in
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the latter case, a sense of the ability to influence salmon-related policy could

lead to higher concern about and attentiveness to salmon issues.

The influence of the trust variables was not uniform across various

reference groups and involved agencies (shown in Table 15). Among reference

groups, levels of trust in information from watershed groups, environmental

groups, as well asto a limited extentrecreational groups were significantly

correlated with levels of perceived risks to salmon, with higher levels of trust in

those groups leading to higher levels of perceived risks to salmon. Likewise, trust

in most of the involved agencies was positively correlated with levels of perceived

risk to salmon. Again, these findings are not in accord with the existing literature,

however, they can be explained by the specifics of public responses to ecosystem

risks. Apparently, in cases involving ecosystem risks, initial information about the

threat tends to come from agencies, because public exposure to risks, and, thus,

opportunities for direct public learning, are minimal. Although this might be the

case when risks to human health are involved, it tends to be the rule when it comes

to ecosystem risks. In salmon issues, governmental agencies not only have to carry

out policies, but also often have to substantiate these policies for the public by

emphasizing risks to salmon, which are not readily observable. This dual role of the

agencies could be one of the explanations of the positive links between trust in

them and salmon-related risk perceptions.



Table 15. Correlations between levels of perceived risksa and trustb and political efficacyc variables

** Correlations significant at the 0.01 level; * correlations significant at the 0.05 level
a Responses were coded on a scale from 1= "none/very low" to 5 = "very high"
b Responses were coded on a scale from 1 = "no trust at all" to 4 = "a great deal of trust"
c Responses were coded on a scale from 1 = "no impact at all" to 4 = "a big impact"
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Level of risk from
hydroelectric dams

Level of risk from
agriculture and
forestry

Level of risk from
hatcheries

Level or risk
from urban
development

Political efficacy .131** .153** .109** .178**
Trust in reference groups:

Watershed Council .154** .156** .126** .111**
Environmental Groups .358** .417** .306** 334**
Recreation Groups .007 .050* .061* .058*
Fishing Groups -.007 .003 -.018 .040
Elected officials -.016 .007 .017 -.042

Trust in agencies:
NMFS .078** .083** .085** .067**
USF&WS .056* .089** .071** .077**
USEPA .187** .230** .163** .165**
ODF&W .087** .095** .071** .073**
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5.4 The impact of risk perception on public support for salmon restoration options

Levels of perceived risk posed by the four activities were strongly correlated with the

levels of public support for corresponding salmon restoration options (frequencies and

correlation coefficients shown in Table 16), and in all cases correlation coefficients were

extremely high (more than 0.5), suggesting that risk perception is an extremely important

predictor of public support for salmon restoration. There were slight variations in the strength

of these correlations. However, the factor of risk perception exerted a little more predictive

power in cases related to limiting agricultural and forestry practices and urban stream

protection measures. This difference may indicate relative prevalence of other factorssuch

as ideology, environmental attitudes, or trustin public decision-making about the fate of

hydroelectric dams and hatcheries. Also, perception of benefits in cases involving

mitigation of ecosystem risks might be substituted for perception of the least loss, and this is

why dam removal and elimination of hatcheries stand out in some contrast from other salmon

restoration options, for which levels of risk perception and support for action had slightly

higher degree of association.



Table 16. Correlations between levels of perceived riska and support for corresponding restoration optionsb
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* Correlations significant at the 0.01 significance level. a Responses were coded on a scale from 1 = "no trust at all" to 4 -
"a great deal of trust), b Responses were coded on a scale from 1 = "none/very low" to 5 = "very high."

Level of perceived risks addressed by each restoration policy
None/very low Low Moderate High Very high Kendall's tau-b

Support for dam removal: .563**
None/very low 96.3 % 80.0 % 46.9 % 17.3 % 7.4 %
Low 3.7 % 16.3 % 35.3 % 27.0 % 13.0 %
Moderate 0.0% 3.7% 15.3% 38.2% 28.1%
High 0.0% 0.0% 2.3 % 15.2 % 17.0 %
Very high 0.0% 0.0% 0.2 % 2.3 % 34.4 %
Support for limiting agriculture and
forestry:

.680**

None/very low 75.8% 45.2% 11.2% 1.2% 0.5%
Low 13.6 % 41.2 % 28.5 % 5.3 % 2.4 %
Moderate 6.1% 11.1% 46.5% 38.0% 8.7%
High 3.0 % 2.5 % 12.7 % 46.3 % 27.9 %
Very high 1.5% 0.0% 1.2% 9.3% 60.4%
Support for eliminating hatcheries: .518**
None/very low 91.7% 58.9% 25.1% 13.3% 28.1%
Low 4.3 % 37.3 % 45.9 % 32.6 %
Moderate 1.3% 2.8% 27.1% 27.4% 24.6%
High 0.7 % 0.9 % 1.6 % 23.0 % 19.3 %
Very high 2.0% 0.0% 0.4% 3.7% 28.1%
Support for urban stream protection: .599**
None/very low 62.8% 18.2% 2.9% 0.8% 0.5%
Low 16.7 % 36.0 % 12.1 % 2.3 % 0.5 %
Moderate 12.8 % 34.0 % 49.3 % 19.7 % 4.2 %
High 1.3 % 9.7 % 27.8 % 53.2 % 14.7 %
Very high 6.4 % 2.0 % 7.8 % 23.9 % 80.0 %
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5.5 Conclusion

The analysis presented in this chapter indicates that although there are

significant similarities between the sources of public perception of the four

different risks to salmon analyzed, many of the findings regarding the sources of

risk perceptions stood out in a stark contrast with the existing literature. This might

be an indication of the substantial differences between health-related risks and

ecosystem risks. In general, these results suggest that there are significant

differences in levels of perceived risks among members of the public arising from

demographic differenceswith younger cohorts, females, and respondents

possessing higher levels of formal education being more likely to perceive higher

levels of risks to salmon. Higher levels of policy-relevant knowledgeand not

simply the perception of one's familiaritywere also correlated with higher levels

of perceived risk to salmon. The study also confirmed that while coping with the

uncertainty inherent in issues that involve ecosystem risks, people employ general

approaches to structuring the otherwise exceedingly complex world, and that

specific environmental issues usually fit into already set paradigms of social

problematiquesuch as political ideology or New Ecological Paradigm.

In contravention of existing empirical evidence, higher levels of trust and a

sense of higher political efficacy were positively correlated with levels of perceived

risks to salmon. This can be explained by the specific characteristics of ecosystem

risks as opposed to health-related risks. Because risks to species are not readily

observable to humans, and thus, opportunities for direct public learning are
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extremely limited, governmental agencies mandated to protect the species in

question, as well as related reference groups often act as a primary sources of

information about the issue. Unlike in many cases involving health risks, where

agencies have a task of addressing existing citizens' concerns, when it comes to

risks to species, they often assume the role in promoting such concerns. This

difference can be instrumental in explaining the positive relationship between trust

in agencies and risk perception.

Perceptions of the four risks posed by human activities, such as

hydroelectric dams, agricultural and forestry practices, hatcheries, and urban

development, were found significantly correlated with levels of public support for

corresponding restoration options. Higher levels of perceived risk were correlated

with higher support for corresponding salmon restoration actions. This correlation

was especially important in the case of agricultural and forestry practices, although

all correlation coefficients were uniform across the four restoration policies. These

findings suggest that risk perception is a crucial predictor of salmon restoration

policies, with relatively uniform influence on support for different options.
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CHAPTER 6. DETERMINANTS AND IMPACTS OF POLITICAL
IDEOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ATTITUDES IN PUBLIC
SUPPORT FOR SALMON RESTORATION

As it became obvious from previous chapters, correlates of public support

for salmon restoration policies are numerous, but in many ways related to each

other. Levels of policy-relevant knowledge were related to such factors as political

ideology and environmental attitudes. Likewise, public perception of risks to

salmon was deeply rooted in both the public's knowledge about salmon-related

issues and to a very large extent in their ideological stances. Although these

findings were somewhat inconclusive, they were to be expected based on the

existing empirical evidence regarding the powerful, albeit latent influence exerted

by ideological and attitudinal variables.

The role of political ideology and environmental attitudes in determining

the level of perceived risk posed by human activities to salmon populations was a

subject of discussion in Chapter 5. Again, the links between political ideology,

environmental attitudes, and risk perceptions were obvious. These findings can be

understood in the context of the cultural theory of risk emphasizing the importance

of worldviewsclusters of personal values regarding social organization (Dake

1991; Slovic and Peters 1998). Political ideology and environmental attitudes can

be recognized as parts or, in some cases, derivatives of more general worldviews.

Because ideology and general environmental attitudes are so important for

our understanding of public responses to environmental policy options, it is

necessary to analyze their major correlates and impacts. In the first part this
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chapter, I will concentrate on the distinct characteristics of members of the groups

holding similar political convictions and environmental attitudes, by addressing the

major determinants of general environmental attitudes. The rest of the chapter will

address the impacts of these factors on public support for salmon restoration

options.

Shown in Figure 5 is the path of the analysis that will be presented in this

chapter. It will begin with the analysis of the determinants of environmental

attitudes, such as demographics, socioeconomic, and contextual variables, as well

as political ideology and policy-relevant knowledge. It will then analyze the direct

impacts of political ideology and environmental attitudes on public support for

salmon restoration policies.



Figure 5. The path of analysis in Chapter 6.
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6.1 Approaches to understanding the links between political ideology, general
environmental concern, and more specific environmental attitudes

The interest in the determinants of environmental concern and specific

environmental attitudes (such as support for environmental policies) among

members of the general public has been on the rise since the early 1970s, and from

the very beginning included research on the role that ideological and partisan

cleavages play in determining public support for environmentalism. In this part of

the chapter, I present a review of theoretical ideas regarding the links between

political ideology and environmental attitudes. I will also provide an overview of

existing empirical evidence supportingor questioningthese theories.
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A variety of studies have illustrated that political ideology and general

environmentalist orientations (such as support for the New Environmental

Paradigm) are strongly correlated with support for or opposition to environmental

policies among state legislators in the United States (Pierce and Lovrich 1980;

Kenski and Kenski 1981; Calvert 1987). Kuklinski et al. also found that

"knowledgeable citizens... rely heavily on ideology" when making choices among

nuclear policy options (1982: 615). Generally speaking, the literature has found that

legislators and, to a lesser degree, citizens on the left/liberal end of the political

spectrum tend to be more supportive of pro-environmental regulation and "policy

proposals emanating from the environmental movement" than right/conservative

individuals (Calvert 1987: 2). Thus, there is a legitimate reason to assume the

existence of links betweenon the one handpolitical ideology and general

environmental concern, andon the other hand, between environmental attitudes

and support for salmon restoration policies. These relationships will be tested in the

second part of this chapter.

6.1.1 Theoretical links between political ideology and environmental concern

There is legitimate theoretical ground for both conservative and liberal

environmental arguments. Developed by some researchers, the idea of overarching

environmental values is universally applicable to both liberal and conservative

ideologies. According to Paehlke,

the variability among environmentalists' political stances suggest
that, in principle, a case for environmentalism can be made to a wide
variety of governments in terms they can appreciate and understand.
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Environmentalists construct policies acceptable, even desirable to a
wide range of political actors (1989: 195).
This assessment rests on the idea that environmentalism is independent from

traditional ideological cleavages (Milbrath 1984), and thus can be an integral part of

both liberal and conservative stands.

This branch of theorists seems to be more concerned with the effects that

political radicalism on public support for environmentalism, suggesting that both

radical liberal and radical conservatives would be theoretically less likely to

support environmentalism, given the contradictions with specific dimensions within

radical conservatism and radical liberalism. Paehlke described it in the following

way:

Environmentalism can be developed to appeal to almost any political
persuasion, perhaps excepting two. The extreme ideological left,
especially when in power, finds virtually any kind of dissent unacceptable,
and there is little reason to think such a government would countenance
any attempt to slow the march of economic development seen to be
necessary to the achievement of socialism. Also beyond
environmentalism's reach is the extreme ideological right, those, for
example, who fervently advocate free market economics while delivering
further advantages to those with established economic power. The far right
views environmental concerns as false unless proven "true"; when the
damage is obvious, it is seen as an unfortunate but altogether necessary
cost of progress (1989: 196).

At the same time, although it has been argued that there is "no necessary

relationship between one's position on environmental issues and one's position on

distributional issues" (Paehlke 1989: 189), such independence of environmentalism

from the redistribution ethics is contested by proponents of the alternative

hypothesis that environmentalism is rooted in the same egalitarian culture as liberal
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social movements praising economic redistribution (Simon 1995). This argument

has been further developed by Wildavsky who maintained that environmentalism is

a part of the egalitarian impulse to limit the dominant entrepreneurial culture and

the inequalities such culture creates (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982; Wildavsky

1991). While this argument helps explain the relatively lower levels of support for

environmentalism among conservatives, rather than liberals, it seems to rest on a

rather reduced notion of environmentalism emphasizing redistribution and

ecocentric stances. Empirical researchers have also accepted an earlier theoretical

explanation of the important role of ideology and party identification in predicting

environmental concern by the three major attributes of environmental issues and

policies: (1) the costs involved in carrying out environmental actions, which are

often opposed by business and industry; (2) expansion of governmental regulations

entailed by many environmental policies; and (3) the innovative nature of some

environmental policies (Dunlap and Gale 1974).

In a view of the mounting empirical evidence, conservative thinkers have

been trying to resolve these contradictions at the theoretical level, pointing out that

economic harm posed by environmental regulations on the economy in most cases

was not nearly as large as opponents of the regulations had claimed, and thus, there

is generally very littleif anycontradiction between economy and the

environment. For example, Bliese stated that "conservatism as a political

philosophy is in no way a capitulation to whatever the business world wantsquite

the contrary" (2001: 44). He went ahead redefining the principles of conservatism
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and emphasizing "piety, especially piety toward nature...[asV.F.] our governing

attitude" (2001: 45), and the non-materialistic stances of other conservative

thinkers, such as Richard Weaver, Russel Kirk, and Murray Rothbard (Bliese

2001). Although these arguments seem valid on their face, Bliese refers to the vast

misconceptions among general conservative population regarding both the essence

of conservatism and the demands of environmentalism. In his opinion, such

misconceptions became so widespread that they ultimately led to a distorted

relationship between conservatives and environmentalism resulting in lower

support for environmental policies among conservatives. Thus, taking into account

theoretical and empirical evidence presented in this section, liberals are expected to

be more supportive of salmon restoration policies than conservatives.

6.1.2 Empirical evidence of ideological influences in public environmental
attitudes

There is plenty of empirical evidence suggesting significant links between

ideology, political party identification, and support for environmentalism (Dunlap

et al. 2001). Among other correlates of environmental perceptions, such as

education, income, age, or policy-relevant knowledge; support for the New

Environmental Paradigm, postmaterialist index, ideological orientation, and party

preference play a significant role, which proved to be similar in other countries, as

well as in the U.S. (Dalton et al. 1999).

Virtually all studies documented conservatives being less likely than

liberals to express environmental concern or support environmentalism, although
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the magnitude of such differences varied significantly across studies and in general

has been moderate (Dunlap et al. 2001). In both legislative (Kamieniecki 1995) and

activist (Mazmanian and Sabatier 1983; Pierce and Lovrich 1980) settings, as well

as in numerous general population surveys (Dillman and Christenson 1972; Van

Liere and Dunlap 1980; Jones and Dunlap 1992), liberals were significantly more

likely to hold pro-environmental attitudes. Thus, in the analysis to follow, it will be

expected that more liberal respondents will be more supportive of salmon

restoration options because of their stronger support for environmentalism.

Many studies used multidimentional concepts of ideology and thus

developed multi-item measures of different hypothesized dimensions within

liberalism and conservatism and then correlated these different measures of

environmental concern (Dunlap et al. 2001). Results of such studies further

developed the notion of the links between ideology and environmental attitudes by

documenting connections between levels of environmental concern and such

ideological dimensions as support for welfare-state policies (Buttel and Flinn 1978;

Mazmanian and Sabatier 1983), support for civil liberties and social justice

(Samdahl and Robertson 1989); support for government's involvement in economy

and society (Constantini and Hanf 1972), and support for social stability and

traditional values (Tognacci et al. 1972; Weigel 1983). In general, these studies

substantiated the ideology-attitude thesis. Thus, most current studies, employ

single-item measures of political ideology and rely on self-assessment of the
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ideological identity by respondents for utilitarian purposes. This study utilized a

similar self-reported, single item Likert-type ideology scale.

6.1.3 Non-ideological factors influencing environmental attitudes

As the discussion of the existing research in Chapter 5 made clear, a host of

empirical social science evidence suggest a relatively stronger pro-environmental

leaning by women (Davidson and Freudenburg 1996; Jelen et al. 1994). Existing

empirical research also shows significant differences in support for environmental

values and behaviors across different age cohorts, younger respondents being

generally more pro-environmental than older ones (Dalton et al. 1999; McManus

1996). Individuals with higher socio-economic status reflected in higher level of

education are also expected to possess higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge

(Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996) and, in general, be demonstrate stronger pro-

environmental attitudes.

6.1.4 The role of the New Environmental Paradigm and other environmental
attitudes in determining environmental policy support

Another closely related factor used in our analysis was the level of public

support for the New Environmental Paradigm (NEP), "a commonly shared cluster

of beliefs that constitute the core values of environmentalism in Western

democracies" (Dalton et al. 1999: 196). The NEP scale has been used extensively

in empirical research on environmental attitudes and values and proved to be a

reliable measurement tool. The scale includes elements such as recognition of the
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limits of natural resources, as well as of the potentially harmful consequences of

human alteration of nature, distrust in technology, and an ecocentric view of nature.

The NEP is often linked to other, more general views and values regarding

political and social organizations and processes (Dalton et al. 1999), such as

political ideology. On the other hand, the NEP constitutes a set of core values,

which, in turn, influence more specific environmental attitudes. At the same time,

while encompassing some of the most important dimensions of environmentalism,

the NEP scale is still not a robust enough measure for predicting specific sets of

attitudes clustering together in "altruistic," "egoistic," "biospheric" (Stern et al.

1995), as well as other forms and hues of environmentalism. This is why, in this

chapter, I will combine the use of the NEP scale with the analysis of separate

dimensions of it.

Support for NEP, as well as other environmental attitudes, are often

considered to be good independent predictors of the perceived level of more

specific environmental risks (Steel et al. 1990). This discussion was started in

Chapter 5. Additional data will be provided in section 6.3 of this chapter. For the

purposes of this study, the relationship between NEP and the various risks to

salmon will be tested.

Although the strength of correlations between general environmental beliefs

and behavioral intentions varies with particular intended behaviors and measures of

general environmental beliefs, correlations are consistently positive both in studies

that use data from the first decade of the modern environmental movement (Weigel
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and Newman 1976; Weigel and Weigel 1978; Dunlap and Van Liere 1978; Hines et

al. 1986/87) and more recent surveys (Gigliotti 1992; Scott and Willets 1994; Stern

et al. 1995; Grob 1995; Steel 1996; Tarrant and Cordell 1997). These results make

it reasonable to assume that political ideology and support for the NEP elicited in

the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey will all be correlated with both

perceived risk from human activities to salmon and the levels of public support for

corresponding restoration options. Those respondents on the left side of the

political spectrum, exhibiting higher level of support for NEP and higher level of

concern about ocean and coastal issues are expected to express higher levels of

support for salmon restoration policies than other respondents.

6.1.5 Hypotheses

Based on the review of existing theoretical and empirical research presented

in the previous sections, it was possible to formulate the following research

hypotheses regarding the sources and impacts of political ideology and

environmental attitudes on public support for salmon restoration:

More liberal respondents will be more likely to demonstrate higher

levels of support for salmon restoration policies when compared to

more conservative respondents.

Those respondents supporting the NEP will be more likely to

demonstrate higher levels of support for salmon restoration policies.

Liberal respondents will be likely to demonstrate greater support for

elements of NEP when compared to conservatives.
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Younger respondents will be more likely to support the NEP when

compared to older respondents.

Women will be more likely to support the NEP than men.

Those respondents who achieved higher levels of formal education

will be more likely to support the NEP

These hypotheses will be tested in the forthcoming sections of this chapter.

6.2 Current ideological cleavages and diverging environmental attitudes in
Oregon

A cluster of ideological and attitudinal variables in the model included

political ideologyself-reported using a five-point scale from "very liberal" to

"very conservative." Level of support for the New Environmental Paradigm (NEP)

was assessed using a set of six statements, with three reflecting various aspects of

NEP and the Dominant Social Paradigm (DSP) each (see Table 17). Level of

agreement with these statements was measured using five-point Likert scales (from

"strongly agree" to "strongly disagree"). Responses were then coded in ascending

order for those questions reflecting elements of NEP, and in descending order for

the questions reflecting elements of DSP. These codes were then summed up to

create a single index variable.

About 3.4 percent of respondents to the Oregon Coastal and Ocean Policy

Survey identified themselves as "very liberal," 19.4 percent as "liberal," about 5

percent as "very conservative," and 26.9 percent as "conservative." The

overwhelming majority of respondents was made of those who identified
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themselves as "moderate" (approximately 45.3. percent). Overall, notwithstanding

a slight tilt towards political conservatism, the respondents seem to represent both

liberal and conservative sides of the political spectrum, as well as to approximate

other assessments of the ideological cleavages both in Oregon and nationwide.

Respondents' level of agreement with the three NEP and three DSP

statements provided in the survey are shown in Table 16. Support for NEP seem

almost overwhelming, with at least 65 percent of respondents agreeing or strongly

agreeing with each of the three NEP statements. In addition, levels of disagreement

with the three DSP statements were quite high, with at least 61 percent of the

respondents indicating that they "disagreed" or "strongly disagreed" with the DSP

statements.

6.3 Ideological influences in general environmental attitudes

Theoretical and empirical links between political ideology and

environmental attitudes discussed in Section 6.1.2, provide the basis for our

discussion of the sources of environmental attitudes. The influence of ideology on

environmental attitudes seems to be crucial, compared to other factors, such as

gender, age, and SES. Taking in account potentially significant links between

environmental attitudes and salmon policy support, a more detailed analysis of the

links between ideological positions and specific environmental attitudes (such as

the elements of NEP used in this chapter) will ultimately facilitate understanding of

the indirectbut no less powerfulways in which political ideology influences

public support for salmon restoration policies.



Table 17. Levels of respondents' agreement with DSP and NEP statements* and correlations between levels of agreement
and political ideology

* Responses were coded from 1 = "strongly disagree" to 5 = "strongly agree."
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Strongly
disagree

Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
agree

Mean SD Kendall's
tau-b

NEP variables:
The balance of nature is
very delicate and easily
upset by human activities

2.6% 12.2% 10.1% 44.2% 30.8% 3.88 1.059 -.270**

Plants and animals do not
exist primarily for human
use

9.5% 18.2% 7.9% 35.8% 28.6% 3.56 1.325 -.271**

The earth is like a
spaceship with only
limited room and
resources

4.6% 10.5% 8.4% 42.6% 33.9% 3.91 1.119 -.235**

DSP variables:
There are no limits to
growth for nations like the
United States

27.7% 39.2% 15.5% 11.8% 5.8% 2.29 1.159 .152**

Modib)ing the environment
for human use seldom
causes serious problems

31.5% 44.1% 12.7% 8.9% 2.8% 2.07 1.021 .239**

Humankind was created to
rule over the rest of nature

34.4% 27.1% 11.5% 16.5% 10.6% 2.42 1.376 309**

N 1708 1708 1708 1708 1708
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Among the respondents to the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey,

political ideology was also strongly correlated with support for NEP. As data in

Table 17 indicates, support for NEP statements was strongly correlated with more

liberal ideological orientation, while support for DSP statements was correlated

with conservative ideology.

All these findings are consistent with the literature linking political ideology

and environmental concern. Environmental stances are significantly more likely to

be supported by liberals, rather than by conservatives, although there are certain

variations in the width of this gap when it comes to specific attitudes, with

anthropocentric positions within NEP being more likely to be supported by some

conservatives than explicitly ecocentric positions. However, even non-ecocentric

elements of the NEP are significantly more likely to be supported by liberals, rather

than by conservatives.

6.4 Demographic influences on environmental attitudes

Although, as demonstrated in section 6.3, effects of political ideology on

environmental attitudes are quite powerful, there are some other, non-ideological

factors that might be instrumental in explaining environmental attitudes. In this part

of the chapter, I will describe some of the most important of such impacts,

including the links between age, gender, and level of education and environmental

attitudes.

As expected, most non-ideological effects on environmental attitudes were

significant. As shown in Table 18, age was negatively correlated with the NEP
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variable, which means that younger cohorts possessed higher levels of

environmental concern. Likewise, gender was strongly correlated with levels of

environmental concern, with women having more pro-environmental attitudes than

men. All these findings conform with the literature, as well as with the findings on

the relationship between demographics and perceived risks to salmon described in

Chapter 5.

Table 18. Correlations between demographic variables and environmental attitudes

** Correlations significant at the .01 level (2-tailed); * correlations significant at
the .05 level (2-tailed).

6.5 The effects of political ideology and general environmental attitudes on
support for salmon policies

As suggested by the literature, political ideology had direct impacts on both

perceived risks posed by human activities and the level of support for

corresponding restoration options. As demonstrated in Table 19, liberals were more

likely than conservatives to perceive significant risks to salmon posed by human

activities, as well as to support corresponding restoration actions. As one of the

respondents noted in their comment to the survey,

You cannot save the planet unless you can bridle greed. As long as
there is money to be made, exploitation will be justified. Good
luck though! There are many that would love to see a healthier
happier planet.

Age Gender Level of education
Support for NEP -.103** -.119** .145**
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This comment effectively captures the existing links between egalitarian attitudes

and goals of environmental conservation. This is consistent with the existing

literature underscoring the redistributive ethos of environmental arguments

discussed earlier in this chapter.

The influence of ideology on perception of risks to salmon populations

posed by economic activities and on the level of public support for corresponding

restoration policies is quite uniform across the different restoration options.

Correlations in all cases were significant, and correlation coefficients were quite

strong. Evidently, political ideology is crucial in determining public risk perception

and support for salmon restoration actions.

Using Paehlke's argument on the possible effects of radicalism (discussed

in Section 6.1.1) as a starting point, it would be reasonable to assume that both

radical conservatives and radical liberals would be unlikely to endorse salmon

restoration policies. However, the data do not support this assumption. Quite to the

opposite, those who identify themselves as "very conservative" are significantly

less likely to perceive risks to salmon and support restoration policies than those

who identify themselves as "conservative." Furthermore, those who identified

themselves as "very liberal" were significantly more likely to perceive risks to

salmon and support restoration policies than those who identified themselves as

"liberal." Thus, Paehlke's argument only holds true in the part related to

conservatives, which is also consistent with the argument about the more intimate



Table 19. Correlations between risk perception, support for restoration options, and political ideology
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**Correlations significant at the .01 level of significance. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Very liberal Liberal Moderate Conservative Very
conservative

Kendall's
tau-b

Risk perception variables:
Perceived risk posed by 4.30 4.02 3.40 3.14 3.09 -.273**
hydroelectric dams (.723) (.897) (1.003) (1.023) (1.292)
Perceived risk posed by 4.44 4.14 3.53 3.24 3.14 -.262**
agricultural and forest practices (.688) (.888) (1.058) (1.123) (1.323)
Perceived risk posed by 3.44 2.79 2.30 2.17 2.28 -.208**
hatcheries (.978) (1.085) (.924) (.980) (1.289)
Perceived risk posed by urban 4.21 3.59 3.28 3.07 2.80 -.202**
development (.863) (.928) (.984) (1.010) (1.276)

Support for restoration variables:
Level of support for removal of 3.86 3.02 2.09 1.78 1.49 -.350**
dams (1.249) (1.248) (1.102) (.983) (.989)
Level of support for policies 4.40 3.85 3.15 2.74 2.38 -.312**
limiting agriculture and forest
activities

(.915) (1.096) (1.171) (1.205) (1.388)

Level of support for elimination 2.96 2.16 1.66 1.56 1.53 -.251**
of hatcheries (1.224) (1.006) (.827) (.863) (1.119)
Level of support for urban stream 4.49 3.86 3.43 3.09 2.94 -.244**
protection measures (.858) (1.011) (1.102) (1.146) (1.480)

N 51 272 653 383 69
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relationship between environmentalism and liberal values, rather than conservative

values. In a part, this discrepancy can also be explained by the fact that the

definition of "liberal" for many respondents did not ever include the extreme

notions of socialism of communism that Paehlke referred to. These ideological

positions are currently rather marginal within the American society and thus are

probably not even considered by those respondents who checked the "very liberal"

category.

At the same time, almost half of the survey respondents identified

themselves as "moderates." Because this group is so large, it can have a decisive

voice in salmon-related policy making. In general, the views of these respondents

fall in line of the general trend, which makes it possible to assume that more

liberally-inclined respondents within the "moderates" could be slightly more likely

to support salmon restoration actions than those moderates who lean more towards

conservative positions. Overall, the levels of support for restoration options by

moderate respondents vary significantly, from quite low support for dam removal

and elimination of hatcheries to higher levels of support for limiting agricultural

and forestry activities and urban stream protection.

6.6 Conclusion

In general, the results presented in this chapter in general support the vast

empirical literature suggesting that political ideology is an important factor

underlying public support for environmental protection measures. Although pro-

environmental arguments are theoretically possibleand have indeed been
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developedfrom both liberal and conservative standpoints, liberal stances seem to

provide a closer fit not only with the ideas of environmentalism (such as NEP), but

also with more specific environmental attitudes, including support for salmon

restoration actions. Liberal respondents were more likely to hold pro-environment

values and to support salmon restoration options. This trend held through in the

groups on the opposite sides of the ideological spectrum: those who identify

themselves as "very conservative" are significantly less likely to perceive risks to

salmon and support restoration policies than those who identify themselves as

"conservative." Furthermore, those who identified themselves as "very liberal"

were significantly more likely to perceive risks to salmon and support restoration

policies than those who identified themselves as "liberal." Moderate respondents

demonstrated moderate levels of support for salmon restoration policies, with

certain variations depending on the specific policies.

Overall, the levels of support for restoration options vary significantly, from

quite low support for dam removal and elimination of hatcheries to higher levels of

support for limiting agricultural and forestry activities and urban stream protection.

The influence of ideology on support for salmon restoration was the higher in the

case of dam removal. One of the explanations to this could be the publicity of this

issue. Contentious debates about dam removal often involve ideological and value

arguments, probably to a larger extent than the debates around any other proposed

salmon restoration action. Thus, the issue of dam removal has an explicit

ideological aspect in the public view.
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General environmental attitudes assessed by the New Environmental

Paradigm variables were significantly correlated with the levels of support for all

four salmon restoration options. Overall, these results suggest the importance of

ideological and attitudinal variables as potential predictors of public support for

salmon restoration policies.
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CHAPTER 7. MAJOR DETERMINANTS OF POLITICAL EFFICACY AND
SOCIAL TRUST AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR
SALMON RESTORATION POLICIES

Notwithstanding the widespread claims that trust in American institutions is

diminishing (Lipset and Schneider 1983; Trettin and Musham 2000) and that the

public is increasingly leery of institutions and officials dealing with science and

technology (Miller et al. 1990; Slovic 1993; Williams et al. 1999), as demonstrated

in Chapter 5, the role of social trust in determining public perceptions of risks to

salmon is still salient. There are also indications in the literature that social trust

might have a significant impact on public opinions on environmental policies.

Although existing empirical evidence is limited and applies primarily to the cases

involving health risks, trust in salmon-related agencies and reference groups is

expected to be positively correlated with public support for salmon restoration

policies. This chapter will seek to establish this relationship between trust and

support for dam removal, limiting agriculture and forestry, elimination of

hatcheries, and urban stream protection.

In the first part of this chapter, I will take a closer look at the role of

various factors in determining social trust. Because trust variables are expected to

be important in explaining variations in policy support, the influences of such

variablesincluding ideology, support for NEP and use of information from

reference groups or familiarity with salmon-related agencieson public support for

salmon restoration options are likely to be important. Understanding the sources of

social trust is also crucial for furthering trust-building efforts of environmental
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agencies and organizations. Again, because of the links between trust and policy

support, such efforts are likely to have a direct impact on public support for salmon

restoration policies. This chapter will develop this argument by taking a closer look

at the sources and impacts of trust in agencies and organizations involved in

salmon-related policy-making in Oregon, as well as salmon-related reference

groups.

Current research on social capital suggests potential links between citizens'

sense of political efficacy and their willingness to support governmental policies

and participate in policy-making. Thus, it is reasonable to assume the presence of

such links in the case of salmon restoration and use political efficacy as a proxy

measure of social capital. Reflected in respondents' answers to the question about

the role they and people like them play in ocean and coastal policies in Oregon,

political efficacy is expected to contribute to public support for salmon restoration

policies. Based on existing research, it is also possible to identify the factors that

determine social capital and thus exert influence on public support for salmon

restoration policies. Awareness about such factors is a crucial prerequisite of any

program aiming at the advancement of social capital and ensuring public support

for salmon restoration policies.

Shown in Figure 6 is the path of the analysis that will be presented in this

chapter. It will begin with the analysis of the determinants of social trust and

political efficacy, such as demographics, socioeconomic, and contextual variables,

as well as political ideology and policy-relevant knowledge. It will then address the
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direct impacts of social trust and political efficacy on public support for salmon

restoration policies.

Figure 6. The path of analysis in Chapter 7.
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7.1 Theoretical approaches and empirical evidence of the role of political
efficacy and social trust in policy support

7.1.1 Political efficacy, social capital, and policy support

The concept of social capital is being used more and more often in order to

explain the often-intangible processes that lead to creation of effective democratic

institutions. Putnam's concept of social capital refers to features of social

organizations, such as trust, norms and networks. In his view, social capital is a

public good that helps overcome problems of collective action. Enacted through the

"networks of civic engagement" (Putnam 1993: 170), horizontal links within the
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society promote trust and reciprocity within the society. At the individual level,

according to Bourdieu (1986), the amount of social capital depends on ability to

mobilize a social network, in addition to the economic and cultural capital

possessed by the members of such network. The central argument in social capital

theorizing is that "civil society, expressed in citizen organizational activity,

contributes to successful governance and democracy" (Birner and Wittmer 2003:

297). For Coleman (1988), such organizational activity has intrinsically

individualistic roots, as people build social capital in order to maximize their

individual opportunities. In this system, mutual trust and social inclusiveness

become crucial, as they help promote attitudes and behaviors that actually influence

political decision-making by enabling citizens to rely on other participants of the

decision-making process (Booth and Richard 1998; Birner and Wittmer 2003).

Current attempts to measure social capital use Putnam's definition and

emphasize measures of civic participation and the role of small groups and

grassroot policy initiatives (Putnam 2000). Developing this approach, in Oregon

Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey, we introduced a measure of perceived self-

influence on politics as an indicator of such inclusiveness. Based on the

measurement tools developed by Putnam (1993) and used widely as a part of the

World Bank's social capital assessment tool (Krishna and Shrader 2002; The World

Bank 2002), this indicator can be used as a proxy measure of social capital.

Political efficacy is often defined as "personal affections toward or sense of

attachment to political objects experienced by the citizenry" (Jackson and Jackson
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1993). In the context of collective action, political efficacy refers to a belief that

citizens have an ability to engage in behavior that can influence collective

outcomes (Craig and Niemi 1986; Lubell 2001). According to Jackson and Jackson,

personal level of political efficacy can depend on perceived ability to participate

meaningfully in political activities, reflecting a combination of factors, such as

one's personal ability, social conditioning, and social circumstances (2003).

Although empirical research on the effects of political efficacy on policy

support is scant, there is some indication of the existence of such links. According

to the results of a survey of New Mexico residents, "higher levels of political

efficacy are positively linked to greater partisan political engagement, as well as

stronger support for government and the political system as a whole" (UNM

Institute for Public Policy 1996: 2). Thus, there are grounds for testing the

relationship between the political efficacy variable, levels of trust in salmon-related

agencies and reference groups, and support for salmon restoration policies, as these

factors appear to be important for expaining variation of the levels of policy

support.

7.1.2 Sources of social trust

The existing literature on determinants of social trust have concentrated on

describing the complex psychological, social, and situational attributes of public

trust. Often defined as "the willingness to rely on those who have the responsibility

for making decisions and taking actions related to the management of technology,

the environment, medicine, or other realms of public health and safety" (Siegrist et
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al. 2000: 354), social trust is still an extremely hard concept to grasp theoretically

and measure empirically. As a result, the literature on sources of social trust is

limited and somewhat discrepant. For example, Peters et al. (1997) found that the

determinants of trust in industry, government, and citizen groups are broad and

contextually dependent, including public perceptions of knowledge and expertise,

the degree of information disclosure, information receipt, openness and honesty,

and media sensitization (Peters et al. 1997). These factors are extremely difficult to

conceptualize and measure, and thus they were not included in the Oregon Ocean

and Coastal Policy Survey. Putnam (2000) uses measures of perceived honesty and

perceived level of reciprocity, among other factors influencing levels of social trust.

According to Covello and Peters, perceptions of trust and credibility of

sources of information (including reference groups) are strongly related to the

amount of information received from the source. This link is based on the

assumption that as a trust-enhancing activity, providing risk-related information by

agencies or industry can demonstrate that the communication source is

"forthcoming and forthright" (Covello and Peters 1996: 45). On the other hand, the

event of receiving information is critical on its own. Hence, it is reasonable to

assume that trust in salmon-related reference groups will depend on the frequency

of using information from those groups. At the same time, by extending this

argument to agencies and organizations involved in salmon-related policy-making,

it is possible to suppose that trust in those agencies and organizations will depend

on the degree of familiarity with their activities.
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Another line of research concentrates on the role of salient value similarity

in determining social trust. Defined as "the individual's sense of what the important

goals (ends) and/or processes (means) are that should be followed in a particular

situation" (Cvetkovich 1999, cited in Siegrist et al. 2000: 355), salient values of

agencies and organizations are constantly judged by members of the public. Such

judgments are made on the basis of verbal or written statements, actions, and/or

identity (Cvetkovich 1999). The key element of such judgment is "a comparison of

the similarity of the salient values of the perceiver and the person being judged"

(Siegrist et al. 2000: 355). Although salient value similarity was not measured

directly in the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey, it seems plausible to

assume that because many of the agencies and reference groups have value

statementssometimes containing strong endorsements for environmental values

(see, for example, ODFW 2003; NOAA 2003)those respondents who hold pro-

environmental values themselves might be likely to show higher levels of trust in

such agencies and organizations, on a condition that they are aware of and believe

in organizations' mission statements. For example, Oregon Department of Fish and

Wildlife is mandated "to protect and enhance Oregon's fish and wildlife and their

habitats for use and enjoyment by present and future generations" (ODFW 2003),

and Environmental Protection Agency's mission is "to protect human health and to

safeguard the natural environment air, water, and land upon which life

depends" (EPA 2003). Although, obviously, agreement with these statements does

not automatically translate into trust in respective agencies, there are indications of
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such links. However, additional research is needed in order to support this

argument.

Finally, based on the limited evidence presented in section 7.1, social

capital (political efficacy) variable is expected to be positively related to levels of

social trust in salmon-related agencies, organizations, and reference groups.

7.1.3 Empirical evidence of trust-policy support links

Social trust is a key explanatory factor in understanding risk-benefit

relationships in public deliberations, which, in turn, are crucial for public risk

perceptions. In their study of public concern over waste management facilities,

Siegrist et al. showed that, "when social trust was controlled, the relation between

risks and benefits perceived diminished. Results indicate that social trust is a key

predictive factor of the perceived risks and benefits of a technology, and provide

support for the salient value similarity of social trust" (2000: 353). Trust is

especially important when the public's ability to participate in the decision-making

process is limited, or when information is incomplete or uncertain, in other words,

"when there is insufficient knowledge or technical background for making

firsthand risk assessments, social trust is needed to reduce the complexity facing

people" (Earle and Cvetkovich 1995, cited in Siegrist et al. 2000: 355). However, a

certain amount of familiarity might be necessary in order to instill social trust: as

shown by researchers in the field of communications, because greater knowledge

about the issue tends to lead to greater trust (Moy and Pfau 2000).
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A more elaborate account of such changes was presented by Jenkins-Smith

and Smith who separated issues of trust in so called "reference groups" and the

organizations directly involved in formulation and implementation of policies.

They argue that distrust of those policy elites who act as "reference groups" within

key policy areas may lead to rejection of the substantive claims and policy

positions taken by that group. On the other hand, distrust of elites or organizations

that are charged with implementing policies "may generate opposition to those

policies due to the perception that those who run the organizations are nefarious or

incompetent" (Jenkins-Smith and Smith 1994: 19).

Scarce empirical investigations of the direct effects of social trust on

support for environmental policies report existence of such links, at least in cases

involving risks to humans. For example, support for innovative car pollution

reduction strategies was dependent on the level of trust in the agencies involved,

with many of those who opposed a base fee for car emissions citing that they "don't

trust or believe the government" as the main reason of their opposition (Krupnick et

al. 1996). Social trust also had an important influence on the acceptance of food

irradiation (Bord and O'Connor 1990). Most of such links were found to work

through influencing respondents' perceptions of the risk/benefit ratios in cases

involving acceptance of gene technology (Siegiist 1999; 2000), nuclear waste

repositories (Flynn et al. 1992), hazardous waste disposals (Bord and O'Connor

1992), or chemical plants (Jungermann et al. 1996). Thus, although existing

empirical evidence is limited and applies primarily to the cases involving health
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risks, trust in salmon-related agencies and reference groups is expected to be

positively correlated with public support for salmon restoration policies.

7.1.4 Hypotheses

Based on the review of existing theoretical and empirical research presented

in the previous sections, it was possible to formulate the following research

hypotheses regarding the sources and impacts of political efficacy and social trust

on public support for salmon restoration:

Higher levels of trust in salmon-related governmental agencies and

reference groups will be correlated with higher levels of support for

salmon restoration policies.

Those respondents perceiving higher levels of political efficacy will

be more likely to support salmon restoration policies than those who

have lower levels of political efficacy.

Liberal respondents will be more likely to demonstrate higher levels

of trust in salmon-related governmental agencies and reference

groups than conservatives.

Those respondents reporting a higher level of familiarity with a

salmon-related agency will be more likely to demonstrate a higher

level of trust in this agency.

Those respondents reporting more frequent exposure to information

from a salmon-related reference group will be more likely to

demonstrate a higher level of trust in information from this group.
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Those respondents perceiving a higher level of political efficacy will

be more likely to demonstrate higher levels of trust in salmon-

related agencies and reference groups.

Those respondents who support the NEP will be more likely to

demonstrate higher levels of trust in salmon-related agencies and

reference groups.

These hypotheses will be tested in the forthcoming sections of this chapter.

7.4 Are the salmon policy-makers trusted?

It is important to note that there were two types of trust factors used in the

Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey, with one of them assessing trust in

salmon-related agencies, such as NMES or USEPA. The other variable assessed

levels of trust in information provided by the so called "reference groups", i.e.

interest groups that provides substantial information about the issues for the general

public. In this case, the emphasis in the survey was placed on the levels of trust in

information provided by such groups, and not in the group itself. In the remainder

of this chapter and in the chapters to follow, I will use both types of trust variables,

referring to them as to "trust in agencies" and "trust in reference groups."

As suggested by many recent accounts of the levels of social trust,

American governmental institutions have been encountering increasing distrust by

members of the general public (Wills 1999). This trend seems to hold true in the

context of salmon controversy in Oregon. Table 20 presents information on the

levels of social trust in salmon-related agencies, organizations, and reference
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groups. Levels of trusts in agencies and organizations were assessed using a

number of four-point Likert-type scales ranging from 1 = "no trust at all" to 4 =

great deal of trust." This data indicates striking differences in the levels of trust

enjoyed by these entities: from almost 20 percent not trusting US EPA to about 60

percent of respondents having "moderate trust" to "great deal of trust" in USFWS

and ODFW. In general, however, levels of social trust of salmon-related agencies,

organizations, and reference groups were relatively low. The situation is even more

serious in relation to reference groups: about 70 percent of the respondents

indicated no or limited trust in information from those groups, with an exception of

fishing groups enjoying slightly higher levels of trust.

Table 20. Levels of social trust in salmon-related agencies and reference groups

Respondents' comments to the survey provide some insight on the reasons

for distrust. Some of them emphasize the general feeling of the extended

No trust
at all

Limited
trust

Moderate
trust

Great
deal of
trust

Agencies and organizations involved in
salmon politics:

NMFS 12.6% 41.8% 40.5% 5.1%
USFWS 8.5% 34.4% 46.5% 10.6%
USEPA 19.0% 41.6% 32.1% 7.3%
ODFW 8.7% 32.0% 47.0% 12.3%

Reference groups:
Watershed councils 31.2% 44.1% 21.4% 3.2%
Environmental groups 31.6% 39.1% 22.9% 6.4%
Recreation groups 17.8% 52.6% 27.4% 2.1%
Fishing groups 17.0% 47.5% 30.8% 4.7%
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government and related groups having little concern about solving real issues. As

one of the respondents put it:

...Oregon Fish and Wildlife agency manages people and money.
They are far more concerned about dollars than wildlife. They need
to worry about fish and game more than money for the fund.

In addition, some members of the public seriously question agencies' ability to

make reasonable policy decision, due to the lack of integration and cooperation

among them. Competing interests and resulting policy inconsistencies appeared to

upset the respondent who commented: "too many special interest groups involved

in solutions to problems that sometimes really do not exist." According to another

respondent, "the government, environmentalists, builders, etc. only want their

way." Lack of inter-and intra-governmental cooperation and resulting inefficiencies

seem to be one of the major reasons for low levels trust in salmon-related agencies

and organizations. One of the respondents captured this notion in the following

comment:

I wish all the agencies involved in ocean, river and fish and wildlife
would get together and come up with a comprehensive plan. Instead
of each agency having its own agenda...

Quite low levels of social trust in the elected officials in Oregon may be in

part explained by the perceived lack of impartial judgment on their side due to

latent preferences and interests. As one of the respondents succinctly put it, "I don't

trust elected government officials to do anything about marine fisheries as long as

they have their hands in lobbyist's pockets."
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7.5 Major sources of social trust among Oregonians

Based on the literature review, a number of factors were tested for possible

correlations with levels of trust in salmon-related agencies, organizations, and

reference groups. Levels of trust were assessed using a series of Likert-type scales

from "not trust at all" to "great deal of trust" for the following agencies and

organizations directly involved in salmon-related policy-making in Oregon:

National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Fisheries and Wildlife Service, U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency, and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife.

Trust in reference groups (i.e., in information provided by these groups)such as

watershed councils, environmental groups, recreation groups, and fishing groups

was also assessed using four-point Likert-type scales.

While not completely uniform across various entities and factors, the results

were still quite coherent and in general supported prior theorizing. Political efficacy

was stronglyand positivelycorrelated with trust in all of the listed agencies and

reference groups, with those respondents who perceived higher levels of personal

("people like you") impact on ocean and coastal policy-making in Oregon being

likely to show higher levels of trust.

As expected, exposure to information and familiarity with agency activities

were strong predictors of social trust. Understandably, such links were particularly

significant in cases involving reference groups. These findings conform to the

literature and also allow developing a similar argument linking familiarity with

agency activities and trust.
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Among the ideological and attitudinal variables, support for NEP was by far

the most important predictor of social trust, as it was significantly correlated with

levels of trust in almost all entities. Generally, higher support for NEP was linked

with higher levels of trust in salmon-related agencies and reference groups.



Table 21. Sources of trust in agencies, organizations, and reference groups
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** Correlations significant at the .01 level (2-tailed); * correlations significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).

Ideology Support
for NEP

Familiarity/
Use of information

Political
efficacy

Agencies and organizations involved in
salmon politics:

NMFS -.016 .044* .146** .131**
USFWS -.041 .086** .169** .120**
USEPA -.180** .175** .025 .132**
ODFW -.074** .092** .188** .123**

Reference groups:
Watershed councils -.142** .122** .367** .189**
Environmental groups -.370** .432** .436** .193**
Recreation groups -.018 .064** .431** .114**
Fishing groups .047 .005 .491** .100**
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Correlations between support for NEP and trust in reference groups were especially

strong and supported salient value similarity theory.

Finally, political ideology was also directly related to respondent's levels of

trust in USEPA and ODFW. Liberal respondents were likely to show higher levels

of trust in these organizations than conservatives. Ideological influence was

especially important in relation to the levels of trust in reference groups

watershed councils and environmental groups, or university research scientists,

with liberal respondents reporting higher levels of trust in these groups.

One of the possible explanations of the influence of political ideology on

trust in salmon-related organizations can be existence of the links between ideology

and pro-environment attitudes (discussed in more detail in Chapter 6). Obviously,

many respondents consider environmental attitudes as an integral part of their

ideological stances. However, the data provided in the Oregon Ocean and Coastal

Policy Survey is not enough to substantiate this idea. More research is needed.

7.6 The effects of political efficacy and social trust on support for salmon
restoration

Presented in Table 22 are correlations between social trust variables and

respondents' support for the four salmon restoration options. Virtually all trust

variables turned out to be significant predictors of public support for at least three

out of four salmon restoration options. In most cases, trust in salmon-related (or

perceived as such) agencies, organizations, and reference groups was positively

related to levels of policy support. An important exception was the link between
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trust in salmon-related agencies and support for elimination of hatcheries, where

only trust in USEPAwhich is not directly involved in hatchery issueswas

significantly related to policy support. This finding is somewhat confusing and

calls for additional research on public perceptions of the role of agencies in specific

controversies. The links between trust in agencies and policy support was

especially strong in the case of urban stream protection. One explanation to this

might be the underlying realization that the complexity such measures calls for a

significant amount of interagency integration, as well as for an increased influence

of such agencies in promoting necessary changes. However, more research is

needed to substantiate this explanation.

The links between trust in reference groups and support for salmon

restoration policies were in some cases quite significant, with higher trust in

reference groups correlated with higher levels of support for restoration options.

Correlation coefficients were especially high in the case of trust in environmental

groups. The links between trust in all reference groups and support for urban

stream protection were also quite significant. There was a notable exception,

however, the negative correlation between trust in fishing groups and support for

elimination of hatcheries. This can be possibly explained by the fact that anglers

benefit directly from stream supplementation and thus are likely to support

hatcheries and oppose the idea of eliminating them.

Respondents' sense of political efficacy was assessed as an answer to the

question: "Overall, how much impact do you thing people like you can have in
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making Oregon's coast a good place to live and visit?" Response options included a

four-point Likert-type scale ranging from "no impact at all" to "a big impact."

Respondents' sense of political efficacy was correlated with their support

for the four salmon restoration options. These results are also in accord with the

literature claiming the influence of social capitaland especially its part related to

citizens' sense of political efficacyon their support for environmental policies.



Table 22. Correlations between support for salmon restoration actions and levels of trust in agencies, organizations, and
reference groups

** Correlations significant at the .01 level (2-tailed); * correlations significant at the .05 level (2-tailed)
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Removal
of dams

Limiting agricultural
and forestry practices

Elimination of
hatcheries

Urban stream
protection

Political efficacy .152** .181** .091** .149**
Agencies and organizations involved in
salmon politics:

NMFS .060* .078** .038 .081**
USF&WS .062** .095** .022 .090**
USEPA .180** .235** .125** .191**
ODF&W .071** .106** .024 .106**

Reference groups:
Watershed councils .172** .170** .124** .155**
Environmental groups 443** 459** .307** .384**
Recreation groups .035 .076** -.007 .069**
Fishing groups .016 .008 -.078** .061**
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7.7 Conclusion

The data on the sources of social trust in salmon-related organizations and

reference groups generally provided additional evidence in favor of the salient

value similarity theory, suggesting that political ideology and environmental

attitudes are important correlates of the levels of trust in salmon-related agencies

and reference groups. Respondents' familiarity with the agency or exposure to the

information from the reference group was also significantly and positively

correlated with levels of trust in such agencies and groups.

The findings presented in this chapter provide support for the existing

theoretical and empirical literature on the effects of political efficacy and social

trust on environmental policy support. They extend existing argument regarding

such links by presenting evidence in a context involving ecosystem risks. In

general, higher levels of trust in salmon-related agencies and reference groups

among respondents led to higher levels of support for salmon restoration policies.

Trust in agencies was significantly correlated with levels of support for dam

removal, limiting agricultural and forestry activities, and urban stream protection.

Trust in most reference groups was also significantly and positively correlated with

support for the for salmon restoration options. The links between trust in

environmental groups and support for restoration options were especially strong.

The only notable exception was the negative relationship between trust in fishing

groups and support for removal of hatcheries, which can be explained by the fact

that sport fishing groups still tend to support hatchery production.
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Respondents' sense of political efficacy was correlated with their support

for the four salmon restoration options, with higher levels of political efficacy

correlated with higher levels of policy support. These results were relatively

uniform, with higher correlation coefficients in cases of dam removal and limiting

agricultural and forestry activities.
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CHAPTER 8. A MODEL OF PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR SALMON
RESTORATION POLICIES

As it became clear from the analysis presented in Chapters 4-7, public

support for salmon restoration can be affected by a number of factors, which, in

turn, affect each other and create a complex web of demographic and contextual

factors, attitudes and values, all exerting influence on citizens' willingness to

support salmon restoration options. This chapter will provide a concise summary of

the expected relationships within the forthcoming model based on the literature

review sections and results of bivariate correlation analyses presented in previous

chapters, identify variables in the model, and present the model itself.

8.1 Summary of expected effects

The following are hypotheses that will be examined in this chapter:

Public support for the four salmon restoration options among Oregonians

will be directly influenced by respondents' levels of policy-relevant

knowledge, perceived risks posed to salmon runs by certain human

activities, political ideology, environmental attitudes, levels of political

efficacy, and trust in involved agencies and reference groups. In addition,

there will be a number of effects on policy support exerted by a variety of

demographic and attitudinal variables through other variables. Only those

variables that yielded statistically significant results in Chapters 4-7 will be

included in the model.
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Respondents' levels of policy-relevant knowledge will be positively related

to policy support, with more knowledgeable individuals showing higher

levels of support for salmon restoration policies.

Higher levels of perceived risks to salmon posed by such human activities

as hydroelectric power production, agricultural and forestry activities,

hatcheries, and urban growth, will lead to higher levels of support for

corresponding policies.

Liberal respondents will be more likely to support salmon restoration

policies than conservatives.

Those respondents who demonstrated higher levels of general pro-

environmental attitudes will be more likely to support salmon restoration

policies.

Level of respondents' perceived political efficacy will be positively related

to their support for salmon restoration options, with those respondents

perceiving higher levels of self-impact on ocean issues also being more

likely to support salmon restoration policies.

Finally, higher levels of trust in the agencies involved in salmon restoration

(or other environmental agencies and governmental bodies identified by

respondents as having an influence on salmon policy), as well as in

environmental groups and watershed councils, will lead to higher levels of

policy support.
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In addition, there will be a large number of impacts on the antecedent exogenous

variables:

Policy-relevant knowledge about salmon will be affected by age, gender,

and level of education, with males, older, and more educated respondents

demonstrating higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge. Also, liberals

and those showing greater support for NEP will be more likely to be more

knowledgeable about salmon-related issues and policies. Talking about

ocean and coastal issues, as well as residing in either the Portland metro

area or the Willamette Valley will have a positive impact on respondents'

knowledge holding. Finally, exposure to the information from the Oregon

Public Broadcasting, The Oregonian newspaper, and the Internet will lead

to higher levels of policy-relevant knowledge. These three variables were

the only media exposure variables significantly correlated with levels of

policy-relevant knowledge, as shown in Chapter 4, therefore, they were the

only ones included in the regression model.

Perceived risks to salmon will be at least in part explained by demographic

characteristics, with women, younger cohorts, and more educated

respondents perceiving higher levels of risk posed to salmon populations by

human activities. Liberals will be likely to perceive higher levels of risk

than conservatives, as well as those who support NEP and are concerned

about the state of ocean fisheries. Those possessing higher levels of policy-

relevant knowledge will perceive higher risks to salmon populations.
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Finally, trust in involved agencies and reference groups will be negatively

related with perceived risks top salmon, due to the specifics of these risks as

ecosystem risks.

Respondents' support for the NEP will be affected by their ideological

standing, with liberals being in general more supportive of the NEP when

compared to conservatives. Women, younger cohorts, those with higher

levels of formal education and residing in the western part of the state will

be also more likely to support the NEP.

Respondents' sense of political efficacy will affect respondents' trust in

involved agencies and reference groups, with those respondents with a

stronger sense of political efficacy being more likely to exhibit higher levels

of trust. Trust will also be affected by ideology and support for NEP

(through salient value similarity). Finally, respondents' familiarity with

salmon-related agencies or use of information from reference groups will be

an important predictor of trust in such agencies and reference groups. It will

not be possible to test other determinants of trust discussed in Chapter 7 due

to the small sample sizes involved.

8.2 Model specification

8.2.1 Variable selection

The three knowledge indicators were correlated with each other thus

making it a hard choice choosing one for the model. At the same time, they do not

measure the same phenomena: self-perceived informedness relates primarily to the
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respondents' sense of "knoweldgeability," rather than to their actual knowledge.

Further, respondents' performance on the Ocean Quiz reflects their knowledge of a

number of scientific concepts not directly related to salmon-related policymaking.

On the other hand, the term familiarity variableafter the "don't know and the

"heard the term, but don't know what it means" categories have been combined

seems to reflect more of the actual knowledge, rather than merely a sense of

familiarity. In addition, it contains more items directly related to salmon policy

than any other knowledge indicator. Taking into account the findings regarding the

strong contextual influences on environmental knowledge, it will be important to

have it in the model.

8.2.2 Path equations

For model specification, I followed a "model generating" approach

(Joreskog and S6rbom 1996), which involves developing an initial model based on

theory and empirical data and then using statistical tools to either fix or free paths

depending on their significance. An idealized model is presented in Figure 3. The

model is specified by the following path equations:

Equation 1: support for restoration option = bi iknowledge +
buperceived risk + b13 ideology + biasupport for NEP + bispolitical
efficacy + b17trust + ei

Equation 2: perceived risk = bn age + b22gender + b23education +
b24knowledge + b25ideology + b26support for NEP + b27political
efficacy + b29trust + e2

Equation 3: knowledge (term familiarity) = bncoast + b32region +
b33talk + b34age + b35gender + b36education + b37ideology +
b38support for NEP + b39media exposure + e3



Equation 4: support for NEP = b41ideology + b42iage + b43gender +
b44education + b45region + e4

Equation 5: trust = bmpolitical efficacy + b62ideology + b63support
for NEP + b64familiarity/use of information + e5
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Estimating these models yielded the results presented in Tables 23-27.

Although the models included only those independent variables that were strongly

correlated with respective dependent variables in the analyses in Chapters 4-7,

some of these relationships did not hold when controlled for influence of other

factors. At the same time, many links proved to be significant even when accounted

for effects of other variables, thus supporting prior theorizing and empirical

evidence.



Table 23. OLS estimators for support for salmon policies

**Significant at the 0.01 levels of significance; *significant at the 0.05 level of significance.
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Dam removal Limiting agricultural
and forestry

Elimination of
hatcheries

Urban stream
protection

Knowledge .056* .018 -.015 .110**
Risk perception .513** .630** .502** .519**
Ideology -.160** -.046* -.103** .009
Support for NEP .093** .128** .032 .189**
Political efficacy .013 .057** .055 .065**
Trust in NMFS .033 -.025 .012 -.037
Trust in USF&WS -.030 .052 -.018 .007

Trust in USEPA -.086* -.017 -.048 .039
Trust in ODFW -.046 -.012 -.037 .033

Trust in information from watershed councils .046 .019 .020 .017
Trust in information from environmental groups .183** .123** .138** .094**
Trust in information from recreation groups -.057 -.003 -.019 -.049
Trust in information from fishing groups .040 -.033 -.108** .019
le .522 .661 .399 .547

Adjusted R2 .514 .656 .389 .539
F-statistic 66.265 121.591 40.196 75.882
N 802 810 787 818



Table 24. OLS estimates for levels of risk to salmon posed by human activities

**Significant at the 0.01 levels of significance; *significant at the 0.05 level of significance.
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Hydroelectric
dams

Agricultural and
forestry practices

Hatcheries Urban
development

Age -.007 -.027 -.045 .005

Gender .069* -.041 -.042 .023

Level of education .022 .038 .071* .013

Knowledge .140** .057 -.014 .130**
Ideology -.107** -.065* -.077* .002
Support for NEP .290 375** .113** .355**
Political efficacy .077* .065* .082* .108**

Trust in NMFS .070 .070 .079 .030
Trust in USFWS -.094* -.016 -.041 -.057
Trust in USEPA .035 .057 -.067 .057
Trust in ODFW .058 -.051 .005 -.028
Trust in information from watershed councils -.001 -.041 .023 -.083*
Trust in information from environmental groups .190** .187** .254** .171**
Trust in information from recreation groups -.043 .003 .017 -.005
Trust in information from fishing groups -.060 -.040 -.107* .036
R2 .306 .351 .184 .280
Adjusted R2 .243 .339 .168 .266

F-statistic 23.426 29.001 11.697 20.872

N 796 803 777 806



Table 25. OLS estimates for trust models

**Significant at the 0.01 levels of significance; *significant at the 0.05 level of significance.
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NMFS USFWS USEPA ODFW
Ideology .036 .015 -.109** -.016
Support for NEP .072* .108** .175** .107**
Political efficacy .126** .094** .112** .094**
Familiarity/use of information .116** .157** .000 .186**
R2 .041 .055 .081 .065

Adjusted R2 .038 .053 .078 .063
F-statistic 12.767 20.062 30.153 24.261
N 1193 1369 1365 1389

Watershed
councils

Environmental
groups

Recreation
groups

Fishing
groups

deology -.086** -.177** .040 .054*
Support for NEP .093** 339** .028 .041

olitical efficacy .131** .085** .079** .034
amiliarity/use of information 334** .311** 409** .548**
2 .182 .418 .185 .312
djusted R2 .179 .417 .182 .310
-statistic 55.911 232.318 71.349 136.269

1006 1292 1259 1203
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The multiple regression model of salmon policy support (presented in Table

23) demonstrated that there are very few factors that influence public support for

restoration policies, when controlled for other factors. Level of perceived risk to

salmon posed by the human activity in question, respondent's political ideology,

and trust in information provided by environmental groups were the most important

predictors of salmon policy support (significant in three or four models). Support

for NEP, political efficacy, and policy-relevant knowledge were also important in

explaining policy support, although their influence was not uniform across the

models. Similarly, although models of risk perception (OLS estimates provided in

Table 24) initially contained a large number of factors suggested by previous

research, only a few of them were important when controlled for other factors.

Such factors included political ideology, support for NEP, political efficacy, and

trust in information from environmental groups. Other factors, including

demographics, were significant in selected models only. In Section 8.2.3 of this

chapter, these models will be trimmed, i.e., refitted using stepwise procedure in

order to eliminate statistically insignificant factors.

Fitting the models of social trust in agencies and reference groups (shown in

Table 25) yielded somewhat more consistent results, as most of the independent

variables identifies by previous research turned to be important in most of the

models. However, the effects of political ideology were not as consistent across the

models as the effects of other variables.
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Shown in Table 26 are OLS estimates for the models of policy-relevant

knowledge. Again, only selected factors were significant in explaining the variation

in knowledge levels. Contextual variables, such as the regional variable, frequency

of talking about ocean issues, exposure to OPB and The Oregonian, turned to be

significant predictors of respondents' levels of policy-relevant knowledge.

Demographic variables, such as gender and level of education, were also important.

Finally, respondents' support for NEP had an impact on their levels of policy-

relevant knowledge.

Table 26. OLS estimators for the levels of policy-relevant knowledge

**Significant at the 0.01 levels of significance; *significant at the 0.05 level of
significance.

Standardized
coefficients

19 egion -.090**
I requency of talking about ocean issues .257**

ge -.014
Gender .242**
I evel of education .191**
Ideology -.011
Support for NEP .107**
I requency of exposure to OPB .152**
I requency of exposure to The Oregonian .061*
I requency of using information from the Internet .012
1.2 .277
Adjusted R2 .272

I -statistic 51.742
I 1350
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OLS estimators of the model of support for NEP (presented in Table 27)

conformed with previous research, as the effects of all independent variables

identified by existing literature were significant when controlled for other factors in

a multiple regression model.

Table 27. OLS estimators for support for NEP

**Significant at the 0.01 levels of significance

In general, fitting a series of multiple regression models including variables

identified by the analysis in Chapters 4-7 showed that many of such factors are not

significant when controlled for the effects of other variables. Thus, in the next

section of this chapter, these models will be trimmed, i.e. refitted leaving only

statistically significant predictors.

8.3 The final model of salmon policy support

The final model is based on a series of trimmed models. Using stepwise

procedure (Ramsey and Schafer 1997), multiple linear regression models were

Standardized
coefficients

Ideology -.399**
Age -.048*
Gender .074**
Level of education .087**
Region .096**
R2 .217
Adjusted R2 .214
F-statistic 84.332
N 1523
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refitted to contain only statistically significant paths. Final results of this process

are presented in Tables 28-31. The model for support for NEP did not need to be

trimmed as it initially contained all significant variables.

Overall, many of the paths from the initial model proved to be significant in

the trimmed model as well, although some paths had to be freed. However, all the

variables from the initial model had to be transferred to the trimmed model, which

indicates an overall good fit of literature-based hypothesized relationships between

the various determinants of policy support.

From a statistical point of view, the set of four final models of public

support for salmon restoration policies performs quite well, explaining from 37 to

64 percent of the variation in levels of public support for salmon restoration

policies, depending on a specific policy. Levels of perceived risks to salmon from

corresponding human activities are the single strongest predictor of policy support.

Although quite obvious on the face of it, this finding provides important empirical

evidence for the links that are in most research projects merely assumed to be

present. These results also confirmed the significance of the cluster of ideological

and attitudinal variables for explaining variations in policy support, as political

ideology and support for NEP were significant predictors of support for almost all

salmon restoration policies. The model also provided an important confirmation of

the role of trust in reference groups in public support for salmon restoration, with

trust in environmental groups being a significant predictor of support for all



Table 28. Coefficients of the trimmed models for policy support

**Significant at the 0.01 levels of significance; *significant at the 0.05 level of significance.
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Dam removal Limiting agricultural
and forestry practices

Elimination o
hatcheries

rban stream
is rotection

Knowledge .103**

Risk perception .483** 593** .487** .521**

Ideology -.179** -.063** -.114**
Support for NEP .094** .152** .255**

Political efficacy .049**
Trust in USEPA -.087**
Trust in information from environmental
groups

.201** .123** .144**

Trust in information from fishing groups -.097**
R2 .531 .638 .369 .497

Adjusted R2 .528 .637 .366 .496

F-statistic 261.035 432.236 163.258 463.663

N 1155 1226 1119 1405



Table 29. Coefficients of the trimmed models for risk perceptions

**Significant at the 0.01 levels of significance
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Hydroelectric
dams

Agricultural and
forestry practices

Hatcheries Urban
development

Age
Gender
Level of education .078**

Knowledge .179** .110**

Ideology -.205** -.070** -.076*
Support for NEP .410** .135** 349**
Political efficacy .051* .070** .070* .113**

Trust in NA/IFS
Trust in USFWS
Trust in USEPA
Trust in ODFW
Trust in information from watershed councils
Trust in information from environmental groups .290** .201** .249** .151**

Trust in information from recreation groups
Trust in information from fishing groups -.058*

R` .232 .357 .178 .261

Adjusted R` .230 .354 .173 .259

F-statistic 89.939 171.354 38.007 106.443

N 1190 1237 1052 1204
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restoration policies, except urban stream protection, with higher levels of trust in

environmental groups leading to higher levels of policy support.

Quite tellingly, trust in fishing groups was an important predictor of the

level of support for elimination of hatcheries. Higher trust in such groups led to

lower levels of support for this policy option. This result could be expected, given

the fact that sport fishermen benefit directly from supplementation of stock with

hatchery fish and taking in account generally low level of informedness about the

differences between hatchery and wild salmon. Evidence on the effects of trust and

political efficacy variables was not entirely conclusive. When controlled for other

factors, only trust in the EPA was directly linked to public support for dam

removal. Overall, this is a somewhat puzzling result, given the fact that the EPA is

not directly involved in dam-related policy making, so, generally, more research is

needed in this area.

The results presented in the series of trimmed models of risk perception also

helped identify their most important predictors. As expected, the effects of political

ideology and environmental attitudes were generally significant across the four

models, with more liberal respondents and those demonstrating higher support for

the New Enviornmental Paradigm being more likely to support salmon restoration

actions, except for removal of dams. Although there is a significant link between

these two variables, their separate effects in the multiple regression models were

significant. Ideological and attitudinal factors significantly affect risk perceptions,

which makes their total effects even more important.
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The models of social trust indicated that, as expected, familiarity with each

of the salmon-related agencies or use of information from each of the reference

groups was the most important predictor of the levels of trust in such agencies and

reference groups. At the same time, political ideology, support for NEP, and

political efficacy were important in explaining levels of social trust in some

models, especially in the models of trust in reference groups.

Table 30. Coefficients of the trimmed trust models

**Significant at the 0.01 levels of significance; *significant at the 0.05 levelo
significance.

NMFS USFWS USEPA ODFW
deology -.106**

Support for NEP .099** .173** .112**

olitical efficacy .128** .095** .113** 093**
amiliarity/use of information .113** .153** .187**
2 .035 .053 .079 .064

djusted R2 .033 .051 .077 .062

-statistic 23.150 26.330 39.287 32.642
1280 1407 1377 1430

Watershed
councils

Environmental
groups

Recreation
groups

Fishing
groups

deology -.086** -.177** .026**

Support for NEP .093** 339** .550**

olitical efficacy .131** .085** .074**
amiliarity/use of information 334** .311** .418**
z .182 .418 .187 .305

djusted R2 .179 .417 .186 .304

-statistic 55.911 232.318 155.626 282.132
1006 1292 1352 1288
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Policy-relevant knowledge was significant in three out of the four models of

policy support. It was also important in predicting levels of perceived risk in some

cases. A variety of demographic and contextual factors were important in

explaining respondents' levels of policy-relevant knowledge and attitudinal factors.

However demographics did not have any direct impact on risk perceptions, which

suggests that demographic and contextual effects can only have very limited

influence on perceived risks to salmon and support for salmon restoration. Of

course, measurement error could have led to these results as well.



Table 31. Coefficients of the trimmed model for policy-relevant knowledge
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**Significant at the 0.01 levels of significance; *significant at the 0.05 level of
significance.

Trimmed multiple linear regression models were used to draw a PATH

diagram of the final model presented in Figure 4. Some of the paths in the final

model did not bear uniform coefficients throughout the four salmon restoration

options and corresponding risks. The links that turned out significant in three or

four of the models of risk perception or policy support are indicated by solid arrows

in the diagram. Those paths that were only significant in one or two such models

are indicated by dotted lines. Likewise, only certain trust variables (related to

selected agencies and reference groups) were significant in the regression models.

Finally, media exposure variables only included use of information from Oregon

Public Broadcasting and The Oregonian. Such paths are indicated by dotted lines as

well.

Standardized coefficients
r egion -.095**
I requency of talking about ocean issues .251**

ender .253**

evel of education .193**

Support for NEP .112**
I requency of exposure to OPB .154**
I requency of exposure to The Oregonian .065**
1'2 .272
Adjusted R2 .268

I -statistic 75.065
I 1406



Figure 8. PATH model of salmon policy support
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8.4 Conclusion

At it became obvious from the final model of policy support, ideological

and attitudinal factors, along with risk perception, are by far the most important

predictors of public support for salmon restoration policies. These variables have

significant impact on policy support. In addition, they influence other variables

affecting support for salmon restoration.

These findings might signify the principal distinction in public responses to

policies dealing with ecosystem risks, as opposed to the policies seeking to mitigate

risks to humans. Because risks to species are usually more remote and less

observable to humans than risks to human health, the opportunities for direct public

learning are limited, and thus, the role of policy-relevant knowledge in public

judgment about such risks is decreased. In addition, ecosystem risks often

(although not always) have an extended time frame, compared to the risks directly

affecting humans. This might lead to greater complexity and delayed feedback in

cases involving risks to species, thus impeding public learning. Thus, apparently, in

cases involving ecosystem risks, public response to policies depend on some

preconceived ideas regarding the necessity of restoration activities, which are

reflected by ideological and attitudinal variables. In this context, the role of policy-

relevant knowledge and trustalthough still quite substantialmight be not nearly

as important as in cases involving risks to humans. Respondents' knowledge about

specific threats to salmon populations was important, but their recognition that

something should be done about this was the key.
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CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The arduous task of finding solutions to the enduring salmon crisis calls for

a non-trivial, comprehensive approach. Such solutionsif foundare likely to

affect virtually everyone in the Pacific Northwest, in a number different ways, from

lost profits and jobs in agricultural sector to additional restrictions on non-point

sources pollution, or at least several dollars added to each household's electricity

bill. These will be in addition to the tax dollars already being spent on federal and

state recovery programs. Although success of restoration activities can potentially

trigger significant economic benefits in the future, salmon restoration is still a very

expensive endeavor, with many key economic interests likely to be hurt in the

process. The Pacific salmon controversy is no exception, many of the current

controversies involving endangered species require sizeable societal sacrifices.

Ensuring public understanding of and support for species restoration policies is

especially important, because many of such policies involve making difficult trade-

offs.

On a more general level, increasing technical complexity of environmental

policy is one of the major challenges to public participation in environmental

decision-making (Pierce et al. 1989). This issue is especially relevant to the

situation in Oregon where non-expert citizens can involve themselves in

environmental policy-making. Salmon-related policies are no exception and thus

public support for specific restoration options is a crucial component of the policy

process in this area.
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This dissertation has described and analyzed the major factors affecting

support for selected salmon restoration policies among citizens of Oregon,

including policy-relevant knowledge, risk perception, ideological and attitudinal

factors, political efficacy, and social trust. The dissertation also concentrated on the

interactions between these factors, as well as on the influence of demographic and

contextual factors on public support for salmon restoration.

Data incorporated in this dissertation came from a variety of sources,

including the Oregon Ocean and Coastal Policy Survey conducted in summer of

2002, both quantitative data and qualitative information in the form of respondents'

comments on the survey, and qualitative interviews with salmon policy experts

coming from the governmental agencies, academia, and non-governmental

organizations. The different nature of the data sources warranted a variety of

analytic approaches and methods used, including correlation and multiple linear

regression analyses.

Data analysis was conducted in consideration of the five overarching

research questions: (1) What are the major factors directly influencing public

support for salmon restoration policies; (2) Are there any interactions between

these factors; (3) What is the role of demographics, socioeconomic, and contextual

factors in determining public support for salmon restoration policies; (4) Are there

any differences in the mechanisms of public support for salmon restoration evident

across public responses to the four restoration options; and, (5) Are there any

differences in the mechanisms of public policy support in the case of salmon
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restoration (involving ecosystem risks) as opposed to more traditional

environmental policies, involving risks to humans?

Results of the survey suggest that there is significant hesitation by members

of the public to implement relatively resource-consuming restoration options, such

as dam removal, while more ambiguously formulated, and seemingly less

demanding options, such as urban stream protection, enjoyed greater levels of

support among Oregonians. However, levels of public support for the four options

were not independent, which suggests seriousand to some extent uniform

influences exerted by other, non-contextual factors.

Key findings indicate that ideological and attitudinal factors are by far the

most important predictors of public support for salmon restoration policies. These

variables have significant impact on policy support. Although pro-environmental

arguments are theoretically possible from both liberal and conservative standpoints,

liberal orientations seem to provide a closer fit not only with the ideas of

environmentalism in general (such as NEP), but also with support for the four

salmon restoration actions investigated in this dissertation. In addition, ideological

and attitudinal preferences also resulted in selectivity in perceiving policy-relevant

information, clear preferences for specific information sources, and varying levels

of trust in salmon-related agencies and organizations. Thus, the cumulative effects

of political ideology on policy support are very substantial.

The influence of risk perception on public support for salmon restoration

policies was another importantalthough much more expectedresult. Directly
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dependent on respondents' policy-relevant knowledge, their environmental

attitudes, and trust in salmon-related agencies, organizations, and reference groups,

levels of perceived risks to salmon were a crucial predictor of support for

corresponding restoration policies. These results also suggest that there are

significant differences in levels of perceived risks among members of the public

arising from demographic differenceswith younger cohorts, females, and

respondents possessing higher levels of formal education being more likely to

perceive higher levels of risks to salmon. The study also confirmed that while

coping with the uncertainty inherent in issues that involve ecosystem risks, people

employ general approaches to structuring the otherwise complex world, and that

specific environmental issues usually fit into already set paradigms of social

problematiquesuch as political ideology or New Ecological Paradigm. Finally, in

contravention of existing empirical evidence, higher levels of trust and a sense of

higher political efficacy were positively correlated with higher levels of perceived

risks to salmon. A possible explanation of this fact can possibly be found in the

differences between public perceptions of ecosystem risks as opposed to health-

related risks. Because risks to salmon are not readily observable or directly

experienced by members of the public, the importance of mitigating such risks is

often not intuitive and thus may depend on some preconceivedand relatively

generalideas about the society and the environment. However, more research is

needed in order to develop and test a set of distinctive attributes characterizing

public perception of ecosystem risks.
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Respondents' levels of policy-relevant knowledge were not uniformly

significant in explaining public support for various salmon restoration options, and

generally did not exert much direct impact on levels of public support for salmon

restoration policies. However, the influence of knowledge on risk perception

which, in turn, affects policy supportis quite important. Higher levels of policy-

relevant knowledge led to perceptions of higher risks to salmon populations posed

by human activities and so contributed to respondents' support for restoration

actions addressing such risks.

In general, these findings signify the principal distinction in public

responses to policies dealing with ecosystem risks, as opposed to the policies

seeking to mitigate risks to humans. As already indicated, in cases involving

ecosystem risks, public response to policies seems to depend to a rather large extent

on relatively general ideas regarding the balance between human interests and

restoration goals. These ideas are often a reflection of ideological and attitudinal

variables. Their importance seems to result in decreasing significance of policy-

relevant knowledge and trust. While having quite substantial influence on public

support for salmon restoration policies, these factors did not seem nearly as

important as in cases involving risks to humans, as found in other research.

Citizens' knowledge about specific threats to salmon populations is obviously

important, but their recognition that something should be done about this is the key.

The findings presented in the dissertation provide support for the existing

theoretical and empirical literature on the effects of political efficacy and social
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trust on environmental policy support. They also extend existing arguments

regarding such links by presenting evidence in the context involving ecosystem

risks. However, the important distinction needs to be made: existing literature tends

to emphasize the negative relationship between social trust and levels of perceived

risk, and, ultimately, with support for government-led environmental efforts. In this

case, however, higher levels of social trust, as well as higher sense of political

efficacy among respondents led to higher levels of support for the four salmon

restoration policies. Also, the data of the sources of social trust in salmon-related

(or perceived as such) organizations, generally provided additional evidence in

favor of the salient value similarity theory.

Several conclusions and recommendations for future research can be drawn

from the results of this research. One area of additional research is furthering the

exploration of contrasting sources and effects of ecological and health-related risk

perceptions. Results of this research made it clear that the mechanisms of public

support for environmental policies addressing ecosystem risks are quite different

from the ones at work in cases involving risks to humans. At the same time, the

overwhelming majority of relevant research to date has concentrated on the latter

(Slovic 1987; Slovic 2001; Jenkins-Smith and Smith 1994). Filling in this gap will

help meet the growing need in understanding public responses to escalating

political developments in the area of species conservation.

It also would be beneficial to conduct research on refining the measurement

of the perceptional, attitudinal, and ideological variables used in the survey in order
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to understand the more subtle motivations behind public support for salmon

restoration options. For example, a more detailed study of the structure of

perceptions of risks to salmon might help explain the differences between public

perceptions of different risks and, ultimately, support for different options. Current

research on social trust also emphasizes a multilayer structure of this concept, with

some of its elements being significantly more influential than others. Conducting a

deeper, more detailed analyses of such elements would also help further

conceptualize the distinctive characteristics of public perceptions of ecosystem

risks as opposed to those of health-related risks.

The results presented here suggest the need for a more holistic approach to

understanding the sources and assessing the limits of public support for salmon

restoration options. In general, both outreach and research activities should

concentrate on overcoming the negative impacts of ideological and attitudinal

cleavages, reconciling seemingly insurmountable differences in opinions on salmon

policy. Providing additional knowledge should be tailored to the needs of the

various constituencies, and should be sensitive to a wide range of ideological

stances and attitudinal positions. This process should attempt to end the "Blame

Game" and help all citizens assume shared responsibility for the condition of wild

salmon stocks.

Future outreach should also target specific issues, such as the differences

between wild and hatchery salmon, rather than generalities. Currently, crucial

pieces of information about salmon seem to escape public's attention, and are only
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familiar to those members of the public who make a conscious effort in search for

such information. Such an effort signals some level of concern about salmon from

the very beginning and obviously is not typical for most of the public. Thus, many

salmon policy decisions are not well understood, and, as a result, not well

appreciated by members of the public. It is crucial that these issues are addressed in

future outreach projects.

On the other hand, the findings of this study revealed a need to sensitize

policy-makers about the dominant public sentiment on salmon issues. Many

salmon-related agencies and organizations seem to underestimate the importance of

public understanding of and support for restoration policies, thus jeopardizing the

very best intentions and careful planning put in formulation and implementation of

such policies. This project provided vital information on the complex net of

public's attitudes, values, and opinions that cannot be ignored in salmon-related

decision making.

As demonstrated by this dissertation, social trust and citizens' sense of

political efficacy can be important for their support for salmon restoration policies.

Thus special efforts should be in place in order to overcome public distrust in

salmon-related agencies, organizations, and reference groups.

Related to that, there is a definite need of some kind of a reconciliation of

the tensions between liberals and conservatives on the issues pertaining to species

conservation. Such reconciliation should include highlighting the elements within

conservatism that are in accordrather than in contradictionwith the goals of
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species conservation. Ideological differences should be alleviated, rather than

intensified. This will require a two-fold solution: a "greening" of mainstream

conservatism and toning down the accusatory rhetoric employed by some

environmental groups. It is obvious that the ultimate solution to the salmon crisis

should involve many different groups and forces of the society, and thus search for

societal consensus should be a top priority for everyone involved in salmon-related

policy-making.

In relation to this, there is an obvious need for a more open societal

deliberation and some kind of a consensus on the ultimate goals of salmon

restoration, andsubsequentlythe societal expectations. Should there be enough

wild salmon to support commercial fisheries? Or would it be socially acceptable to

only support local salmon populations at the levels necessary to avoid extinction

and preserve life-history diversity? These questionsand corresponding

assumptions underlying public policy-makingshould be made explicit and

extensively deliberated by members of the general public. Many people are still in

the "production" mode of thinking about salmon management, and thus even the

notion of "endangered" salmon seems foreign to them. Special effort should be

targeted at the proliferation of the "population" mode of thinking, explaining the

differences between wild and hatchery salmon.

The issues addressed in this dissertation also have important implications

for other environmental policy contexts, especially those related to preservation of

endangered species. The findings support the earlier theorizing on the distinctive
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characteristics of perceptions of ecosystem risks, as well as ecosystem risk-related

policy-making and also indicate significant differences in the mechanisms of public

support for species restoration policies as opposed to more traditional

environmental policies. These differences should be addressed in future policy-

making involving conservation of endangered species and other similar issues.
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